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Attn: Docketing and Service Branch

Re: Procosed Amendments to 10 C.F.R. Part 20

Gentlemen:

These comments, filed on behalf of Kerr-McGee

Nuclear Corporation, United Nuclear Corporation, United Nuclear-

Homestake Partners, Union Carbide Corporation, Anaconda Copper

Company, Gulf Oil Corporation, and Western Nuclear, Inc.,

are in reference to the amendments proposed by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) to 10 C.F.R. Part 20 on April 17,

1980. The proposed amendments appear at 45 Fed. Reg. 26072-73.

The amendments, if adopted, would " incorporate the existing

requirements for certain uranium fuel cycle licensees to com-

ply with the Environmental Protection Agency's ' Environmental

Radiation Protection Standards for Nuclear Power Operations'

Reg. 26072.1/45 Fed.(40 C.F.R. Part 190) "
. . . .

If -The notice of proposed rulemaking indicates that com-
ments on the proposed rulemaking were due by June 16.

The commenters request, however, that these comments be ac-
cepted for filing even though transmitted subsequent to that
date. NRC's rules authorize acceptance of comments beyond

(footnote cont'd)
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Interest of Commenters ;

Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation ("Kerr-McGee"),
)

United Nuclear Corporation (" United Nuclear"), Union Carbide

Corporation (" Union Carbide"), Gulf Oil Corporation (" Gulf"),

and Western Nuclear, Inc. (" Western Nuclear") are domestic

corporations. United Nuclear-Homestake Partners (" United

Nuclear-Homestake") is a partnership comprised of United

Nuclear and Homestake Mining Company. Anaconda Copper Com-

pany (" Anaconda") is a division of the Anaconda Company, a

(footnote cont'd)

the time specified in the notice. See 10 C.F.R. 5 2.805(a).
It is appropriate to accept these comments under the circum-
stances presented here. First, these comments raise serious
questions concerning the validity of Part 190 as applied to
uranium milling. Accordingly, they undercut NRC's rationale
for adopting Part 190 into 10 C.F.R. Part 20 and should be
carefully considered by the agency. Second, there have been
important developments which undermine the basis for Part 190
which have not become manifest until subsequent to the June 16
date specified for comments on NRC's proposed rulemaking. For
example, the agency's new MILDOS code (designed to assist mill
licensees in ascertaining compliance) and revised Reg. Guide 4.14
(specifying monitoring programs) have not been available a suffi-
cient time for milling companies fully to understand the impact
of Part 190 prior to June 16. Third, NRC recently published a
proposed statement of policy which suggests that the agency
intends to require Agreement States to enforce the Part 190
radiation standards, as incorporated in Part 20, upon state
licensees. See 45 Fed. Reg. 65726 (October 3, 1980). This
materially alters the impact of NRC's proposed amendments at
issue here. Finally, NRC has in the past recommended that EPA
defer application of Part 190 to uranium mills, and the comments
tendered herewith provide additional relevant information sup-
portive of that position.

In the event that NRC determines not to accept these
comments, the commenters request that this letter be treated
as a petition to rescind any regulation adopted by NRC which
imposes 40 C.F.R. Part 190 requirements upon uranium mill
licensees in contravention of these comments. See 10 C.F.R.
$ 2.802(a).
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domestic corporation. Kerr-McGee, Anaconda, and United Nuclear

(separately and through United Nuclear-Homestake) own and/or

operate uranium mills in New Mexico. Gulf intends to construct

and thereafter to operate a uranium mill in New Mexico. Union

Carbide owns and/or operates uranium mills or in situ extrac-

tion operations in Wyoming, Colorado and Texas. Western

Nuclear owns and operates uranium mills in Wyoming and

Washington. The commenters would be adversely affected if the

amendments proposed by NRC were adopted as final regulations.

Summary

The commenters oppose adoption of the proposed

amendments to 10 C.F.R. Part 20. NRC offers no ground jus-

tifying adoption of the proposed amendments other than the

Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) promulgation of 40

C.F.R. Part 190. However, as shown in more detail below,

since EPA lacked authority to promulgate 40 C.F.R. Part 190

and since that regulation in any event is unlawful, NRC may

not rely on it to justify the proposed amendments. Because

NRC offers no independent basis for the proposed amendments,

they may not lawfully be promulgated by NRC.

Assuming that NRC nevertheless proceeds to adopt the

proposed amendments, the commenters urge the agency to defer

their application to uranium mills until the mills have had

sufficient time (a) to ascertain whether they are in compliance,

. , _ . . - - - - . - . - . -. , _ , - __ _ _ _ - - . _ . ~ . . - . _ _ _ _ - - - . - _ . .._
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and (b) to implement changes in equipment and operations so as,

to come into compliance (if compliance is possible) or to shut,

down operations in an orderly fashion (if compliance is not

economically or technically feasible). Similarly, the com-

menters urge NRC to coordinate imposition of Part 190 upon the

milling industry with imposition of UMTRC Act requirements in,

order to avoid expenditures to comply with Part 190 which will

be supplanted by further expenditures to comply with differing

requirements imposed under UMTRC Act. Finally, the commenters

are opposed to the reporting reqtirements contained in the

proposed amendments as unauthorized, unnecessary, impractical,

and unduly expensive.

I. Part 190 Is Unlawful

There is no basis in the record for the proposed

amendments to 10 C.F.R. Part 20 aside from 40 C.F.R. Part 190.

As noted, Part 190 is unlawful. The commenters have in fact

.

recently filed a lawsuit in the United States District Court

; for the District of New Mexico challenging the lawfulness of

40 C.F.R. Part 190 as applied to uranium mills. Kerr-McGee

Nuclear Corporation, et al. v. United States Environmental

Protection Acency, U.S.D.C. N. Mex. Civil No. 80-0203C.2/

Plaintiffe' motion for partial-summary judgment is currently

f

2/ United Nuclear is not a plaintiff in the lawsuit although
United Nuclear-Homestake Partners, in which United Nuclear

is a partner, is.

!

;

i

-----,--,m--- , , , , -.,n., -, , , . - , . . . - . - , .--n---- .~,-r,,,--,,--,w,w,,-n , , - - - , - , , , , . ~ , m ,-- -,w--.~, - - --
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pending in that proceeding. In their motion for partial

summary judgment, plaintiffs demonstrated that 40 C.F.R.

Part 190 is unlawful on a variety of grounds. For example,

plaintiffs showed that EPA and the EPA Administrator were'

not authorized to promulgate 40 C.F.R. Part 190 because Re-

organization Plan No. 3 of 1970, which purportedly trans-

ferred the pertinent authority, was unlawful under 5 U.S.C.

5 905(a)(4). Plaintiffs also demonstrated that even if the

transfer of authority was valid, 40 C.F.R. Part 190 was

nevertheless unlawful because, among other things, it was

devised under an unreasonably narrow interpretation of EPA's

authority as transferred by the Reorganization Plan; it did

not reflect the NRC's findings with respect to practicabil-

ity; and it unlawfully purported to be applicable to emis-

sions from mill tailings. Moreover, plaintiffs showed that

40 C.F.R. Part 190 is in any event not applicable to uranium

milling activities in states which have entered into agree-

ments with the AEC or NRC discontinuing federal regulatory

authority within those states pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 2021,

; and accordingly should not be imposed in such states. These
:

and other deficiencies with Part 190 are explained in more

detail in the Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for

Partial Summary Judgment which is incorporated herein.M

,

'

3/ A copy of this Memorandum is attached to these comments.
A copy of the Statement of Material Facts filed in the

New Mexico lawsuit is also hereby incorporated in these com-
ments and is attached hereto.

|
( footnote cont'd)'

_ , _ . . _ ..- _ __ . . _ . _ _ . _ , _ . . _ _ _ _ , _ _ , - . - - _ , _ - _ _ . - _ . _ . , _ _ .
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Besides the issues specifically raised by plaintiffs in their

Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, EPA's 40 CFR Part 190

is unlawful with respect to uranium mills because it is not

supported by the evidentiary record. As applied to uranium

milling, Part 190 is based upon an underestimate of the diffi-

culties of mills in complying with the limits it imposes and

upon an unduly optimistic estimate of the ease with which

existing mills could bring themselves into compliance.S/

It must also be recognized that, as applied to

mills and contrary to EPA's unsupported assertions, Part 190

is not cost effective. Instead, it is arbitrary and capricious

(footnote cont'd

At the very least, NRC should defer any action on imple-
menting Part 190 with respect to uranium mills, either through
the proposed amendments to 10 C.F.R. Part 20 or otherwise,
until afte: final disposition of the New Mexico litigation.

4/ For e: ample, in formulating Part 190, EPA failed to con-
sider sctual mills in determining the possible exposures

which mills might cause. Instead, EPA " assumed" a hypothetical
model mill which failed to reflect the reality faced by existing
mills. The model mill overlooked possible sources of exposure
(e.g., te haul roads and ore storage areas). Moreover, EPA's
new AIRDOS-EPA computer program indicates that a much more strin-
gent level of controls would be required to meet the 25 mrem
limitation specified in Part 190, even assuming the model mill

| originally employed by EPA.
i

NRC's proposal to incorporate Part 190 into 10 CFR Part
190 is also defective because, if adopted, it would impose
requirements upon uranium mills which are unduly and unconsti-
tutionally vague. For example, the proposal fails to address

,

the question of how Part 190 would be applied to two or more
uranium mills which are operating in close proximity or which
are otherwise producing a cumulative impact over a particular
area. Given'the geographic proximity of certain mills, such
a situation may reasonably be expected to exist, at least in
New Mexico.'

i

- ,- -. , . - . .~ - , , . . - . , - . , . - - .,,n. ,-~--.,--..-.,...--nn- ,,,,-...w - .a . , _ , .
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and otherwise unlawful. The standards which Part 190 imposes

are unnecessary to protect the public or the general environ-

ment. There is no evidence that the low levels of exposure

which may result from milling operations pose any significant

health risks. In addition, there are increasing reasons to

question the validity of the so-called linear non-threshold

assumption on which rests the projection of health effects

employed by EPA in formulating in Part 190. Under the cir-

cumstances, there has been no showing that any additional

radiation limitations should be imposed upon uranium mills

on a cost-effectiveness basis.

Assuming arguendo that the linear non-threshold

assumption is an appropriate basis on which to impose addi-

tional limitations, EPA's Part 190 standards are nevertheless

not cost effective. Information now available both to EPA and

to NRC indicates that mills would face significant problems in
,

complying with Part 190.5/ This new information shows that the

cost of controls is greater and the risk and degree of non-

compliance which the mills must address if Part 190 becomes

i 5/ See, e.g., note 4 supra (the AIRDOS-EPA conclusions).
These new developments support NRC's earlier advice to

EPA that the " proposed EPA standard has been established too
near or beyond the projected capabilities of uranium fuel cycle
technology" in certain specific areas. One of the specific
areas was "the inclusion of the blowing of tailings piles near
operating uranium mills." Letter from Lee V. Gossick (NRC) to
Russell Train (EPA) dated February 25, 1975, attached to the
Statement of Material Facts as Exhibit H.

,

,.---v -y. - -,,,.,<..-.-,m 7 ,9 . . . , , , - , . - _, ,m-- c , , , - . . .-c. - - . y , . - -
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effective are more significant than EPA estimated when it

published Part 190. In particular, Kerr-McGee estimates that

if current operations in fact are not in compliance with Part

190, the company would be required to expend, as a minimum,

$200,000 to $300,000 in start-up costs and an additional

$500,000 per year to achieve compliance. It is entirely pos-

sible that Kerr-McGee's costs will be much greater. United

Nuclear-Homestake Partners estimates that it may have to expend

millions of dollars in order to comply with Part 190. Simi-

larly, Union Carbide has found that it must install scrubbers

and other controls which may cost in excess of a million dol-

lars in order to attempt to meet Part 190 requirements.b! The

high costs of compliance bear no reasonable relation to the

adverse health effects which would be averted if the commenters

and other uranium millers were required to comply with Part

190. Certainly the high cost of compliance renders the regu-

lations anything but cost effective.

EPA indicated that an acceptable cost to impose

upon regulated industry in order to avert an adverse health

effect was in the $250,000-$500,000 range. But the American
,

,
Mining Congress, based upon an industry survey, has estimated

I

that 40 CFR Part 190 would require mills to spend from 19 mil-

,
lion to over one billion dollars per hypothetical health effect

averted. This high range is attributable to the minuscule

|

I
| 6/ These facts are matters of record in affidavits filed

in Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation, et al. v. EPA, supra.
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risks associated with milling activities even as hypothesized

under the linear non-threshold assumption and to the very sub-

stantial cost of instituting controls to meet the stringent

Part 190 Standards. Nothing in the Part 190 record, and noth-

ing before the NRC here, controverts this estimate.

It is no answer to claim that Part 190 is justi-

fied or cost effective because other components of the fuel

cycle can more readily or with far less disruption or cost

comply with its provisions. Pa2t 190 arbitrarily lumps uran-

ium mills together with other fuel cycle operations even

though significant differences / exist between uranium mill-1

ing operations and other components of the nuclear fuel cycle.

Such arbitrary categorization is plainly unlawful. Compare

United States v. Nova Scotia Food Products Corp., 568 F.2d

240, 252 (2d Cir. 1977) (agency may not impose similar stan-

dards upon conceptually different factual situations without

"articulat[ing] rationally why the rule should apply to a

large and diverse class"); Michigan Wisconsin Pipeline Co. v.

Z/ For example, mills ordinarily operate in remote and
unpopulated western areas. Other fuel cycle components,

such as reactors, are often in more populated regions. The
incremental radiation exposure which mills may possibly cause
to a member of the public is inevitably low in level (less
than background radiation), 7.nd attributable to naturally oc-
curring concentrations of radioactive materials. Nuclear re-
actors on the other hand have the potential of releasing very
high levels of radioactive waste. Finally, although most re-
leases of radioactive material by mills are regarded as
" planned" and thus covered by Part 190, most releases by other
fuel cycle compcncnte (such as reactors) are regarded as "un-
planned" and thus not covered by Part 190.

. - - _ . . - - . - - - .- .-. - .-. - . . - - .-.
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FPC, 520 F.2d 84, 89 (D.C. Cir. 1975); Mobil Oil Corp. v.

FPC, 570 F.2d 1021, 1027 (D.C. Cir. 1978).

The futility of the new regulations is further

illustrated by the fact that existing NRC requirements in 10

C.F.R. Part 20 were found in Crowther v. Seaborg, 312 F. Supp.

1205, 1230-34 (D. Colo. 1970) to afford adequate protection to

health and safety despite arguments that they should be lowered

by a factor of ten -- much less by a factor of twenty as

suggested by EPA in Part 190. Ege also Crowther v. Seaborg,

415 F.2d 437, 439 (10th Cir. 1969) (existing nuclear safety

regulations " prevent any possible damage to life, property and

natural resources"). 40 CFR Part 190 represents a drastic,

unreasonable, and unexplained departure from previous regula-

tory practices. As such, it is unlawful. Compare The Balti-

more and Annapolis Railroad Co. v. Washington Metropolitan

Area Transit Commission, U.S. App. D.C. F.2d,

(Oct. 1, 1980) (agency "cannot abandon a rule established by

its precedent without first stating its reasons for doing

so").
It is clear that NRC cannot adopt the proposed

amendments ta 10 C.F.R. Part 20 with respect to uranium mills

without compiling, independent of EPA, a record which would

sustain the stringent limitations contained in the proposed

amendments. This is especially true in light of new informa-

tion and research undercutting the dated and now superceded
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,

assumptions on which EPA purportedly baseu the Part 190 limi-

tations as applied to uranium mills.

II. In Any Event, Application of Part 190
to Mills Should be Deferred.

Assuming arguendo that NRC nevertheless proceeds

with the proposed amendments, the commenters urge that their

application to uranium milling operations be deferred by at

least until December 1, 1982. For a number of reasons, it

is extremely difficult to determine if a uranium mill is in

actual compliance with EPA's 40 C.F.R. Part 190 requirements.

For one thing, Part 190 would restrict permissible annual

whole-body dosage to a member of the public to only 25 mrem
,

per year, a level far below background in the areas where

the commenters currently mill or expect to mill uraniim.

Because of the extremely low levels of radiation involved,

it is very difficult or even impossible to measure compliance

directly.

f Recognizing this problem, NRC has recently made

available its MILDOS computer code for use by mills in deter-

mining their compliance. Kerr-McGee has not hr.d sufficient

time to determine if its operations will comply with Part 190

as calculated by means of the MILDOS code. Ho<ever, there
,

are indications that current operations may not result in com-

pliance as deter.uined by MILDOS. If Kerr-McGee turns out not
,

to be in compliance with Part 190, the company's license will

be in jeopardy and, moreover, the company will have to expend

:
|

, - - - . . ,- . . .-- . - -. - . - - . . , - - - . - . - . . - . _
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substantial sums to modify operations in order to achieve com-

pliance. Kerr-McGee estimates that it will require no less

than two years to determine whether it is in compliance with

Part 190, and, if it is not in compliance, to identify and

to take such steps as are required to achieve compliance, if

compliance is possible, or to shut down operations. Union

Carbide has retained consultants (NUS Corporation) to evaluate

its compliance with Part 190 at its mill at Uravan, Colorado.

After an extensive study costing in excess of $100,000, NUS

has advised Union Carbide that it must implement extensive

new controls to comply with the new regulation. The earliest

that Union Carbide can complete installation of the new con-

trols at its Uravan facility is in late 1982.8/
There is no compelling reason to make the Part 193

standards effective with respect to uranium mills prior tc

December 1, 1982. Congress has never legislated a date by

which radiation standards must be in place. EPA has not

evinced any particular haste in issuing the Part 190 standards.
|

And NRC itself has recommended to EPA that implementation of

Part 190 as applied to uranium mills be deferred.S/ The public

.
will be fully protected from radiation hazards, real or imagi-

!

nary, by existing regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part 20 during any

8/ See note 6 supra.

9/ See Letter from Robert B. Minogue (NRC) to Alvin A. Alm
(EPA) cated October 1, 1976 at pp. 2 and 3 (exhibit G ,

to Statement of Material Facts).

.

- . -. . . . .. .- . . - - _- - . . . _ _ - - . _ . , , , _ . - - - .. -
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deferral of implementation of 40 C.F.R. Part 190 as applied to

uranium mills. Under these circumstances, deferral of imple-

mentation of Part 190 with respect to the milling industry

would be entirely reasonable and failure to defer the regula-
'

tions would be arbitrary and capricious.

III. The Proposed Amendments Should Be Coordinated
With UMTRC Act Regulations.

NRC is in the process of imposing regulations upon

uranium mills which purport to be pursuant to the Uranium Mill

Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRC Act). See 45 Fed. Reg.

65521 (Oct. 3, 1983). It is wasteful of resources to require

regulated industry to comply first with Part 190 and then with

the in many ways more stringent requirements being imposed

under the UMTRC Act. The commenters and other companies will

be forced to expend resources to take remedial action to com-

ply with Part 190 on December 1, 1980, but will be compelled

to supplant their remedial actions with different actions

in order to comply with UMTRC Act regulations. At the very

least, imposition of Part 190 and UMTRC Act requirements'

upon the milling industry should be coordinated to minimize

remedial expenditures. This may be accomplished by coordi-

nating effective dates such that the milling companies are

not required to comply first with Part 190 and then with the

UMTRC Act regulations.

1

s

- , - ,,,-s-- ., , . , . . - , . . .- .-,_,.-..m, r- ,,,.-.,,#. , - . . . . - ,
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IV. The Proposed Reporting Requirements Are
Unauthorized, Unnecessary, Impracticable,
and Undulv Expensive

NRC proposes to amend 10 C.F.R. $ 20.405 to re-.

quire licensees to report exposures in excess of the limits

contained in 40 C.F.R. Part 190 within 30 days of the overex-

posure. If adopted, this requirement in effect would compel

uranium mills to report exposures to members of the public in

excess of 25 mrem per year within one month of detecting the

As suggested by Regulatory Guide 4.14,1S! con-overexposure.
'

stant monitoring will presumably be required in order to comply

with the reporting requirement. The commenters oppose the

'
proposed reporting requirement.

NRC lacks authority to impose the proposed re-

porting requirement, even assuming arguendo that Part 190

is lawful. 40 C.F.R. Part 190 only requires that covered

10/ Regulatory Guide 4.14, as revised in April 1980, describes
a variety of programs for ascertaining compliance by uranium

i

! mills with, among other things, 10 CFR Part 20 dose limits and
the requirements of 40 CFR Part 190. As the Regulatory Guide
expressly states, however, the various programs are not require-
ments. The Regulatory Guide nevertheless is suggestive as to
how the proposed reporting requirement under discussion would
be applied if it were finally adopted. Among other things, the
Guide requires extensive operational monitoring of uranium mills,
with results to be summarized quarterly and submitted to NRC
semiannually. Reg. Guide 4.14, S C.2. Stack, air, water, vege-

i tation, food, fish, soil, and sediment samples are required, as
well as measurements of direct radit. tion. According to the Guide,

i air particulate samples "should be collected continuously" at
! numerous locations, including "at least one residence or occu-

| piable structure where predicted doses exceed 5 percent of the
! standards in 40 CFR Part 190...." Reg. Guide 4.14, 1 C.2.1.2.

i

!

!_ _ . . . . ~ _ - . _ _ . _ _ _ __. -___ _-_ ---.-_-_. _ - _ . _ _ . . . _ . - - _ ____ _--- __.-_, .,
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operations "be conducted in such a manner as to provide rea-

sonable assurance that" the limitations set forth in Part

190 are satisfied. Since NRC has for years been able to pro-

vide reasonable assurance of compliance with its other radia-

tion standards without the need for reporting requirements

such as that proposed, it follows that the Commission has no
,

basis for imposing the proposed requirement in the case of

the Part 190 limitations.

This conclusion is further supported by com-
.

paring the proposed requirement with existing reporting

requirements. Such a comparison discloses that the proposed

reporting requirement is a drastic departure from the existing

requirements set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 20. Under the exist-

ing regulations, licensees r.eed to file 30 day reports only if

exposures in unrestricted areas exceed ten times the limita-

tions presently specified in Part 20. 10 C.F.R. $ 20.405(a)(5).

Since the lowest comparable limitation in Part 20 is currently

500 mrem (10 C.F.R. $ 20.105(a)), licensees are currently re-

quired only to report annual exposures exceeding 5 rem. The

NRC proposal in effect would require 30 day reports for ex-

posures 1/200 (one-two hundredth) of this amount. Clearly the

agency may not so sharply alter its regulations without some

reamonab1< explanation. See The Baltim0re and Annapolis Rail-

road Co. v. Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Commission,

supra. There is nothing in the record either before NRC or
;

1

- - . , _ _ - _ _ _ _ . _ , , _ . _ . - . . . _ . . . _ , . _ _ _ . . - - , _ _ . _ . _ - . . , _ _ - . , _ . . . . . _ , . _ . - - . . - -
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before EPA which indicates that such a dramatic reduction

'

is necessary to fulfill any of the purposes of the Atomic

Energy Act.

Currently existing reporting requirements are

designed to apprise the Commission of possible hazards to

the public health and safety. They serve the useful purpose

of identifying problem areas requiring immediate or expedi-

tious attention. 40 C.F.R. Part 190, however, is not a safety

standard but an environmental standard. There is no need for)

.

NRC to be apprised of an infraction of such a standard on a

current basis. The NRC proposal would simply not serve the

traditional purposes of the reporting requirements otherwise

imposed in 10 C.F.R. Part 20. Periodic checks of licensees'

records and inspections of licensees' operations are fully

sufficient to maintain compliance with Part 190, just as such

checks and inspections are sufficient to maintain compliance

with other existing exposure limitations in the NRC regula-

tions.

Even if NRC had authority to impose the proposed

'

reporting requirement and even if the traditional purposes of
r

| reporting requirements might somehow be served by the Commis-

sion's proposal, NRC nevertheless should not impose that re-

! quirement under the circumstances presented here. As shown

below, the record contains no indication that a reporting re-

quirement designed to apprise NRC of radie.'.lon exposures in.

)

- - ... .. .- -. ._,- - ---..- .. -. . - . .-
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excess of 25 mrem per year is either practical or cost effec-

tive. The 25 mrem limitation specified in Part 190 is a small

fraction of ordinary background levels of radiation in the

areas where uranium is milled, and well within the range of

fluctuation which characterizes milling regions. It is ex-

tremely difficult, i.f not impossible, to detect incremental

exposures in amounts as low as 25 mrem in uranium milling

areas where uranium is milled. Regular monitoring for such
4

low levels of incremental exposure will be very expensive to
,

undertake.11/ Kerr-McGee estimates that the incremental moni-'

toring cost attributable to Part 190 for a mill would be in
,

excess of $40,000 per year as a minimum. Assuming approxi-

"

mately 20 operating mills in the United States, this indicates

that the incremental cost of the proposed reporting requirement

i for mills alone would be about $800,000 per year. Annual
I

incremental costs could very easily be several times that

amount. Union Carbide has paid an outside consulting firm in

"

excess of $100,000 to monitor increased exposures attributable

to its Uravan facility in order to ascertain compliance with
i

40 C.F.R. Part 190 and. to determine the causes of excessive

exposures. Apart from the cost of the monitoring, it is
i

simply infeasible within the 30 day period proposed by NRC to

i

11/ Modeling techniques have not yet been shown to be reli-'

able substitutes for actual monitoring. In particular,i

there has been no demonstration that existing models properly
take into account all variables which actually reduce levels
of exposure incident to milling activities.

- . . . . . _ - _ . _ _ _ , _ _ . . , _ . . _ _ . _ _ . . . _ . _ _ . _ . _ . . _ . . _ . . , _ _. . _ . _ _ . . . .-
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comply with other aspects of NRC's proposed reporting require-

ment. That proposal calls for far more 'han the detection of

incremental exposures of approximately 25 mrem. It also calls

for the licensee to ascertain the extent of exposure of indivi-

duals, the levels of radiation and concentration of radioactive

materials involved, and the cause of the exposure, and to plan

or to implement a course of corrective action "to assure

against a recurrence." More time is required for a mill to

take all these actions. The experience in the milling industry

is that several years are required as a minimum for existing

mills to ascertain compliance or non-compliance and to plan --

much less implement -- remedial action.

There is nothing in the record to indicate that the
I

benefits which would be derived from the proposed reporting

requirement would even approach the substantial costs, indicated

above, which such a requirement would impose, even if the

proposed requirement were feasible. Indeed, the record does'

not reflect any benefit from the proposed reporting requirement

at all. The proposed reporting requirement as applied to

mills should be deleted.

I

f

Conclusion

Under the circumstances, it is clear that NRC may

! not adopt Part 190 by way of amendments to 10 C.F.R. Part 20

with respect to uranium milling activities. Any action by NRC

to the contrary would contravene the strictures of governing

,
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statutes, would be unsupported in the record, and would be

arbitrary and capricious. The commenters accordingly request

that the amendments to 10 C.F.R. Part 20 proposed at 45 Fed.

Reg. 26072 (April 17, 1980) not be adopted. At the very

least, implementation of the amendments should be deferred

two years for uranium mills, and should be coordinated with

differing requirements imposed under the UMTRC Act. More-

over, the proposed reporting requirement should be deleted.

Respectfully submitted,

,

Peter J. Nickles
Charles H. Montange

888 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Attorneys for
Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation,
United Nuclear Corporation,
United Nuclear-Homestake Partners,
Union Carbide Corporation,
Anaconda Copper Company,
Gulf Oil Corporation and
Western Nuclear, Inc.

-.
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''] E?NIRO 0! ENTAL RADIATIO : PROTECTIO!! ST.u:rARD':; FOR-

*. NOR!!AL CPERATIONS OF ACTIVITIES IN THE UR.U Id! FUEL CYCLE
m

A new Part is proposed to be added to Chapter Title _40,' x.

[5 14
.g Code of Federal Regulations as follows: ,/ M ~~' '' s,

:: '~, *\e
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g SUBPART A - CD;ERAL PROVISIONS

i
5 .01 Applicability

The provisions of this Part apply to persons owning or

.2 operating facilities which are part of the Uraniun Fuel Cycle.
s

d .02 Definitions,

.h
:E a) " Uranium fuel cycle" includes the operations of milling of
6 .

[ uranium ore, conversion of uranium, enrich =ent of uranium,
,s

@ fabrication of enriched uranium, generation of electricity
.,

3 by a light-water-cooled nuclear power plant, reprocessin;;
' of spent reactor fuel, and transportation of any
Y

radioactive mate; al in support of these operations, to the

} extent that these support co==ercial electrical power
j.', production, but excludes the reuse of recovered non-uranium
3
1 fissile products produced in the cycle.
3
2 b) " General environment" means the total terr 2strial,
$

S

. -

- ,atmospheric and aquatic environments outside the boundaries
. ,5

j of locations under the control of persons processing or

p using radioactive material.
a

.h c) " Radiation" =eans any or all of the following: alpha rays,
'

! Y

| .. j beta rays, gamma rays, x rays, neutrons, high-speed

electrons, high-speed protons, and other atomic particles;
j

,! but not sound or radio waves , or ~ visible, infrared, or
|

.') ultraviolet light. -

' '

)
y d) " Radioactive material" includes any material which enits

~

radiation.

| f...,
.

.
*

d

%
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;

j e) " Uranium ore" is any ore which conts'ns by weight one-
+
3
-q twentieth of one percent (0.05%) or more of uranium.

.;

$
- f) " Curie (C1) of Radioactive material" is equal to that

*i
ij amount of material that prcduces 37 billion nuclear
~i.

i transfor=ations per second. One "millicurie" of.

.a

f radioactive material produces 37 million nuclear
'J -

j$ transformations per second.
4

;$'s g) " Dose equivalent" means the product of absorbed dose and
i

% appropriate factors to account for differences in
'N-

fj biological effectiveness due to the quality of the
42

2% radiation and its spatial distribution in the body. The
q
Ej unit of dose equivalent is the "ren." (One millires (= rem)
u

$ = 0.001 res.)
,

C
i;l h) " Organ" =eans any hu=an organ within e.he body exclusive of
'!

7$ the dermis, the epidermis, or the cornes of the eye.
it

*

'Q 1) " Year" means any calendar year.
'

~ *

3

)% j) " Person" means (1) .any individual, corporation, partnership,$

-C.-

i$ fir =, association, trust, estate, public or private

: M.i
->D institution, group, Government agency, any State, any
a
j;] foreign govern =ent, any political subdivision of any such
-

- govern =ent or nations, or other entity and (ii) any legal
.:

;['ei successor, representative, agent., or cgency of the[
'v

- .

' ?s foregoing.
_

T.-
(p k) " Individual" means any hu=an being.

a,q
,

~y 1) "Me=ber of the public" means any real individual that can

M
-d receive a radiation dose in the general environment whether; .

'

43
m
.{A

~

-a
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,l
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4- *y .

c2 he may or may not also be exposed to radiation in an

N
d occupation associated with the uranius fuel cycle.
,

'l .

4 =) " Facility" = cans any structure or co=bination of structures
2
s
-j in which any operation as defined in paragraph .02 a) as

part of the uraniu: fuel cycle is conducted.
,

:r
b-) n) " Site" =eans any location under tie exclusive control of a
w
a .

j person wherein one or more operations or activities within
.i

M the uranium fuel cycle are conducted,
u

o) " Site boundary" =eans the line inside of which the ingress

4, or egress of =e=bers of the general public is controlled by
.i

hf the person conducting activities on the site.
*

V
4 p) " Power e=ergency" shall mean the occurrence or i=ninent
n
c
pj occurrence as determined by the responsible power
2..
9 '

12 dispatcher of a power syste= in any part of the
$

interconnected syste=s of a utility or utilities of

_{s -c "

Et abnor= ally low voltage, abnor= ally high or low frequency, '

i
E 'or overload of tielines or generating equip =ent of such

3
75 magnitude as seriously to threaten the continuity of
x
'.$

<$ operations or the safety of equipment of electric utility
,d

*

jq syste=s or their customers.

??
| q) " Responsible power dispatcher" means the employee of the
d
^$ electric utility owner, (or of the Power Pool in which tr.e
.%

13 electric utility is a participant) on duty at any given _.'

-
IA

Pj ti=e at the Power Control Center of the electric utility
'g

(or of the Power Pool) then having i==ediate operating
~c
til responsibility for analysis of operations and the security

??.-

' .A
.

d
.4

t
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Thm
EY, of the electric utility power system (or ef the integrated
:

hd
j;f power syste=s of the Pool participants),

ds
.fd r) " Regulatory agency" means the government agency responsible
-i?

fh for issuing regulations governing the use of sources of

1A
r.',i radiation or radioactive materials or emissions therefro:.

:. -:
'%%
jJi and carrying out inspection and enforc2=ent activities to

-

..
c% .

f.jk assure co:pliance with such regulations.
~

R3
.03 Address.g

,,.,e

'' [ All requests, reports, submittals, and other co==unications to
;7
.n
.:5 the Environ = ental Protection Agency should be addressed to the
-23

..

g;j Director, Criteria and Standards Division, Office of Radiation
m,
-;a.
xy Programs, Environmental Protection Agency, 4th & M Streets,
.g .

J. j S.W., Washington, D.C. 20460.}
.cs .

"j3 .04 Availability of Information

5b
Gd E=ission data provided to, or otherwise obtained by, the
e -

NJ Ad=inistrator in accordance with the provisions of.this part
D

--:3
- -

h shall *oe available to the public.

,n .

4.1
*&
;;; Any records, reports, or information, other than emission data,
31

| $2 provided to, or otherwise obtained by, the Administrator in
.

O!
accordance with the provisions of this part shall be available

) to the public, except that upon a showing scrisfactory to thei

| V>i
'

2%$ Administrator by any person that such records, reports, or

$9
25., information, or particular part thereof (other than emission _

CR
33 data), if made public, would divulge methods or processes
'2:

$d entitled to protection as trade secrets of such person, the
Lii
h)=

t _a
( *

j ~5

l
;
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Administrator will consider such records, reports, or

infor=ation, or particular part thereof, confidential in
~%-

yj accordance with the purposes of section 1905 of title 18 of the
5
|3 United States Code, except that such records, reports, or

?d[
. infor=ation or particular part thereof, may be disclosed to
t-

,i. E., other officers, employees, or authorired representatives of the.

.x
g-)x United States concerned with carrying out the provisions of the

-
,

..d
fy standards or when relevant in any proceeding pursuant to the.

e.,.

#N standards.
..d,[.

"E .05 Effective Date-

3:
55
;w These standards shall be effective 12 conthe from the
E5!
[.l'f|; promulgation date of this rule, except as otherwise provided in
ib5
5;lt the applicable Subpart.
kk
4*
; 53 SU3PART B - GENERAL STANDA*DS FOR NOPF.AL URA'!Idf FUEL CYCLE OPERATIONS
.,

. . -.

' yq; .10 Applicability

k.ti The provisions of this Subpart apply to all planned controlled,cw
I r** i ,

[jj discharges of radioactive caterial to the general environ =ent
U

| 5}1:| and radiation doses received in the general environment by
\

T{F4{ members of the public from any site containing any facility or
i

;

, w
- 7. operation which is part of the uranium fuel cycle.i
,

dN'
ljpd .11 Enviren= ental Standards

i -1
l gg a) For any site, the total quantity of uranium and its

.

:e
$3 daughter products, except raden-222 and its daughters,

| tii
-

| [$ entering the general environment shall be less than one
M_..

| g@ curie per year for each separate facility at the site.
".5
q.'is
Zs
d$
ma
. , ,

5

N

. . , , , , _ - . , . . . , , ._ . . . . .-
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*o

~ ?s b) For any site containing only operations other than light-;

{'*l

..{} vater-cooled reactors, regardless of the number of
e

.a
:. 5: facilities located thereon, the annual dose equivalent tos a.

&
-

, gg the whole body or any organ of any exposed Individual who;

m

?N is a member of the public shall be less than 15 =1111re=s.-
,

.E.5u
gfj c) For any site containing one or = ore light-water-cooledr;
:94
7,. reactors in addition to other operations of the uranius

'?
- ?j fuel cycle, regardless of the nu=ber of facilities locatedQ
;fj thereon, the annual dese equivalent to the whole bcdy or
'

:p
a .,

;$j any organ of any erposed individual who is a ze ber of the.c-t

?:,]?
~;-

public shall be less than 15 =1111re=s, er the amounts,

g
. .; per=itted by a variance pursuant to Section .22,
:s. ~t -

5..i Subsection C, whichever is higher..=

..- f
'A D3PART C - S?ZCIFIC STANDARDS FOR PLAN':ED CONTROLLED DISCHARGES FROM"2

'

; .,- LIGHT '4AIER-CCOLED ';UCLEAR FO'JER REACTORS
',* C

:: '1
J .20 Applicability+ -

.~
Y:a - - ,

P2
Led The provisions of this Subpart apply to planned, controlled
' ;n
jy. g discharges of radioactivity to the general environ =ent and
f .'-2
.ET
M radiation doses received in the general environ =ent by =e=bers
-r u
.6 of the public fre= single sites containing light-water-cooled
.: .-|.%

{{p nuclear pcuer plants.
.i

_1

3 .21 Envirormental Standards
.a
i9j For any site covered by this Subpart regardless of the nu=berfm
PT

_.

rd of facilities located thereon:.a
S-i
':?n

?
TI
o
39
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p;
C1 a) The annual dose equivalent to the totcl body or any
"C.:.
Ej organ, excepting the thyroid, of any exposed individual
s

35 who is a member of the public shall be less than 5
b5 *

?_~ millire=s. .

%

hf b) The annual dose equivalent to the thyroid of any.

;

->j exposed individual who is a camber of the public shall
JW

]; be less than 15 milliress.
.E
25 c) The total quantity of all radionuclides, excepting

*'n .

is tritium and dissolved noble gases, discharged to the.-

FA
Tj general aquatic environment from a site shall be less
s1
Mu

~3
than 5 curies per year for each 1000 megawatts of

-

,-I nuclear electrical generating capacity at the site.

13
.i*y d) The total quantity of tritiu= discharged from the site
._.

f' shall be less than 600 curies per year for .each 1000
e . .

.kh megawatts of nuclear electrical generating capacity
n

-
. -c.>" at a site.
4

[a .22 Variancesg
?
M When persons subject to this Subpart (or Subpart B) cannot'

,

3 .-

=eet the standards for light-water-cooled reactors and any

gj portion of the power which could be generated by such a
.- 8

pj reactor is required to prevent a power emergency, a

u. . .

3 variance =ay be granted by the regulatory agency subject toR

N
-1 the following conditions-

3. *;
>

sY
1

1%..,

's
; -

1

J
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~. C

::a 9
(1

.d
:.:
-9

j$., .

'y a) Releases of radioactive materials are kept as lov as

4
pj possible.

. .e.

.d b) The site to which the variance is applied utilizes it.

e.y
*.., y
.g only so long as is dec=ed necessary by the regulatory

*,y
1.,7 agency to meet the pcuer emergency,
.A -

- Aj c) All power available frem inside or outside the systc=
M
N has been utilized and/or purchased and appropriate load
..-: .

-19 shedding has occurred,
:t..k
EQ d) The annual organ and whole body dose equivalent limits
;:

. .$"-

_Q specified in Section .21 a) and b) for individualsr..
N
7y who are =e=bers of the public do net exceed 15 millire=s

.m
-d for the whole body or any organ, excepting
m,.;.--

W the thyrcid, and 45 =illire=s to the thyrcid.
:c.C -

..

J''.j e) Infor=ation upon which the variance is based be made a
::2na

Rh matter of public record cencurrent with the granting of
t'y
L*-
-c the variance.
eg .

. . . SUBPART D - S?ECIFIC STANDARDS 70R FIM'':D C0!.TROU.D DISCHARCES FRCM
r.) URANIL*M FUEL REPROCESSING PIA 7S
r.p]

,

1

J .30 Applicability.ej
.. J-

1: The provisions of this Subpart apply to planned controlled8

n.. .

M discharges of radioactivity to the gen- .1 environment and
.-.

XJa
.'] radiation doses received in the general environment by members
,r.

e
M of the public frc= sites centaining fuel reprocessing plants.
G
d
5b
m

9
=M

-d
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. .)
-i .31 Environmental Standards
~p
J/ For any site covered by this Subpart

L
-

cN a) The total discharge to the general environment of. .

S
'4J radioactive caterial for each 1,500 metric tons of uranium

-? 8

1d fuel processed shall be less than 25 millicuries co=bined
,
,

- of plutonium-239 and other alpha esitting transuranic
m

3 isotopes with half-lifes greater than ?ne year, and 0.1
i.r
m

E curies of iodine-129._ ,c -

t
?; b) The total quantity of krypton-85 discharged to the general
.?
v

~ ~f
enviren=ent shall be less than one percent of the total

*:
u

.h inventory of krypton-85 in the fuel received for
:. 4 ~.

$$ reprocessing.
2

.5 c) The annual dose equivalent to the whole b'ody or any organ
Jd

'( of any exposed individual who is'a member of the public
,',.

;y
y shall be less than 15 millirees.

;<

'$ .32 Effective Date
;
s

_}
a) The standards for all sites containing operations

j covered by this Subpart, excepting thosc for krypton-85,t

!
-

:3

"3 shall be effective 24 =enths from the promulgation date of
-1

R.1 this rule. .

r
.s

} b) The effective date of removal of 99 percent of the
. _;

-

]?g krypton-85 in the inventory received for reprocessing shall
:$

'

.:j

":

?? ..

*b*

i
A

9
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4. be 48 cenths frc the effective date of this rulemaking for

.

3.~; all plants exclusive of those of 300 tons per year capacity
" and

}j or less which ce==enced operation prior to January 1, 1970.
,O

,

.1 If such plants are codified to increase the processing
.: e

capacity to more than 450 tons per year, th'e standard of 99,j i

@
f{ percent re= oval of krypton-SS shall apply when the

rw
~d modification is ccupleted or 48 =onths from the effective

~%<
'

'

-u .. date of this rule =aking, whichever is later.
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Exhibit B. ~

q Septe=ber'll, 1973, .

:
-

??) |.?, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY \\
=.

,

*/ 4
3
N / =-

,

} 40-CFR Part .4
o, .

. -

|> n-
n 3 ; *c:n >| > a

ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION PROTECTION REQUIR:'MENTS FOR i .-~, ..
l

kj , NORMAL OPERATIONS OF ACTIVITIES IN THE LTRANITDf FUEL CYCLE,\' S . 3. 5FJ737
**/,.

' '

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

.S
.,

4,P Reorgani:ation Plan No. 3, which becane effective on December 2,
, ;

-

1970, transferred certain functions from the Atomic Energy Coc=ission to.x
..e
g the Environmental Protection Agency "...to the extent that such
'

.1
functions of the Co==ission consist of establishing generally applicsblee a

s :.

'I enviren= ental standards for the protection of the gercral environment
.'u1

i E. - from radioactive material. As used herein, standards mean limits on
?. :.>

' ' %) radiation exposures or levels, or concentrations or quantities of- . ,

';

r:3 .

r'dioactive material, in the general' environment outside the boundariesa

se of locations under the control of persons possessing or using radioactive
: .m

-

Y 'd material." The Environmental Protection Agency proposes to issue
. .

AC
+49 standards under this authority to assure protection of the general publicr. x

Jr7
o'f:f from radioactive effluents resulting from the normal operations of the
.47
~

9 uranium fuel cycle * which support the generation of electricity by light-
,c i
{pp water-cooled power reactors fueled with enriched uranium. Nucicar powerm

.

generation based on recycled plutonium fuel, plutonium fuel, or thorium. _ .

$
:. 3 fuel are excluded from this consideration, as are mining operations, but
C.h.q

~

u~ _.

N;

2h *As used herein the uranium fuel cycle means all facilities or operations..fi including transportation, that are involved in the processing, fissioning,;fS and reprocessing of uranium for the production of electrical power from the
G3] time uranium ore leaves the mine through the reprocessing of uranium af ter
3;,k burnup in reactors and its eventual recycle back into fuel supply.

i

,
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|.] future consideration of these activities is conte = plated when

([ appropriate.

3
as A =ajor national effort has been underway for core than a decade to
tG -

(f; develop light-water-cooled nuclear reactors using enriched uraniu= for
:9

$) fuel for the generation of electrical power. The curre:.: rapid growth of
:n
n
,y this energy source also =andates increases in associated activities and;

li
*

{.: operations of the uraniua fuel cycle. Increases are expected in the

A.., processing of uraniu= ore to supply fuel for the increasing generation of
,

3E electricity by light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors. Si=ilar
,w
-e
's increases will also be necessary in fuel reprocessing, vaste disposal,
|b
f; and transportation require =ents. The Aggpey believer that current
V;

.4 radiation protection guides and regulations are not entirely adequate to
?
' , " control the i= pacts associated with these expanded activities for three

| -

'h principal reasons: 1) The concept of "as icw as practicable" as
$.1
p enunciated by current guidance does not give adequate consideration to
if -

..

2@ population dose, 2) the basis for exposure deter =inations should be .

~4
2-
yj expanded to include the long-ter= total population i= pact of the release
w

[k of long-lived nuclides to the environ =ent, and 3) a recent study by the
;E
f$ National Acade=y of Sciences - National Research Counci1* concluded that
_F

if current Federal guides for exposure of me=bers of the general population
E,l

7 as they apply to the nuclear power industry are " unnecessarily high."
4
i) The standards proposed in this rule =aking are expected to provide
=c

h environ = ental and public health protection fre= the potential effects of'
z
&
34 nor=al radioactive effluents from all operations within the tottl uranium
~_';

M
M * Report of the Co=mittee on Biological Ef fects of Ionizing Radiation
h entitled "The Effects on Populations of Exposures to Low Levels of
$ Ionizing Radiation" National Acade=y of Sciences, Washington, D.C.
v (November, 1972).

1 -
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1 fuel cycle which support the generation of electricity by light-vater-
U cooled reactors fueled with enriched uraniu=. The standards under
;

consideration have two principal objectives: 1) to provide standards
,

specifically applicable to light-water-ccoled nucicar pcuer reactors and'

fuel reprocessing plants and 2) to provide standardo to be achieved by.

y ..-

all other co=ponents and operations in the balance of the uranius fuel2

f .

cycle. Each of these standards is based, to the extent infor=ation is-r

available, en an examination of the particular health risks, the
:;

'

technology available to =itigate these risks, and the costs of applying:

-j such technology to the operations involved.

It is the intention of the Agency, as reco== ended by its

Environmental Radiation Exposure Advisory Co==ittee, to review these
h( standards periodically, in at least five-year intervals, and to revise

,

-] them up or down es appropriate based.on infor=ation that develops in the
-;.

{ interval.

j INTERAGENCY REIATIONSilIpS. Reorganization plan No. 3 transferred to the.
'

Environ = ental Protection Agency the responsibility for establishing
a

y( generally applicable environ = ental radiation standards for the protection
,

it of the general environ =ent frc= radioactive =aterials. The
.1
,y responsibility for the i=ple=entation and enforce =ent of the Agency's
2%

generally applicable standards re=ained with the Ato=fe Energy-

.9
; Co==ission. The standards proposed herein recognize this division of

.dj responsibilities by stating maxi =us exposure levels and quantities of'

._
,. -

,

'i ; radioactive caterials that cajegories of activities should satisfy in the
'
., ,

,

general environ =ent outside ti - site boundaries of sources; the,

.

, .z i=ple=entationofthesestand$hdsthroughtheissuanceandenforec=ent-'f of
1.5,. . h
.

,g s
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'
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'
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licenses for individual facilitics, including technical specifications at

%
Bj effluent points, is expected to be carried out by the Ato=ic Energy
4 *

y Cc._ ission. The regulatory activities which have been effectively
m

carried out by the Atemic Energy Co==ission in the past are expected to

$ be equally as effective in assuring that these standards are cet..

Vj
J; The i=plementation of the standards proposed is not intended to alter
!*i .

Q the progra=s carried out by the States under agree =ents with ti atomic
-

9
Q Energy Co=ission. Implementation of these standards is ce=patible with

d
y the progra= activities the Atc=ic Energy Co= mission has developed with

@M
.

its " Agree =ent States" insofar as these activities pertain to the various
$ '

'$ operations associated with the uraniu fuel cycle.:
e
M

@ Appropriate =onitoring and inspection activities should be conducted
'a

] to deter =ine actual radiation exposures and discharges of radioactive
,

t
j =aterials. Sufficient reporting of these data through public channels

M
$ sheuld also take place to allow deter =ination that nor=al, planned,

C
y controlled operations within the uraniu= fuel cycle have satisfied these' '

:3

s{-{
standards.

% BASIC STANDARDS APPROACH. Radiation protection stan<8:rds for the nuclear
J

h power industry to date 'have beea based pri=arily on the li=itation of
$

( Q risk to the =ost exposed individual, rather than to the total population

(

y exposed. Further= ore, the current an:i proposed expanded develop =ent of
[G'

the nuclear power industry, with its planned and potential releases of
| 9
| Tj long-lived radionuclides, requires the develop =ent of a broader -.

I
sd environmental assess =ent that enco= passes the entire radiological i= pact

'

?.i i

| !k of these pollutants. Assessments of the potential impact represented by

| b
| $ industries such as the nuclear power industry require projection of the

( $ e
1:,

| Z
| d
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", migration of each radienuclide through the environ =ent over 1cng perieds

of ti=e, and a deter =ination of the potential dose to populations

k .

(cessured in person-re=s*) delivered and the associatad health effects **'

expected to occur throughout this migration. These assess =ents cust

include all individual exposures, however s=all, so that all of the
, ,

1 i= pact on society is assessed, and =ust be cognizant of the exposur.e of
* 1<

future generations i= plied by the essentially irreversible environ = ental
'

.

ce==it=ents that result frem the discharge of long-lived radioactive
,

- =aterials into the general environ =ent.
'

The most prudent basis for relating radiation dose to its i= pact on

& public health continues to be that health effects due to exposure to

.

ionizing radiation occur at all levels of exposure down to zero and that

the nu=ber of these effects induced is directly proportional to the desa

- of radiation received (a linear, non-threshold cause-eJCect

n -

"

relationship) . Although it is recognized that data are not available to
, . *

[ either prove or disprove this assumption, the Agency believes that it
"'

provides the only sound basis for developing standards to protect public,.

1

1 health. Within this fra=ework, the only totally risk-free level of
p
d?

radiation exposure is zero; a standard set at any other level must be'2

;
.1 justified on the basis that the activity producing the radiation exposure
q

' provides sufficient offsetting benefits. The use of this radiation
.

protection perspective for man is believed to provide also for the
J'i
q protection of the everall ecosystem since there is no present evidence -.
m
-!

'? ..

a

f
* Person-rem is the unit of total integrated radiation dose to all individuals'

ex po sed . For exa=ple, a dose to 100 persons of 1 rem is 100 person-re=s'

*: and a dose to 1,000 persons of 0.1 re= is also 100 person-re=s. Fer such
:f a dose concept, dilution of the effluent does not change the potential health
7 effects if the increase in population exposed is inversely proportional to

the dilution factor.
** Health ef fect = cans lethal cancers, other non-lethal cancers, or serious

t
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3 that there is any bxslogical species whose sensitivity is sufficiently
9
;g high to vC . .. a greater level of protection chan that adequate for =an.
.d
gp This perspective and others'en the risks due to exposures to ionizing
N

,p radiation were recently analyzed quantitatively by the,Co==ittee on,

:1

i
'

Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation for=ed by the National Acade=y,

vf
{I of Sciences - National Research Council. This study was conducted under
:% .

[j joint sponsorship of the Environ = ental Protection Agency and the
<

''
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and provided an i=portant-

m
] input to the develop =ent of these proposed standcrds.

.5
_ .j The Agency believes that the first principle to oc satisfied by
::

activities producing radioactive effluents is that benefits should accrue-

.,<

j to society from the activity in sufficient amounts to offset both the
..

} short- and long-term radiation risks involved. Altbough these risks can
.[
;; be quantified within reasonable limits of scientific uncertainty,
:N'

'

;j' benefits, whether described in social, health or economic ter=s, are very.

9 t *

2 difficult to quantify and =ust usually be evaluated using s'o=ewhat -s

{' arbitiary value judg=ents. With respect to electric power generated by-g .j
{4

the uranium fuel cycle, the Agency has concluded that the social, health,

and ccone=le benefits reali:ed far outweigh the health risks presented by

(4 effluents resulting from the nor=al operations of this industry
i us

.

-| controlled at the levels proposed by these standards. This deteraination
s

5C was reached after first assessing the total population risk incurred, by
a
jJ determining, for all radioactive materials frem the fuel cycle entering ~W

,

t ,1 the general environ =ent, the population dose (in person-re=s) delivered
J,

k with consideration also given to the time the material persists in the

,7 environ =ent.
.~

N

1
<
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$f The second =ajor perspective used by EPA in setting the proposed
.m
'i$ environ = ental radiation sta dards was to consider in some detail theW
d effectiveness and asso dated costs of effluent control for each class of
N
y. activity. Such an exa=ination allowed the standards to be set at a level
&
Q of radiatior -isk consistent with the capabilities of c*ontrol technology,

Ti

y and at a cost acceptable to the public and reasonable for the risk
R .

reduction achieved. The standards assu=e that the =ost cost-effective

control technology available will be e= ployed for ese.n effluent strea=.
1.=

6 In order to bring about orderly achieve =ent of the standards at
W
h reasonable cost, appropriate lead ti=es are also given to those affected
N
Q by the standards for changing processes and activities, or applying the
8
g control technology required to =eet the standards.

.

Af ter population protection has been assured by weh consideration of
'i?
$ risks and costs, a third require =ent that must be satisfied is to assure
g
g that protection is provided to those individuals in the public who =ay
.c -

-y receive unjustifiably high radiation doses close to the site boundaries .

M
is of nuclear facilities. S'wh an occurrence is possible in a few
O ,

fh situations in the uraniu= fuel cycle, such as doses due to releases of
V
i}] short-lived radiciodines and fro:r ship =ents of radioactive =sterials.
"

53
g The risk to an individual fro = such doses is, in =ost cases, quite s:.all,
!?
.A but it is still basically unfair to i= pose doses on specific individuals-

.m

%'g substantially higher than those received by the average =c=ber of the
&
N population. It is believed that such doses shuurd be li=ited where -

rj

y technology and other procedures.are available for such exposure reduction
5
% and the cost can be justified.s

$v.p*
C
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E,| CONSIDERATIONS FCR THE. TOTAL UFJd!!L?. FUEL CYCLE. It has been projected
in.

that well over 300,000 L'(e) of generating cap:c.ity based on the uraniu:

%s. -
L fuel econe=y will exist within the next 20 years. As indicated above,
4,v

h the perspective for radiatien protection of the public frc= this growthg
m

E' . ., should censider the effects of the chronic exposure of large pcpulations.
-

,
:
w
kT The =ajor populatien exposures due to operaticas of the uraniu= fuel

E .

y cycle are associated with: 1) near-te:n lev-level radiation exposuret
~:1

US resulting directly frc= effluents frc= the various crerations of the

R
Q uraniu= fuel cycle, and 2) increasing low-level radiatier. exposure which
B3
G occurs as a result of the leng-ter= ace :=ulatica. of long-lived
m
G
vi radicactive =sterials as general envirer.= ental centa=inants.

'%.
i Analysis of the environ = ental != pact of the uranics fuel cycle
e

9 indicates that a nu=ber of long-lived radionuclides are discharged as a
.j -

i,5 , result of planned operations within the cycle, with consequent buildup of
r. .

U. envire= ental levels and ce=it=ents for pcpulation dose that =ay persist
en
II -

'f3 for tens, hundreds, or thousands of years. The extent of population , ,

m
a
cd doses which =ay occur as a result of such ce=it=ents are related to the
-:=
M <

@.) physical half-life of the radienuclide, the extent of its dispersion
.

d
:.

Q through envria-cental =edia, and the peried over which it rensins

k available in the enviro =ent so that it can interact with and expose

G
$ hu=ans and other species threu3h air and water directly, by direct
:

..;

4 radiation, or by accu =ulation in and transferral through food chains.
7;

[.5- The population dose resulting fr== the dispersion of such long-lived - - -
. , ,

M :sterials into the environ =ent can be ter.ed an " environ = ental dese
'5
h co=it=ent." The Agency believes it is i= porta:tt to recogni:e thf s
N-;

$$ perspective of radiation risk in addition to that of annual exposures to
. :. .

-

%

-u
'?1

-

J

i
i
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,f individuals, which are principally due to shorter-lived radionuclides,
ej

)fg and to i=ple=ent appropriate controls to =ini=i:e such long-tern dose.y
iji co==it=ents. For this reason, the environ = ental analyses of the various
b
;+
. ;4 cperations in the fuel cycle have considered the potential for health

4
.. effects due to long-lived radionuclides after their introduction into the

.

yis
general enviren=ent to the extent that present knowledge per=its..a-

i#
*-(1; Because of the potential dose co==1t=ents involved, and in thesa

f'

?fi interest of =ini=1:ing the degradation of the quality of environ = entalu'd
c2J resources, it is i=portant to keep the environ = ental burden of long-irred.m
~x
r$ radionuclides at the lowest levels consistent with technical and econc=leF.4J

u,5( feasibility. The Agency has, therefore, proposed environ = ental standards%
[jf for the Jong-lived radionuclides of concern in the fer: of limits on the. m
.; . x

,]h quantities discharged per year into the general environ =ent.
.7
n. ";;+

M In addition to constraints on quantity released for protection
[j against environ = ental buildup, standards are also proposed to limit doses
._a

333 to the whole bcdy or organs of the individual due to short-lived -

J(''
.

$q radioactive effluents. The standards proposed are censistent with
23

,

{,j li=iting such doses through the application of technology at an
-i$
god acceptable cost.

y
il.m Whereas the Agency has atte=pted to =ini=1:e the total effect ofI

p,: -]
.r

'

radioactive discharges on populations in its develop =ent of these
.N proposed standards, it has not atte=pted to specify siting constraints,g

J..
gg even though siting is an i=portant factor which also affects the

_

c .' population i= pact of all operations in the fuel cycle. It is expected-=
:s

j that good siting practices will continue to be pro =oted and that facility
;J2 planners will take advantage of the benefits of re=ote sites in their
?il&
!< u
.d

a

!
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A

j designs. In this regard, the Ate =ic Energy Co==ission'c policy of low

population density siting as practiced in the past should be continued.

Ej Total population i= pact, particularly with reference to health

$
I effects, is best considered in ter=s of the total person-re= coc=it=ent

k,

6 over the entire population affected. The standards vere based.

a

$ principally.on a deter =ination of the population i= pact of all operations
% .

} in the uraniu= fuel cycle, even though actual li=its arc expressed in
,

i .?
ter=s of quantities discharged and whole body or organ doses to

2
a individuals. Person-re= limits have not been specified in the standards
.,

i because the i=ple=entation of such a require =ent 'is difficult. The
.9 1
O proposed standards are expressed as li=its on quantities of radioactive j
c

( =aterial and individual doses outside the boundaries of classes of j
,

n >

'activity so as to facilitate their translation into regulatory centrols.'
'

,

:-

.
It is the viewpoint of the ' Tency that adherance te the proposed i

i
Tj standards by the nuclear power industry will insure levels of risk due to
8 -

j nor=al operations that are envir,on=entally acceptabla and that are worthf -
u
"j of public acceptance. In this context, these standards are responsive to
?
% the President's energy =essages of June 4,1971, and April 18, 1973,<j;
I

3 which challenged the Nation to develop sufficient new energy resources'

b
d and at the sa=e time to provide adequate protection for public health and
?- -

the environ =ent.
.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUEL SUPPLY OPERATIONS. The principal activities

h involved ia converting uraniu= ore into enriched uraniu= fuel for use in.

; power reactors are =illing, conversion, enrich =ent, fabrication, and

]
3 transportation. With the exception of transportation, each of these
~a
25 operations involves environ = ental discharges of naturally-occurring.,

a;
*

3

-l

. - . ., ,. , _ _ - _ _
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uranium and daughter products which can result in radiation exposures of

individual organs and the skeleton. The prima n environmental radiation

; exposure from transportation operations is direct ga:ma radiation. Since
i

j the discharges, environcental pathways, and control techniques for

uranium and its daughter products are ce=on to all aspects of fuel-

,

; supply operations except transportation, standards covering these
*

. operations as a group are proposed to li=it the quantities of these

[ materials discharged to the general environment and to minimize doses to

[, individuals. Through the application of cost-effective control

i technology, doses to actual individuals or organs can be kept below 15

=1111re=s per year and quantities discharged to the environment can be..,

-

: caintained below one curie per year, exclusive of radon-222.
5
d Although radiation doses to individuals from transportation

; activities are small, on the average, instances where a few individuals
,d

.M may receive fairly high doses can easily be postulated. Exposures of
2

.' individuals due to transportation of radioactive materials are difficult .

-

1 to regulate because as shipments cove in general co=merce between sites
@ .| 3

Q.| the exposed population is constantly changing. Transportation activities'

p-i
:a,

Q should be conducted with every effort =ade to =aintain doses to
| *1

! ;-( individuals as low as possible consistent with technical and economic
;. :

$ feasibility. In no case shoald doses to individuals due to ship =ents of

il radioactive =aterials exceed the general standard of 15 millirens per
.

.9 year. The Agency will continue to examine transportation with a view toi

,f -

,
W; further action in this area.

t .. y.

.

g;] CONSIDERATIONS FOR LIGHT-WATER-COOLED POWER REACTORS.' On June 9, 1971,
.o

| . the Atomic Energy Co=ission proposed (36 F. R.1112) an Appendix I to 10
_

k
:

|

| $

- - . . --
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I CFR Part 50 setting forth new design and operation guides ft,r light -

water-cooled power reactors. After a careful examination of current

[ waste treat =ent technology for such plants, EPA concluded that the

1 proposed design guides could be i=ple=ented so that design doses to
"

individuals offsite would routinely be limited to less than 5 =illire=s,

e

per year, and that operational control measures could be taken to li=it
'

doses to the ra::1=u= exposed individual to within a range of 20-40
,

.; nillire=s per year under all cenditions of nor=al operation. Under.these
;

,| circu= stances, the Agency d-cided for the time being not to exercise its.

2 authority to establish generally applicable environ = ental radiation
4
l standardo for light-vater-cooled nuclear power reactors. This decision

'

. was publicly stated by the Agency on February 23, 1972, at the rule =aking
7
d -

hearing on proposed Appendix I conducted by the Atomic Energy Co==ission.
.

f Continuing review of the environ = ental factors involved in the design and

operation of light-vater-cooled nuclear reactors, coupled with the need

J for comprehensive standards for the entire uraniu=-based fuel cycle, asg.

.

5 vell as specific standards for each component within the cycle, has led .

.

.;; us to conclude that nu=erical standards for reactors should be included
.J
.I in this rule =aking.

' fd
q As a result of our current analysis, we have concluded that nuclear

G power reactors can be designed and operated under =ost conditions at the
: 1

%b
} design levels proposed by the AEC in Appendix I to 10 CFR 50.

$X Accordingly, the Agency has specified a proposed annual dose limit for * -
1

[ individuals in the general public of 5 millire=s to the whole body and 15
:]

millire=s to the thyroid due to nor=al operations at a reactor site. The
:

,- standard for annual discharges to the general aquaric environ =ent for
t

-

t .;
I 6

7 ' ,!

a
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if each 1000 negawatts of electrical generating capacity at the site is 5
9
b curies of all radionuclides, except tritium and dissolved noble gases.
1.

{ k'ith respect to light-uster-cooled nuclear power reactors it is
s'u

31 important: 1) to set standards which wi1' result in radiation doses to
G
)) the public which are at the lowest levels consistent with technical and
h!; *

.} 0 econemic feasibility, and 2) to maintain the benefit of a continuous8
;

55
gj uninterrupted supply of electric power to society during power energy'

Y?
1j crises, even though standards for normal situations =ight be exceeded.*

w
.,

j[ Such a two-fold objective raises the question whether to impose strict
r.. :
'J? standards at the expense of possible shutdowns which are not justified on
$h
$1 a risk-benefit basis during power shortages or to establish liberal
15
fj standards which would mini =1:e the possibility of such .hutdowns. The
SS

yg Agency has attempted to strike a balance between these two goals in the
:.z'
3.! standards proposed by providing for operational variances which satisfy
Q
t(.; specified criteria in order to avoid closing down power reactors during4. 3

ff periods when the orderly delivery of power justifies their operation'
K
ph. above the nor=al li=1ts. The approach of granting operational variances . .|
-

r.9

1.) depends to a large degree upon judg=ents concerning necessary power
10d
[f

reserves, overall plant safety, and public health. The Agency
g

E.h
(% anticipates that its proposal in this area vill be explored in detail
9
n; during public hearings on these proposed standards.
N
39] An increase to three times the annual dose limit for nor=al

-q( operations is proposed provided a specified e=crgency de=and situation
.

.-

f.2] exists and the reactor is otherwise safe to operate. Demand conditions
4.Q

;';g satisfying these variance conditions are expected to occur only rarely,v

n,
1 and then only for short periods once or twice annually. The variance is

. :A~

{ib s
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available only when the utility is unable to satisfy de=and conditions

through the purchase of other power and when normal AEC safety and

j occupational regulations are met, and then only to the extent that a

ecmonstrable need for operations at such higher emission levels exists.
a

When the variance is used a report is required through. normal public.

channelstotheFederalagencywhichregulatestheuti1Ity. These
.

.

f.
reports should docu=ent the rate and cause of the abnormal emissions, the

.

power de=and and r'eserve conditions which justified the operation, and

the actions taken to =ini=ize any increased doses to individuals in the

general environ =ent. .

;l The Agency also considered whether it would be appropriate to propose
:i

a variance to allow power reactors to operste during periods when no
.i

; e=ergency de=and situation obtains, but an unusual operating difficulty,

or siting situation exists. The data available indicate that such

_J operating flexibility does not appear to b'e required. On the basis ofI

iq the lack of contrary infor=ation, the Agency has detecmined not to ,, ,

propose a variance for abnor:sl operations under such conditions. Public

co==ents on the need for such a variance are invited and the Agency will

give these co==ents careful consideration in =aking a final' determination-

j on this issue.
7

CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUEI. REPROCESSING PIETS. Although most radioactive

products produced during fission are retained within reactor fuel

.:
[ ele =ents, the processing of fuel elements destroys these barriers and a ,

,3
.

,e variety of radionuclides become available for releare in potentially

large amounts at fuel reprocessing sites. Krypton-85, tritium,
s

'; plutonium, iodine-129, and possibly other long-lived radionuclides are of
& ,

-9
:

1
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$k
50 particular significance in that they have the potential to enter the.n
': '
+

55 general at=ospheric and hydrological environ =ents and expose large

( populations over long periods of ti=e. Exposure due to releases of
39
-[9 krypton-85 and critiu: can be worldwide. Even though all of these'c
rs*
Jht radionuclides are a= enable to control at plant sites so that individual,

L?
y ,;; exposures are small, tha total population dose in person-re=s can be'm
.g v .

y&y large because of their persistence in environmental pathways, for many|

27 decades in the case of krypton-85 and tritium, and possibly for hundreds
:-:31 -

YT of thousands of years for plutonium and the actinidea, and millions of
-YI
4,y years for iodine-129.
Otd -.s
3.;( Generally applicable environ = ental standards are proposed for fuel

*

@$
; g1 reprocessing plants because several are expected to be in operation
. . . :2

id[j during the next several years. However, in view of the environ = ental
-m
d

'

grgj risks involved, the Agency is currently evaluating whee.her future fuel
$

g{.J reprocessing ought to be limited until a viable plutonium-based power
-i.+e
||i industry exists. I=portant factors in this evaluation are: 1)
1[92 ,

-

?.@ uncertainties in the schedule on which reprocessing to supply plutonium
-

3

cj5 recycled fuels and the plutonium-based fuel cycle are required and
.; .'n

*~'s
.:gg justified, 2) the true market value of plutonium, 3) the capability to
2*I[
;.; supply sufficient virgin uranium econcmically, and 4) the degree to which;

hfgjd the' costs of dealing with re=aining environ = ental aspects of the industry.<

dy will affect the desirability of reprocessing fuel to recover uranium.
e. u

.g{--
.

The Agency has perfor=ed a technical analysis of the environmental
Ca
m% effects of nor=al effluents from fuel reprocessing, the efficiency of _"A
!.y
;3g control technology available for effluent reduction, and the costs of
:24
2.?? such reduction. Four significant areas in which fuel reprocessingru'. . >

y" **
s.

#.
,

al
_ _ ._.. __ __
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"
presents a significant environ = ental threat were identified. First,

;
', there will be worldwide exposure due to the gradual e.nviron= ental buildup
G

of krypton-85 from the U.S. fuel reprocessing ind astry. The worldwidet

] i= pact of this radionuclide is considerably larger than the regional or

*$ national i= pact from this industry. Second, large doses to individuals.,

') may occur as a consequence of failure to apply currently available
'm .

Y'| controls and reasonable fuel-cooling ti=es, as a result of discharges of
.

iodine-131 and other short-lived radionuclides. Third, unless currently
s

- ' available controls are rigorously applied, the environ = ental buildup fro

.-g long-lived iodine-129, plutoniu=-239, and several other alpha-e=itting
5

' '5 transuranic isotopes could become substantial. And finally, there is no,

!i '
' 7,1 centrol currently available for tritiu=, the largest potential producer

.i..j
-

of health effects after krypton-85. The current design practice of

{' , eli=inating liquid discharges from the main process stream results in

,y tritiu= being discharged to the at=esphere, rather than to the water
e: ..
N. 2 pathway. Even though this may avoid release of other radioactive

"C
-

-
- .

. =aterials, the i= pact of tritiu= releases to the at=osphere can, under
.- d

1.:71 certain circu= stances, result in considerably larger i= pact than use of
42
ij the liquid discharge route.
33

3 The Agency has propored environ = ental radiation standards for fuel
.: e
nr

$?) reprocessing plants to control each of the four areas identified above.
>
d

.j Because of their toxicity and persistence, discharges of plutoniu= and
s. n

.

.t % other particulate alpha-e=itting actinides to the general environ =ent
,:r -

: #1 should be as low as possible. Fortunately, highly efficient means for-

~.00 .

:j the removal of plutoriu= and other actinides are available at low cost
.-
-t
:N and are well developed. Standards to limit the nu=ber of curies of these

~%
' t i.~.;v

5h
.cz

1
.1

.-.
_ . .-..
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nuclides released to the general environ =ent per year are proposed to^2

ce 11=1:
the long-ter= buildup of these =aterials which should provide

.

s.q

;f
protection against potential health effects over =any generations..4

$
Recently developed control techniques offer efficient =cthods of

,

:
er

j; cost-effective supple =entary control for the re= oval of radiciodines...* ,

Atno$
y

the levels of control achievable using these techniques it is possible to
-

* u
t ..

c.y =aintain annual doses to infant thyroids below 15 =illire=s. Additional
a

,

D5I

=casures available for control of iodine include fuel cooling prior' to
g

J

processing, site selection and access control, careful environ = entalem

jh'
=enitoring, and assuring that critical population grcups are notT.i

A

"f{d excessively exposed via = ilk. On the basis of the availability of theset
u
.fj

and other control techniques and =easures, therefore, it is proposed toy

T.y 11=it the =axi=u= annual dose to the whole body or any organ of any
,

s.
(.

?))} individual fro = fuel reprocessing activities to 15 =i]l1re=s fro = all
.

$ radionuclides, including iodine-131.'~'
=
-X .

The re= oval of krypton-85 fro = spent fuel reprocessing stres=s =ust5
jp

be considered of high priority in ter=s of its potential for long-ter=
-

.. .
Y

']% public health i= pact over the entire world.
.

,

E A variety of highly.r.
g
.

efficient techniques can be applied to acco=plish this, although no' T'; *

.-N
. g facility has yet installed such control The Agency proposes that the;N

.

gy
a=ount of krypton-85 entering the general environ =ent fro = fuel2."$

-

reprocessing be li=ited to less tf.an one percent of the total inventory
.

5'"
j of k:7pton-85 in fuel received for processing. 'In order to~ allow theA
"j industry ti=e to i=ple=ent this standard , its eftective date has been ~"-r

y
specified as 48 =onths after the effective date of this rule =aking.1

InJ

3 view of the fact that syste=s have been offered by co==c;cfal vendors at: ,

.

~

*_'#
I

,
'

qq
M

j.7 s .m , .77-..- ---.-t --- ~ - ~ ~ ' ' '
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f

!} perfor=ance levels sufficient to li=it discharges to a fraction of a
A

j percent of the krypton-85 inventory in fuel received, the Agency will

..f continue to exa=ine the perfor:ance of this technology to determine how
a .

,*\

;gg far below the proposed standard future required levels might be
5

.y reasonably set. An exclusion from this standard for krypton-85 re= oval
-c
~j is proposed for plants which went operational prior tc 1970, since only.

2
'!$ one such facility exists and it is of s=all capacity (1 metric ton of.m

.t
4 fuel per day processed) and retrofitting would constitute an unreasonable
a
M econoaic burden. If, however, that facility adda to or changes its.x

..[ processing capacity by nore than 50 percent of its present capacity, it
..:
.-l would be required to satisfy the proposed standaid for krypton-85 af ter
.s

.

. qi such =odification.
d
.] No limit is proposed now for tritius entering the general environ =ent
_t.'j fre= fuel reprocessing, since the availability of technology for

. .A

}j controlling this discharge and its costs are uncertain at the present
-n
_ry time. Since tritium levels in the general environ =ent from fuel
d -

,jy reprocessing are expected to becoce significant by the late 1980's, and
,

1
-5 tritium will present the largest potential population impact from the,

.!?
fy uranium fuel cycle after release of krypton-SS has been controlled, the
'if
;,y Agency believes that final development and installation of controls to
a

;{j: mini =ize the environ = ental buildup of tritium due to releases frcm
'If

? uraniu= fuel reprocessing will then become important. A future
:n

.

;-| rule =aking is conte = plated dealing with tritius releases from
: .2

<:Ij reprocessing plants built af ter 1978. --

9
'

Current designs for new reprocessing plants propose no liquid
- m

a
Og effluents as a result of normal operations. This practice will usually
?
5
d

N
,

i

-. . . . _ _ . . -
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result in =ini=um population i= pact fro all radionuclides except, in;

h seme cirecmstances, tritium. This mode of operation is preferred, exceptJ
,

in those instances where it can be de=onstrated that radionuclide
n

j discharges in liquid effluents will result in lower total discharges or
.: radiation doses to surrounding populations than Pould result if.

y

h equivalent quantities were discharged via airborne effluents. This
3 ,

consideratic.. is especially important for tritium discharges, since its,

J

population impact is governed pri=arily by the characteristics of sitess
W

.

j vith respect to population distribution and water use. For example,
.j

-a
tritiu= discharges to the ocean from seacoast sites are expected to

s

+:
J.

'

result in a 1cwer total impact than at=ospheric discharges at such sites.;;
-: ,

ic; Pursuant to the Ate =ic Energy Act of 1954, as a= ended, notice is

f hereby given that adoption of the following addition to 40 CFR Part -- is;. u
gj conte = plated. All interested persons who wish to sub=tt co==ents or
Q

suggestions in connection'with this proposed rule =akir.g are invited to
QF
? send the= to the Office of Radiation Progra=s, Environmental Protection
Ty Agency, Washington, D.C. 20460, within 60 days after publication of thisb

Ik, notice in the Federal Register. Within this sa=e time period, interested9

.y@ parties are also invited to indicate their desire to participate in a
j
$? public hearing on the proposed rulemaking to be scheduled after the
#

L'{' ce==ent period ends. Cc==ents and suggesticus received after the 60-day*0

? ce=sent period will be considered if it is practical to do so, but suche

O !
y
3 assurance can only be given for co==ents filed within the pericd,

*

3 specified. Co==ents and all technical support documents for this -

7
%

rule =aking =ay be examined in the Agency's Public Ai' fairs Office, 4th and
..;
9

:h M Streets, S. W., WashinEcon, D.C. 20460. Single copies of a State =ent
#

<J

| A *

O i

|1 -

:
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of Considerations for the standard and the technical rc; ort entitled

" Environ = ental Analysis of the Uranium Fuel Cycle" are alsc available

.

upon request at this sa:e address.

. , - '

: ,

; Russell E. Train
Ad=inistrater*

.
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* y UNITED STATES
*

N. N*

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION Il

* MCN9)f,tR fa ' m %,s
mssinoron. o.c. ::s4s

w-
l a.N,

,October 19, 1973 7- - -

w . , , . .- '-

:* 23 n ~2

%'d:.h DMEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT #

: imp
NROM:

e
Dixy Lee May b g"

SUBJECT: AEC Positten on Division of Respons1BMINisNa
Authorities Between the Atemic Energy Comission
and the Erivironmental Protection Agency

Sumary of AEC Pesition

AEC and EPA have certain related statutory responsibilities and authorities
from the standpoint of radiation control. AEC's basic position with re-~

spect to the interface between those responsibilities and authorities isas follows:

AEC's and EPA's responsibilities and authorities should bea.
ccordinated in the overall public interest and in accordance
with the President's direction to: " reduce excessive regulatory
and administrative impediments which have delayed or prevented
construction of energy-producing facilities; and streamline our
governmental procedures for licensing and inspections, reduce
overlapping jurisdictions and eliminate confusion generated by
the government." Thus, these responsibilities and authorities
shouid be complementary rather than duplicative.

b. EPA, rather than AEC, should establish generally ap'plicable '

radiation standards for the protection of the general environ-
ment outside t't boundaries of nuclear facilities or other
activities licensed by the AEC under the Atomic Energy Act.
Such generally applicable standards should be developed on the
basis of a comparative-risk analysis and a general review of
technology, should be based on nomal conditions of operation
rather than accidents, and should be in the nature of ambient
standards rather than effluent or discharge limitations which,

are directly related to " hardware" and which are imposed by AEC
as an integral part of its statutorily required and long-
established licensing procer-

-

AEC, rather than EPA, should specify the legal controls con- 'c.
cerning radiation safety aspects of siting ar. design of nuclear -

..

facilities (such as nuclear electric poser plants), operating
procedures, and the lim'ts on the small anounts of radioactive
materials that may be emitted frca nuclear facilities (and other

.
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activities licensed by AEC) as a result of normal operations.
In imposing such emission limits, AEC will implement and'

enforce, through its ccmprehensive program of licensing,
[

standard-setting, inspection and enforcement, such generally
applicable standards as are established by EPA in accordance
with paragraph b. above. -

AEC's position is based upon: (a) the text of Reorganization Plan flo. 3;
,

,(b) the " legislative history" associated with the Plan; (c) the fact that
AEC has already established a comprehensive program of licensing, standard-
setting, inspection, and enforcement over nuclear facilities and activities
(and must continue to carry out such a program in the exercise of its
responsibilities under the Atomic Energy Act); (d) the fact that under
that program the safety record of the nuclear industry has been outstanding;-

(e) AEC's demonstrated scientific competence and existing staff capabilities
in the areas in questien; and (f) the sound public policy that needless and

i wasteful duplication of effort should be avoided. The legal and policy
support for the AEC position is set cut in Attachment "A".

.

EPA's Procosed Fuel Cycle Standards

For the reasons stated below, the proposed EPA uranium fuel cycle standards
(an analysis of which is contained in Attachment "B") are not in accord
with the division of responsibilities and authorities described above.
fioreover, they are not technically supportable in several respects and
represent a wasteful, conflicting and unnecessary duplication of an AEC
rulemaking proceeding which was initiated in 1971 and is now nearing com-
pletion. This AEC proceeding (which is described in greater detail in
Attachment "C") involves a new Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 that would set
forth design cbjectives and limiting conditicns of operation to keep levels
of radioactivity in effluents from light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors
as icw as practicable. A three-volume flEPA environmental impact statement
was issued by AEC in connecticn with Appendix I. EPA participated in public
hearings conducted by AEC on the Appendix. A copy of the testimony of;

, fir. David Dcminick of EPA, supporting the AEC approach, is attached (Attach-'

ment"D").

Subpart C of the proposed EPA standards sets forth specific rather than
generally applicable standards for planned controlled discharges from light-

' water-cooled nuclear pcwer reactors. They would impose radionuclide release '
#

limits, dose limits and requirements for implementing such limits - matters
that are specifically addressed in the AEC licensing and regulatory process.

The proposed EPA standards conflict and are inconsistent with the implementa-
tion approach in the AEC's Appendix I. EPA, since February 1972, was on
record as supporting this AEC approach. The new standdrds proposed by EPA
constittte a reversal of EPA's prior position. Furtner, the EPA standards
include operating requirements related to pcuer emergencies that are un-
realistic and prcbably unworkable. Enforcement of such standards could

.

4

, - + - - - - e-- -- ,
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result in frequent shutdowns of nuclear pcwer reactors without any signift-
/ cant contribution to the public health and safety or environmental protec-i

tion. EPA does not propose to issue an environmental impact statement in,

: connection with its proposed standards.
3

The requirer: ants, in Subpart D of the EPA stan f ards relating to the recoval
of krypton-85 from uranium fuel reprocessing plants, are beyond the state.of e.

* the proven, practicable technology and, even if implemented, would reduce; "

the average annual whole body exposure to the U.S. population by only 0.003
millirem by the Year 1980 and by 0.04 milliram by the Year 2000. This r.ay
be co=parad with the average annual exposure of the U.S. population from
natural background radiation of about 125 millirems per year.. It would be

,

'necessary for the industry to mount. a heavily accelerated program to attempt 1

| to achieve t'ia objectives proposed in the EPA standards-within the time period
permitted. He do not believe the requirements on krypton-85 removal can be
justified on cost-effectiveness and health and safety bases at this time. .

; Imolications of Proceeding with EPA's Procesed Standards

If the proposed EPA standards were adopted, AEC would be. required by Re-
organi:ation Plan Mo. 3 to implement and enforce them.* Since they conflict

! with AEC's Appendix I, the AEC would need to assess the utility of continuing
| with its current rulemaking proceeding which, of course, would be disrupted

by such a course of events. This proceeding has thus far involved several
man-years of effort and the environ =antal icpact statement alone is esti=ated'

to have cost $325,000. .
4

! I~ In addition, there wo'uld be an impairment of AEC's ability to achieve the
lo.;est practicable release of radioactive materials through a combination
of appropriate siting factors, design requirements and operating procedures.

,

This would be due to the fact that the proposed EPA standards are set ati g

! i

|
-

..,

In the Feoeral Reg: ster notice which accc=panied publication of proposed*
<

Appendix I on June 9,1971, AEC included the following statement at the
i request of EPA: " EPA has under consideration generally applicable en-

4

! vironmental standards for these types of pcwer reactors. AEC has con-
,

sulted EPA in the development of the guides on dasign cbjectivas and
! limiting conditions for operation set forth below to control radio-

activity in effluent releases. If the design objectives and c::erating'
. ,

linits est$lishM her:in should prova to be incog:tibic uith any
,

i generally applicable environmental standard hereafter established by
; EPA, the AEC will modify those objectives and limits as necessary."

''This .statenent continues to reflect AEC policy. The disagreement with
, ~. , . .
; - EPA relates to the type of cenerally acclicable environmental standards

that are appropriate for promulgation by EPA - not to AEC's responsi .'

'

: bility to impicment such standards.
'

'

t, ,

i i
l i!
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/ such a level that implementation by AEC which gives credit to specific site
characteristics and takes into accounc the need for reasonable operating<

' flexibility, because of uncertainties in fuel element performance and rad-.

waste treatment performance, is not possible.-

1
'

Implementation of the proposed EPA standards would have a significant impact
on the nuclear industry. The AEC 1972 data on releases of ' radioactive ~

_
"

material frem 25 light-water-cooled operating power reactors indicate that
11 of the reactors, while meeting the AEC's Appendix I with its operating
ficxibility, would not have met EPA's curie limits for liquid releases which
give no credit for site characteristics with respect to exposures. It appears

.that all of these reactors would have to make some modifications in their
waste treat:ent systems within 12 months after the effective date of the
regulation without any meaningful reduction in population doses. Some of
these c.cdificatiens would involve major changes in design of waste treatment
systems and interruption of power reactor operation. In five cases the
quantity limit on tritium could require replacing the fuel elements in the
core of the reactor.

Imolications of ?!ot proceedina with EPA's Procosed Standards

If EPA does not issue standards of the type proposed for the nuclear fuel
cycle, AEC will complete its rulemaking proceeding on proposed Appendix I and

; continue to implement it in order to keep radiation exposures to the public
as low as practicable. (As a practical matter, AEC has, since 1971, aircady
implemented Appendix I guides in evaluating nuclear power plants.) Further,
AEC has underway extensive studies en the remainiry types of plants in the
nuclear fuel cycle to develop data on technology, control measures and costs.
This will provide a firm basis for rulemaking to assure that exposures from
effluents from all plants in the fuel cycle are maintained at levels which
are as low as practicable. In ~connecticn with such rulemaking, AEC would.

prepare MEPA e* viro- :n ui stata. nt:. 2?A v. uid hav2 full cpportur.ity to
review such proposed regulations and environmental statements and to pro ~ vide
cocr:ents and recomendations to AEC.

i
'

We believe that.from the standpoint of the nuclear industry - and, more
importantly, from the overall public interest a single Federal standard'

addressed to the matters dealt with above would avoid confusion and duplica-
tion of effort and would achieve the paramount objective of protection of

, the public health and safety.:

From the standpoint of assuring adequate protection of public health'and.

safety and the environment with respect to the coeration of nuclear fwilitir.,
5:e do not believe that issuance of the EPA standards will make any significant
contribu AEC.has es.timated that by;the Year 2000 the average whole' body c'" " exposure, tion.

,

to the U.S.' population from ccmmercial nuclear pcuer facilities will
be about 0.2 milliram per year. Similarly the Advisory Corrmittee on thr
Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation of the National Academy of Sciences
estimated in the BEIR P.cport issued in fiovember 1972 that the average :: hole

|
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r body dose to the U.S. population frca normal operation of nuclear power
rcactors in tha Yec.r 2C00 uculd 52 about 0.17 millir:m. !!e are ccnficant

( . ... . that by applying. AEC's as low as practicable requirement in the licensing
' ' process to all nuclear facilities, the total exposure from such facilities

in the Year 2C00 will be a small fraction of the exposure frca natural
background radiation.

'
..-

AEC Recccmendation
.

N EPA would develop generally applicable standards that would specify the
| annual radiation doses that could be rcceived by a member of the public

and the total. population as a result of releases of radiation and radio-'

active materials to the environ :ent from all sources of exposure er frem
classes of activities such as the entire light-water-cooled nuclear
electric power plant fucl cycle, including uranium milling, conversion'

| of uranium, fuel fabrication, generation of electricity, and fuel re-
; precessing. AEC would, in turn, implement such standards by establish-

ing emission limits for individual activities in the fuel cycle, including
| operation of nuclear electric po'.:er plants. Further explanation of this

reccmendation is contained in Attachment "E".-

d . g-

A'
Chaire -

| Attachments:
! A - Basis for AEC Pcsition Concerning Division of Responsibilities
! and Authorities between EPA and AEC ~'

'
.

S - September 5,1973 letter fm Co=.issioner Doub to Quarles w/
Technical Ccements, w/Oct. 12, 1973 letter Rogers to Mills

;
. ..

| C - Status of AEC Requirements for Control of-Radioactive Materials
in Power Reactor Effluents

'

e

I

i I
'

!
0 - Cy of Transcript of Statement of David D. Dominick, Asst. Admin.|

! Office of Categorical Programs on Behalf of the EPA
.

E - Sumary of AEC Position en Relative Responsibilities of EPA and-

AEC on Standards to Control Radicactivity in Effluents for
flormal Operations w/ Annex 1 - AEC Proposed Compromise EPA;

.
Generally applicabic standard for the Protection of the General '-~-

! Environment for the Uranium Fuel Cycle
1

.

l.

'
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ATTACHMENT "A"
'

BASIS FOR AEC POSITION CONCERNING DIVISION OF
RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES BETJEEN EPA AND AEC

The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), created by the Atcmic Energy Act of

1946 (amended in its entirety by the Atcmic Energy Act of 1954), and the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), created by Reorganization Plan

. No. 3 of 1970, have certain related statutory responsibilities and

authorities under the Act and Plan from the standpoint of radiation

control. In addition, both agencies have certain responsibilities and

authorities concerning environmental matters under the National Environ-

mental Policy Act of 196g (NEPA), and EPA is vested with specific

responsibilities concerning discharges into the waters of the United

States under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA).
.2,

-

,

a. Authority over Radioactive Emissions from Nuclear Facilities

The peaceful Use of atomic energy was the first technology- to be subject,

f to Federal control from its inception. Under the Atcmic Energy Act, no

person may construct or operate a nuclear facility (a facility which
i

|
utilizes radioactive materials such as a nuclear electric power plant) or

possess or use most radioactive materials except pursuant to an AEC permit
,

! or license. In addition, the Atemic Ener5y Act authorized AEC to prcmulgate
|

| regulations specifying design and siting requirements for nuclear facilities;

1

to protect against possible radiation hazards, including measures to pro-'

| tect against accidental releases of radioactivt materials, and limits on

the amounts of radioactive materials that may be released from nuclear

.

0
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facilities, and other activities involving nuclear materials, as a result

of normal operations.
.

Under the Act, the AEC established a comprehensive program of licensing of

nuclear facilities and activities, standard-setting, regular inspections

of licensed activities, and enforcement. Detailed regulations concerning
,

siting, design, and other aspects of nuclear facilities and activities have

been published in 10 CFR Chapter 1.

The Atomic Energy Act also established the Federal Radiation Council (FRC)

whose function was to advise the President on radiation matters affecting

health, and to provide recommendations to Federal agencies (including AEC)

regarding the formulation of radiation standards. However FRC had no .

licensing or regulatory authority.

Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 grew out of recommendati.ons of the
.

President's Advisory Committee on Executive Reorganization, chaired by

Mr. Roy L. Ash. The philosophy underlying the Plan was that it was not

| possible to b.-ing together into one Federal agency all executive branch
I

'

functions dealing with environmental protection and thereby create an

environmental " czar". Rather, the central and guiding concept was to

consolidate the general standard-setting functions of Federal agencies

| in the environmental protection field.
-.

This underlying concept was reflected in the division 'of responsibilities
i

in the radiation protection field. Under the Plan the following functions

.

1
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with respect to radiation standards were transferred to the new EPA:
.

"The functions of the Atomic Energy Commission under the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, administered through its Divi-
sian of Radiation Protection Standards, to the extent that such
functions of the Commission consist of establishing generally
applicable environmental standards for the protection of the
general environment from radioactive material. As used herein,
standards mean limits on radiation exposures or levels, or
concentrations or quantities of radioactive material, in the
general environment outside the boundaries of locations under
the control of persons possessing or using radioactive material."

"All functions of the Federal Radiation Council...."

At the same time, the President's message transmitting the Plan to the

Congress stated that "AEC would retain responsibility for the implementa-

.ti.on and enforcement of radiation standards [ promulgated by EPA] through
.

its 'icensing authority".

Since the FRC had no licensing or regulatory authority, the only possible
'

source for EPA rer.ponsibility and authority over r'adioactive materials ~ '

under the Plan is the single function transferred frcm AEC. However as the

Plan itself and the accompanying statement by the President make clear, the
,

function transferred frcm AEC was confined to establishing cenerally

acolicable standards regarding limits on radiation exposures or levels or

concentrations or quantities of radioactive materials in the ceneral

environment outside the boundaries of locations under the control of cersons

possessino or usino radioactive material [such as persons licensed by AEC

to operate nuclear electric power plants]. Clearly standards which are enly

applicable to areas beyond the control of persons possessing or using the

. . - - . . --
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radioactive materials, are in the nature of ambient standards, and are not

emission standards which would be directly applicable to the persons actually

possessing or using the materials and areas within their control. It was

specifically centemplated that implementing cetion would have to be taken

to relate the general standards for the general environment to the persons

actually operating nuclear facilities and possessing or using radioactive

materials. As the President's message makes clear, this was to be the role

of AEC.

There was substantial discussion during the House and Senate hearings on

the Reorgani:ation Plan regarding the respective functions of AEC and epa.

.This " legislative history" confirms what common sense would indicate -- that
.

emission limits on radioactive materials applicable to specific persons

possessing or using the materials sire regarded as an essential element of

AEC's implementing role and not as an element of EPA's general environmental
,

.

standard-setting function. Indeed establishment of such emission limits is

an integral part of the safety review of the overall plant design and siting

conducted by AEC. In the words of Mr. Ink of OMB, a principal Administration

witness during the hearings, it is AEC which has "the competence and the

know-how to see how a reactor is put together, and how it is designed,

which, as you can appreciate, is a tremendously complex type of engineering

and scientific undertaking. We have not tried to put into [E?A] that kind
_

of scientific competence...."

Following enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments
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of 1972, EPA initially took the position that this legislation vested it

with regulatory authority over discharges into United States waters of

radioactive materials otherwise subject to regulation by the AEC. Subse-

quently, however, EPA adopted the position urged by the AEC that the term

" pollutant", as used in that legislation, does not include radioactive

materials subject to AEC regulation under the Atomic Energy Act.

However, despite the above, EPA proposes to establish specific limits for

radioactive materials applicable to certain persons licensed by AEC, in-

giuding persons licensed to operate nuclear electric power plants.*

AEC believes this would go beyond the authority vested in E?A under the

Reorganization Plan, and place EPA in an area where AEC rather than EPA
.

has the scientific expertise and where AEC rather than EPA has established

a comprehensive licensing and regulatory program.

In the past two years AEC has been conducting extensive rulemaking hearings,

seeking in effect to establish more stringent and definitive limitations on

the amounts of radioactive materials that may be released as a result of

normal operation of individual nuclear electric power plants. The parties

to this hearing were accorded full rights to presc 't testimony and to cross-

examine AEC expert witnesses and officials. as to the basis for AEC's pro-

posal. EPA made a statement at this hearing. EPA's proposal seeks to

duplicate this AEC effort and, in the last analysis, supersede it by -.

Proposed " Environmental Radiation Protaction Requirements for flormal*

Operations of Activities in the Uranium Fuel Cycle", transmitted by
EPA to AEC for comment on August 16, 1973.
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initiating another rulemaking proceeding on the same subject under E?A

auspices. Even apart from jurisdictional limitations discussed above,

AEC believes that such an effort -- wastefully duplicative at best and,

at worst, resulting in conflicting regulatory requirements by two Federal

agencies -- would not be in the public interest.

Procosed Resolution

AEC proposes that epa ad5pt generally applicable environmental radiation

standards that would specify the annual radiation doses that could be

received by a member of the public and the total population as a result

of releases of radiation and radioactive materials to the environment

- from all sources of exposure or frca classes of activities such as the
,

entire light-water-cooled nuclear electric pcwer plant fuel cycle, includ-

ing uranium milling, conversion of uranium, fuel fabrication, generation

of electricity, and fuel reprocessing. AEC would, in turn, implement.such

standards by establishing emission limits for individual activities in the

fuel cycle, including operation of nuclear electric power plants.

b. Authority ever Accident Prevention

.

In the past epa has attempted to assert a kind of oversight authority over

AEC accident protection functions. This position on the part of EPA is

reflected, for example, in its insistence on direct participation in_the

Reactor Safety Study of accident probabilities and consequences currently

being conducted by Professor Rasmussen of MIT under the Ccamission's auspi:es.
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As indicated above, under the Atomic Energy Act AEC has been vested with

broad authority over the design and siting of nuclear facilities to pro-

tect against accidental releases of radioactive materials. AEC's existing,

ccmprehensive program for the licensing and regulation of such facilities

is, of course, directed in large part to the prevention and control of

nuclear accidents. At the time Reorgani:ation Plan ?!o. 3 of 1970 entered

into effect, AEC's standard-setting functions in this regard were exercised

primarily by its Division of Reactor Standards. The Division of Radiation

Protection Standards, cited in the Plan in describing the functions trans-

ferred to EPA, exercised no functions in this area. The other entity cited

in the Plan, the FRC, had no licensing or regulatory authority regarding

protection against accidental releases of radioactive materials.
'

,

While AEC and EPA have been unable to agree as to the limits of their

respective responsibilities and authorities in this area under Reorganiza-
'

tion Plan flo. 3, AEC and EPA have agreed upon the text of the radiation

accident risk discussion to be included in environmental impact statecents

prepared by AEC, pursuant to flEPA, for nuclear electric pcwer plants. A

copy of this text is attached (Annex 1).
1

l

|
Procosed Resolution*

;

AEC will continue to include the agreed upon discussion of radiation

accident risk in its environmental impact statements. However, EPA should

recognize that under the Reorganization Plan it has no legal authority con-

cerning design and siting of nuclear facilities to protect against
|

t
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accidental releases of radioactive materials.

c. Insoection of AEC Licensed Facilities

As iadicated above, AEC has established a ecmprehensive program of regular

inspections of persons licensed to possess and use radioactive materials

and operate nuclear facilities. In the past there had been seme disagree-

ment between AEC and EPA regarding EPA's authority to inspect such licensed

facilities. This has now been resolved by execution of a memorandum of

understanding between the two agencies. A copy of this memorandum of

understanding is attached (Annex 2). This memorandum of understanding

recognizes that EPA has no independent legal authority to inspect AEC

.li.pensed facilities.
.
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Annex 1 to Attachment "A"

ENVIRO?! MENTAL DiPACT OF POSTULATED ACCIDEllTS

A high degree of protection against the occurrence of postulatad accidents

in the (flAtlE OF PLANT) is provided through correct design, manufacture,

and operation, and the quality assurance program used to e'stablish the

necessary high integrity of the reactor system, as will be considered
.

in the Commission's Safety Evaluation. Deviations that may occur are

handled by protective systems to place and hold the plant in a safe-

condition. f otwithstanding this, the conservative postulate is made that

serious accidents might occur, even though they may be extremely unlikely;

and engineered safety features are installed to mitigate the consequences

of those postulated events which are judged credible.

The probability of occurrence of accidents and the spectrum of their

consequences to be considered from an environmental effects standpoint

have been analyzed using best estimates of probabilities and realistic
'

fission product release and transpcet assumptions. For site evaluation'

in the Commission's safety review, extremely conservative assumptions

are used for the purpose of ccmparing calculated doses resulting from

a hypothetical release of fission products from the fuel against the

10 CFR Part 100 siting guidelines. Realistically computed doses that

would be received by the population and environment from the accidents

which are postulated would be significantly less than those to be

presented in the Safety Evaluation.
-

.
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The Commission issued guidance to applicants on September 1,1971,

requiring the consideration of a spectrum of accidents with assumptions

as realistic as the state of knowledge permits. The applicant's

response was contained in the (APPLICA|tT'S ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT).

The applicant's report has been evaluated, using the standard accident

assumptions and guidance issued''as a proposed amendment to Appendix D

of 10 CFR part 50 by the Commission on December 1,1971, Nine classes

of postulated accidents and occurrences ranging in severity from trivial

to very serious were identified by the ' Commission. In general, accidents !

in the high potential consequence end of the spectrum have 'a low occurrence
_

rate and those on the low potential consequence end have a higher occurrence

rate. The examples selected by the applicant for these cases are shcwn

in Table I. The examples selected are reasonably homogeneous in terms

of probability within each class.

Commission estimates of the dose which might be received by an assumed

individual standing at the site boundary in the downwind direction,

using the assumptions in the proposed Annex to Appendix 0, are presented

in bble II. Estimates of the integrated exposure that might be delivered

to the population within 50 miles of the site are also presented in

Table II. The man-rem estimate was based on the projected population

within 50 miles of the site for the year .

_

4
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To ri orously establish a realistic annual risk, the calculated doses

in Table II would have to be cultiplied by estimated probabilities.

The events in Classes 1 and 2 represent occurrences which are anticipated

during plant operations; and their consequences, which are very small,

are considered within the framework of routine effluents from the

plant. Except for a lim.ited amcunt of fuel failures and some steam

generator leakage, the events in Classes 3 thrcugh 5 are not anticipated

during plant operation; but events of this type could occur sometime during

the 40 year plant lifetime. Accidents in Classes 6 and 7 and small accidents

in Class 8 are of similar or lower probability than accidents in Classes 3

through 5 but are still possible. The probability of occurrence of large

Class S accidents is very small. Therefore, when the consequences indicated

in Table II are weighted by probabilities, the environmental risk is very

The postulated occurrences in Class 9 involvt sequences of successiveicw.

failures core severe than those required to be considered in the design
Theirbases of protection systems and engineered safety features. ,,

consequences could be severe. However, the probability of their occurrence
Defenseis judged so small that their environmental risk is extremely low.

in depth (multiple physical barriers), quality assurance for design,

manufacture and operation, continued surveillance and testing, andl
I

conservative design are all applied to provide and maintain a high degree

of assurance that potential accidents in this class are, and will remain,
(

sufficiently small in probability that the environmental risk is extremelyi
'

|
low.

.

|

!

|
|
l

- . _
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The AEC is currently performing a study to assess more quantitatively

these risks. The initial results of these efforts are expected to be

available in early 1974. This study is called the Reactor Safety Study

and is an effort to develop' realistic data on the probabilities and

sequences of accidents in water cooled power reactors, in order to

improve the quantification of available knowledge related. to nuclear reactor

accidents probabilities. The Commission has organized a special grcup

of about 50 specialists under the direction of Professor Normah Rasmussen

of MIT to conduct the study. The scope of the study has been discussed

with EPA and described in correspondence with EPA which has been placed

in the AEC Public Document Rocm (letter, Doub to Dominick, dated June 5,

1973).

As with all new information develcped which might have an effect en

the health and safety of the public, the results of these studies will

be made public and would be assessed on a timely basis within the regulatory

process on generic or specific bases as may be warranted.|

i

l Table II indicates that the realistically estimated radiological

consequences of the postulated accidents would result in exposures

of an assumed individual at the site boundary to concentrations of,

radioactive materials that are within the Maximum Permissible
!

| Concentrations (MPC) of 10 CFR Part 20. The table also shows the
-.

estimated integrated exposure of the population within 50 miles of-

| the plant from each postulated accident. Any of these integrated exposures

would be much s= aller than that from naturally occurring radioactivity. L' hen

|
|

|

t
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considered with the probability of occurrence, the annual potential
- radiation exposure of the population from all the postulated accidents

<

is an even smaller fraction of the exposure frca natural background

radiation and, in fact, is well within naturally occurring variations2

in the natural background. It is concluded frcm the results of the

realistic analysis that the environmental risks due to postulated

radiological accidents are exceedingly small and need not be considered

further.

.

.
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Table I. Classification of Postulated Accidents and Occurrences
'

.

Class AEC Descripti~on Applicant's Examples

1. Trivial incidents

2. Small releases outside
containment

3. Radioactive waste syste.T
failure

4. Fission products to pri-
mary system (BWR) Not applicable.

5. Fission products to pri-
.. mary and secondary systems

(PWR)

6. Refueling accident

7. Spent fuel handling
accident

8. Accident initiation events
considered in design-basis
evaluation in the Safety -

. .

Analysis Repcrt

9. Hypothetical sequence of !!ot considered.
failures more severe than
Class 8

.

m=

|
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TABLE II

SLHMARY OF RADIOLOGICAL CONSE00ENCES

OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTSE

Estimated Fraction Estimated Case-

of 10 CFR Part 20 to Population in
limit at gite 50 mile radius

2
Class Event boundary 1 man-ren

1.0 Trivial Incidents y y

2.0 Small releases outside 3/ 3/
containment

3.0 Radwaste System failures

3.1 Equipment leakage or mal-
function

3.2 Release of waste gas
Storage tank contents

.

3.3 Release of liquid Me
storage conter'.s

4.0 Fission procucts to primary N.A. 11. A .
.

system (BE!R)

E The doses calculated as consequences of the postulated accidents are based
on airborne transport of radioactive materials resulting in both a
direct and an inhalation dose. Our evaluation of the accident doses--

assumes that the applicant's environmental monitoring program and
l appropriate additional monitoring (which could be initiated subsequent

to a liquid release incident. detected by in-plant monitoring) would
detect the presence of radioactivity in the environment in a timely
manner such that remedial action could be taken if necessary to limit ~

|
exposure from other potential pathways to man.

E epresents the calculated fraction of a.whole body dose of 500 mrem,R
or the equivalent dose to an organ.

E These releases are expected to be in accord with proposed Appendix I
for routine effluents (i .e. , 5 mrem per year to an individual from
either gaseous or liquid effluents).

.
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TABLE II - Continued ,

Estimated Fraction Estimated Cose
of 10 CFR Part 20 to population
limit at gite in 50 mile

2
Class Event boundary / radius, man-ret

'
*

5.0 Fission products to primary
and secondary systems (PWR)

5.1 Fuel cladding defects and 3/ 3/
steam generator leaks

5.2 Off-design transients that
induce fuel failure above
those expected and steam
generator leak -

5.3 Steam generator tube rupture

6.0 Refueling accidents

--- 6.1- Fuel bundle drop
6.2 Heavy object drop onto fuel

in core

7.0 Spent fuel handling
accident

.

7.1 Fuel assembly drop in
fuel rack

7.2 Heavy object drop onto
-

fuel rack ..

7.3 Fuel cask drop N.A. N.A.

8.0 Accident initiation events
considered in design basis
evaluation in the SAR

8.1 Loss-of-Ccolant Accidents
.

Small Break
Large Break ,

_.

,

,, g - , ,-.,.r- - , - - . - - - , -,----e
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TABLE II - Continued
.

Estimated Fraction Estimated Dose
of 10 CFR Part 20 to population
limit at site in 50 mile

2Class Event boundary 1 radius, man-rem

8.l(a) Break in instrument line ti. A. N.A.
frem primary system that
penetrates the containment

8.2(a) Rod ejection accident (PWR)
8.2(b) Rod drop accident (BWR) li. A. fl . A.

8.3(a) Steamline breaks (FUR's
outside containment

Small Break
Large Break

8.3(b) Steamline break (BWR) N.A. fl . A.

-

.

.

%
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.. ^ ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISS.. 4 ~= crated in such a manner that rauti:'
*

.
adioactive di.=charres therefrom do n

AEC LICENSED FACit.lTIES execed retterally mWienble envitcame
* ** *

, ,

Memorandum of Understanding tal standards established by EPA. onr31
. o y g G y C _. .

O 0 ''3 N % u soth the Enstronmental Protection the site bouneary. for ihe nietcetion
i the steneral environrnent frc:n radic: ;[k Ub d O 1 Agency (EPA) and the Atomic Ener:/I

tire matenal.'

Comntission (AEC) have complementary'
2. The AEC and the EPA wiu Jcin!'

.

responsib.iilties in arcas of environmentai underta|:0 cnd carry out arran;emen
..

protection and the control of radiation for spect:1 studies for the purpese of c:ei!cets. In order to fix an appropnate in,
tainin; necessary information for estr,

terface of the respective functions of the , Ilshing ;eneral!r cpp!! cab!c env!renme'

two accucies. to further fartiitate their tal standards for the protection of t', useful cooperation. and to avoid unnce- general environment from radioachessary duplication of rc:ulatorv cffort.*

material dischar;e ! from AEC-11 centi EPA and the AEC have executed a mem,
fact!itics. For exame!c. the ACC will su-orandum of understand!n; with re ard ply to EPA AEC data and .S! use its bc.

* to AEC-licensed facilitics. The text of cQrts to supply reascnably obtam t
the memorandmn is set forth below, licensec data, reicvant to radioactive e.

Dated at Germantonit. Afaryland this Suents and the cencrat!cn of pathw:
6th day ot September 1073. models. The AEC v.111 also partietp:

'

For the Atomi: Energy Commission. and Mll take apprognate action to a
ran c for its licen:ces to participate. .- *

Gotcort 3!. Gust. mar.be necessar*/. in providi .c data c
.

Acting Secrefery of the Cornmisston. re! cases and concurrent meteorclo:ic.

DIN or U;;DE:sTED * daIa In supC0rt of E2A #iCid mea!urAEC-EPA Af tnot:A:*

stic WITIt Erserc; To AEC Ltc:::sta ments and special studies such as pat:-

Facn.27:rs tray model verifie: tion at typical hecus:* *

facilitics. Tite EPA e-i!! cndesver to min
Both the Atomic Ener:y Commission mire the number cf separ:te ty;1ml 1:.

(AEC) and the Environmental Protec- ciuties en which fic!d measurements W
tion Agency (EPA) have complementary be needed in estabii:hin; pathr.:.

responsibilities in areas of cnnronmen* models.
tal prctection and the centrol of radia* 3. It !c arrced th:2 EPA may accon,,

tion eIIccts. Pursuant to Reorranir.: tion pany AEC ins:cetors on AEC inspectio.
Plan No. 3 of 1070. "the functions of the of AEC-Heensed fr.cilitis for the pu,

.

Atomic Ener:y Comm!nica under the pose of becomin informed on her !
, Atomic Encr:y Act of 1354. as amended, censecs conferm v.ith :encrally applic.,

admini:tered thrcu h its Dt 1 sten of Ra* ble environmental standards. Such a
,,

diation Prctection Standards to the ex* companimcat may, ta thu dinactbn
, tent tha* such functions of the Commis* EPA. be on cither annsuriced' or una:

sion consist of establishin: cenerally :p. nounced AEC intpections. It is anth
, plicabic~ cnvirenmental st:ndards' fer pated that up to 5 such accomnanimen

-. the prctection of the ceneral environ * may be made in T*i ;M4. EPA *..*11 J,,

ment from radicactive material ** and 11 termine those inspections en v. hic!:-

functions of the Feder:1RaCation Cenn- tdrhes to accompany A*.C. *nte Orst st--

cil were transferred to the Administra- tdll be for AEC to faminad: the Er
tor of EPA. The Presir:cnt's Ine' sate to v.ith the secpe cf AECinspecti0ns.

. the Con:ress upon transmittin: Reor- 4. EPA wit! advise and cutain AEN
gan!:st!on plan: to establish EPA and commtnts pnor to th'e publicatten .

,
r * .

NOAA stated that "AEC would retain data relating to d;schar;cs frcm AEt
. responsibinty for the imp!cmentation licensed facintics and the re;ults i

and enicreement of radiation stand:rds th sc pre; mms.,

through its Heensm:: :uthenty." In crder 5. EPA v..3 furnish techn! cal =dvi<,

, to fix an appropriate interfr.cc of the re- and assistance to AEC ur.on request c-

spcetive functian* of the tc o n;encies, to ditch:r;es to the environment fic
.

further factiltate their useful ccope a. AEC-licensed fac!!!!ies.
tion, and to avoid unnecessary dup 1!cs* 6. Nothing in this h! :hcr:ndum i,

, , tion with re-ard to AEC-licensed facill- Understandmg or t.ny activttics cor
- tics. the AEC and EPA a;rce as fcuowst ducted hereunder, sh H be construed :, *

'1. AEC-licensed facilities are subject precedent for, or s treo nizin . er-
.

through AEC licensin; authority and re- authority of EPA to dupMente or sur,c
quirements to EPA's cencrally applicable visc intpecticn actidtics of the AEC.
environmental radistica standards. n.s For the United States Atom!c Encrf
defined in Reorgani:ation Plan No. 3 of Commission.,

.

1970. AEC will take appropriate action Wu.t. tnt O. Docs.*

Commissioner.to assure that AEC-Ilcensed facilities are
.

.

I'or the United Std!u Y.nvironment..

s Ide word " standards. r.: wed herein.- -

has the same n caning as in neor: antr.ation Protcetica A;cncy.
,

Plan No. 3 of 1970 as tonows: standarcs CirAr. :s EtttINs.-
mean Ilmtts on radmuon enosure or tere:s. Acting Assist .i.,Adi:inf2tretcr ,or concentranons or quantiths at ruiesettre for Nec=rdcus . ckrfc!s Confrc-. materlat. is the cer. erst enytmnment o :::!de
the 1,oundanes of locations unger the contret Aggg;; gg,1973,
of persons possesstn; or ustn: r M ioacttre [TIL Doc.70-tt::3 T!!cd 3-7-T:;S.45 cal

,
material." ,

.

~*
.,I .

.- - - - - .
,

,

FInfeAt etC15 Tit, VCt. 33. NO.173-1UtipAY. ttrifM8ie.11,1973*

t
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" " " SEP 5 1973

Mr. John Quarles
Acting Administrator -

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20460

Dear Mr. Quarles:
.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the proposed EPA
environmental radiation standards for normal operation of
the uranium fuel cycle and your staff analysis report on the
same subject, " Proposed Radiation Standards for the Fuel
Cycle", which were transmitted with ycur letter to Chairman Ray
on August 15, 1973. We also appreciate the briefing on this
material that Dr. William D. Rowe, Deputy Assistant Administrator
for Radiation Programs, and his staff have provided to our staff.

Our review of the draft of the proposed rule has identified
, several important problems. Basically, the proposed rule would

impose radionuclide release limits, dose limits, and requirements
for implementing such limits applicable to individual nuclear
power reactor and fuel cycle facilities which we believe would
in some cases be unworkable.

We are particularly concerned about the effect of th'e proposed -

EPA standards on the Comaission's Apcendix I rulemaking proceeding,

| on numerical guides for da. sign objectives and limiting conditions
|

|
for operation to meet the criterion on "as icw as practicable"
for radioactive material in light-water-cooled nuclear pcwer
roactor effluents. This proposed rule was published in the
Federal Register in June 1971 and a rulemaking hearing has been

i underway curing the past two years. EPA testified at this
rulemaking hearing. As you know, a detailed Final Environmental
Statement was issued on the proposed rule in July 1973.

_
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Mr. John Quarles -2-

Tne EPA proposed specific standards for planned contra 11ed
discharges frca light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors are
significantly different in several respects from the Commission's
proposed Appendix I. It appears that, in effect, the proposed
Appendix I numerical values for desicn cbiectives would be adopted
by EPA as uccer limits without the operating flexibility included
in the proposec Appencix I to take into account variation in fuel
element and wasta treatment equipment performance. We believe
that the variance procedures which EPA has included in Subpart C
for power reactors for ecargency situations may be unmanageable -

from the standpoint of administration in a regulatory program.
Further, the provision for variance from the very low EPA proposed'

dose limits only under emercency conditions, icplies a public health
and safety significance to cases a few times above the EPA dose
limits which we do not believe is justified.

Our second major concern deals uith the proposed requirement that
the total quantity of krypton-85 released frcm fuel reprocessing
plants must be less than 1 percent of the total inventory of
krypton-85 in the fuel received for reprocessing. We do not
believe that the technology has been developed to the extent that
this requirement can be met on the time scale set forth in the EPA
proposed standards. While work is under.vay to develop the technology
to recove krypton-85 frem the fuel reprocessing waste treattent
stream, we do not believe the sense of urgency implied in the EPA
standard is justified from a public health and safety standpoint.
For example, the EPA repcrt on estimates of ionizing. radiation

,

doses in the United States 1950-2000 issued in August 1972 indicat~es
that the estimated whole body annual doses to the United States
population from krypton-85, assuming the release of all krypton-85
in the world nuclear power program, would be 0.003 millirem in

,

j 1980, 0.01 millirem in 1930 and 0.04 millirem in the Year 2000.

We believe that EPA should limit its proposed standards to radiation
exposure for levels or quantities of radioactive material in the
general environment rather than to impose specific release limits
and implacentatien requirecents on individual sites. This approach

;

r

\

|
|

|
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would be consistent with Reorganization Plan No. 3. Such standards
would fulfill EPA res;:onsibilities uhile at the same time leave
AEC with its implecentation and enforcement functicns. It is

essential that the AEC caintain the authority to achieve the lowest
practicable releases of radioactive caterials through a cctbination
of appropriate siting factors and the selection of facilities,
equipment and procedures to assure operation in the public interest.

The Congress, under the Atomic Energy Act of 19E4, has given
responsibility to the AEC to license and regulate indivicual
fuel cycle facilities. In this context, it is the responsibility

-of the AEC to determine siting conditions, design of facilities and
equipteat and operating procedures. The lancuaga of the Reorganization
Plan, and the legislative history associated with Congressional
consideration of the Plan, make it clear that EPA's authority '.ould
not include these areas of licensing and regulation. Rather, the

standards with respect to the general envirencent would be set by
EPA, and AEC would implement these standards through its licensing
and regulatory process. EPA's proposed rules vould intrude upon
this area of AEC licensing and regulation and, in effect, purport
to vest EPA with the implementation function reserved to AEC under

.

Reorgani::ation Plan Ho. 3.
,

He would be pleased to work with EPA in developing general environmental
standards that would be compatible with EPA and AEC relative.

responsibilities and that would serve the public interest by avoiding
duplicatory or conflicting regulatory require .ents by the two Federal
agencies.

Attached are additional technical co=ents en the proposed standfrds.

I suggest that we cast promptly to discuss these matters further.

Sincerely,
:

hNb dad'

Hilliam 0. Coub
Comaissioner

Attachrent:
Technical Cc=ents .

s
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TECH:tICAL CO ::!EilTS 0:1 EPA'S PROPOSED RULE 0:1 EiiVIRO:::1Ef!TAL
RADIATIO:1 PROTECTIO! STAiDARDS FOR |iOR!AL OPERATIO!S

OF ACTIVITIES Ill THE URAriIU:1 FUEL CYCLE

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has not provided a detailed
technical justification on a cost-effectiveness basis for the specific
curie and radiation dose limitations set forth in the proposed standard.
The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) staff has had preliminary discussions
with EPA staff and the EPA staff has provided some additional information
and has indicated that a more detailed report is in preparation. The more
detailed report is required in order to critically evaluate the basis for
the proposed rule. The following technical co=ents are made in light of
the lack of adequate data to fully evaluate the impact of the proposed rule.

I. Pace 6 - Subcart B - General Standards for !!cr al Uranium Fuel Cycle
Ooerations .

a. .10 Acolicability

The relationship between Subpart B and Subparts C and D is not
clear. Subpart B appears to apply to all facilities covered by
the rule. For example, Section .12 indicates that the standard
for all activities covered by the Subpart shall take effect 12.

months from the effective date of the rulemaking. Subpart D,
however, contains different effective dates of 24 months for
certain specified activities, 48 months for other activities and
other effective dates for still other types of activities. It is

not clear whether the effective dates in Subpart B or Subparts C
and D govern.

,

.

b. .11 Envirencental Standards

Subsection a)

1. As written, this section would limit the total quantity of
uranium and its daughter products, except raden-222, entering
the general environment from uranium mills and their tailings,

| ponds to less than 1 curie per year for each separate facility.
It is highly questionable that this limit can be met with
respect to wind erosion from the bankc of tailings ponds.

2. In the second sentence, an exception on the 1 curie quantity
I limit is providad for radon-222. An exception is not provided

for the daughter products of raden-222. It is our understanding
from discussions with the EPA staff that it was intended to
include these daughters, but if it does not, this again would
make it extremely difficult to comply with the 1 curie limit.

.

, , .
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Subsection b)

1. This section is ambiguous in that it would aopear to permit an
annual dose of up to 15 millirems if a uranium mill, a uranium
conversion plant, an enrichment plant or a uranium fabricatica
plant were located on a site. If, however, a light-water-cooled
nuclear gewer reactor were added to that same site, and there
was a cumbination of the power reactor and a fuel fabrication
plant, the limit would drop to 5 millirems rather than 15
milliceas. On the other hand, the section would appear to
establish a limit of 15 millirems if both a fuel reprocessing

plant and a nuclear power reactor were located on the same site.
He assume that the intent would be to permit the higher dose
limit in all cases where there are mixed facilities and that the
ambiguity could be corrected by appropriate wording.

2. The definition of " uranium fuel cycle" under Subpart A .02
includes the transportation of any radioactive material in
suoport of these operations. As written, the annual dose limits
in this Subpart include not only exposures resulting from release
of radioactive material from the site but exposures in the
transportation cycle. If the exposure limitations are intended
to apply to transport workers, the standards cannot be met using
current technology in the transport cycle. Further, it is

,

ambiguous as to whether the limit of 5 millirems per year or
15 millirems per year would apply to transport of irradiated
fuel elements frca a nuclear pc.;er recctor to a chemical-

reprocessing plant.

II. Pace 7 - Subcart C - Soecific Standards for Planned Controlled Discharces
from Licnt-Water-Cooled t|uclear Power Reactors

The epa staff has provided the AEC staff with some of the assumptions
used in defining effluent control capabilities of reactor radwaste systa.ms.
The AEC staff has concluded that the EPA analyses are based primarily on
assumptions defined by ORf1 which were used in the AEC's Draft Environmental
Statement on ALAP for light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors. The AEC
considars the analytical techniques used in the draft statement to be out
moded and has completely reanalyzed the raduaste systems which are incluced
in the Final Environmental Statement (WASH-1253) issued in July 1973. inus,
the EPA analyses do not properly represent the status of current technolc;y.
Additional comments on this Subpart are as follows:

-.

4
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a. Subcart C - 21 Environmental Standards.

1. This section procosas annual dose limits of 5 millirens to the
total body or any organ, excep: tne nyroid and 15 millirecs
to the thyroid frem the ccabined radionuclides released in,

liquid and gaseous effluents released from light-water-ccoled
nuclear power reactors. The standards preposed by E?A are
substantially more restrictive than the AEC's proposed
Appendix I,10 CFR Part 50, in the following respects:

a) The proposed Appendix I desien obiectives are 5 millirens-
to the total body or any organ frca rac:enuclides in
liquid releases and 5 millirens frca gaseous releases. The
EPA dose limit is 5 millirens to the total body and any
organ except the thyroid and 15 millirems for the thyrcid
frca the combined liquid and gasecus releases. Tais taans
that for some cases the EPA dose limits are nucerically
just one-half the AEC proposed desicn obiectives.

b) In the EPA rule, the 5 millirems and 15 millirens are
expressed as upper dose limits. In the preposed Appendix I
the 5 millirems to the whole body or any organ is ex:ressed
as a desien obiective with provisions for substantial

' # operating flexibility. Similarily, AEC Regulat:ry Guide .

1.42 on interim policy on iodine releases expresses the
15 millirca number as a design objective for the thyroid. .

with substantial operating flexibility. While EPA pr:vides
for variances to " prevent a power emergency", there is
nothing comparable to tha Appendix I provision for cperating
flexibility in the preposed EPA rule. Tne variance of'a '
factor of 3 which EPA has included in Subpart C for ;;wer
reactors for emergency situations appears to be completely
unmanageable frem the standpoint of administering i: ina
regulatory sense. The provision for variance from the very
low E?A proposed dose limits only under stergency c:nditions
implies a public health and safety significance to deses a
few tices above-the EPA proposed dose limits which '. e do
not believe is justified. Based on AEC's Final Envirentantal
Statecent concerning the proposed Rule =aking Action on
Appendix I issued in July 1973, we do not believe that
elimination of operating flexibility provisions similar to
those provided in the proposed Appendix I can be justified
on a cost-effectiveness basis.

_
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Subsecticn c)

1. The quantity limit of 5 curies pb year for all radionuclides,
except tritium, should exclude dissolved noble gases in
liquids. h" nile the proposed Appendix I as presently drafted
does not provide an exception for dissolved noble gases, it is
expected that such a modification will be made before the rule
is made effective.

2. There is provision in the proposed Appendix I to propose quantity
values higher than 5 curies per year if it can be demonstrated '

that such higher quantities will not result in exposures in
excess of the design objective of 5 millirems per year. There
is no such provision in the proposed EPA rule. If the basic
objective of the standards is to limit individual or population
exposures, such a provision should be included.

.

Subsection d) -

l. The proposed 600 curie annual release limit for tritium is'

exceeded by a factor of 10 by several~ of the presently operating
pressurized water reactors. It would be necessary for these
reactors to replace stainless steel clad fuel elements with
zirconium clad fuel elements or possibly take other corrective
measures in order to meet this limit.- As previously stated, we. .+ 2

do not have the EPA basis for this curie limit. We question
the need for a curia limit on tritium for power reactors for-

purposes of control of individual or population dese since the
dose frca all tritium released at a power reactor is a small
fraction of a millirem to an individual and the population dose

~'is extremely small.
|

b. Subcart C - .23 Effective Date
j

It is highly questionable that it would be possible for all
i

presently operating reactors to make modifications and backfit
to meet the proposed EPA standards within the 12 months provided.

III. Pace 9 - Subcart 0 - Scecific Standards for Planned Controlled Discharces
from uranium fuel Retrocessine Plants

As pre.iously indicated, EPA has not provided the detailed data and
assumptions on the state of technology, cost and operating experience
on which cost-effectiveness evaluations have been made as a basis for
the standards. From the limited information provided and oral
discussions with the EPA staff, it app 2ars that some of the assumptions
have been based on experience in processing low burnup fuel. Since there
is essentially no operating experience in processing high burnup fuels,
some of the assu ptions may not be valid. Some of the major problems
with this sectica are as follows:

*
.
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a. We do not believe the requirements on krypton-85 removal can be
justified on a cost-effectiveness basis. Effective 85Kr separation
systems are not yet available. Estimates used are related to ?.iD
units and not actual deconstrated production systems. Experimental
work t: ate has been done at laboratcries utilizing " clean" gases
whereas in actual operations the offgas consists of a gas mixture
of NO , H , etc. Cost data cade available did not account for the
cc=plEte $ystem requirements for 85 r recoval and isolation frcaK
the atmosphere. Items such as the following must be included:

1. Consideration for storage of pressurized centainers;

* 2. Methods for transportation, disposal and long term care;
.

3. Protection of cp? rating personnel from radiation and .

explosive ha:ards.

b. In order to justify the cost-effectiveness evaluations, E?A
arbitrarily related incremental cost increases to the total
nuclear energy econcmy. This method of cost distribution
over a very broad base, results in increment c st increases
that are erroneously low. A core realistic approach would
be to apply an incremental of cost increase to the applicable
cost of the affected cc=ponent of the fuel cycle.

, z -

.

c. Figures 1 and 2, in " EPA Proposed Radiation Standards for U Fuel
Cycle", which are used to demonstrate cost effectivene:s of..

improved effluent treatment systems are plotted indicating a high
degree of certainty to the cost values used. In actuality, many-
of the cost numbers are stbject to a wide margin of variations.
Proper acc:unting for the uncertainty in the cost numbers could. .
significantly change the analysis that is derived frem the curve.

d. Cast data did not consider decc==issioning of fuel recycle
facilities.

e. AEC staff cculd not evaluate cost-benefit considerations without
cc=plete documentation including appendices and backup cata fcr
all assu=ptions and calculations.

IV. Cor=ents on EPA's Statement of Considerations for the Procosed Rule

a. The Statement of Considerations is presented in a marner which
we believe implies an urgency in the need for setting of EPA --.
standards for the uranium fuel cycle which is not justified.
The AEC's application of the "as low as practicable" philosochy
within the currently available standards as implemented in AEC
regulations ;ind license conditions has and will continue to
assure that growth in fuel cycle operations will be without

.
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undue.ha:ard including full consideratien of the release of
long-lived radionuclides. There are several statements in the

- Statement of Considerations that imcly that existing standards do
not give appropriate censideration to centrolling population dose
and potential exposures from long-lived radionuclides. lie believe
these implicatiens are in error. For example, on page 2 EPA '
indicates the present guidelines are not adequate because 1) "... as
icw as practicable ... does not give adequate consideration to
population dese" and 2) "... exposure deteminations should include
long-term population impact frca long-lived nuclides ...".

Tne currently applicable radiation protection guidance as reflected
in Federal Radiation Council, iacional Council on Radiation Protection
and t'easurements and International Ccmissicn on Radiological Protecticn
publicaticns is clear and definitive en centrolling population dese
as well as individual doses. (For example, see pages 30 and 37 of
FRC Report flo.1.) Any implic~ations that the "as low as practicable"
concept dcas not give adequate censideration to population dose
completely fails to recognize and understand the explicit recc=endatien
of FRC, NCRP and ICRP in this regard. As- a matter of fact, the as

'

lcw as practicable ccncept as related to maintaining populaticn doses
at very low levels is emphasized in these reports. The AEC proposed
Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 does not include specific populaticn
dose design objectives, but earlier drafts did. They were removed' 3-

because of an E?A request. The analysis in the Final Environmental '
Stat: ment on the proposed Appandix I (WASH-1258) clearly establishes-

that ::opulaticn dose is effectively controlled by the centrol on the
doses to individuals near the site boundary. The projected dere to
the populatien of the United States from light-water-ccoled nuclear
power reacters even in the Year 2000 is~ only a fraction of a mil.lirem.
It is also noted that the proposed EPA dose limits and quantity
limitatiens for nuclear power reactors introduce no new concepts with
respect to population dose control that is not already included in

,

the AEC's preposed Appendix I.

b. On page 9 the EPA draft indicates that present practice effectively
considers only the short-lived radionuclides in centrolling pcpulation
dose. Tnis is in error. AEC's dose model includes the buildup of
long-lived materials in the environment and this is demonstrated
in UASH-1258. Similar considerations are included in present studies
being carried out by AEC to develop a firm technical bases for
establishing as icw as practicable design objectives and limiting
conditions of operation for other facilities in the fuel cycle. It

is also noted that the AEC's report WASH-1209 entitled "Tne Potential
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Radiological Implications of ? uclear Facilities in the Upper
Mississippi River Basin in the Year 2000" dated January 1973 contains
a detailed analysis of total projected exposures from both short
and long lived materials projected to be released from the entire
fuel cycle in the central study region through the Year 2000. This
analysis shews that the average 50-year whole body dose commit = ant
to the population in that region would be a small fraction of a
milliren.

On page 15 EPA states that because of environmental risks involvedc.
it is considering whether future fuel reprocessing ought to be limited
until a viable plutonium base cower industry exists, and then
indicates that various scheduling and economic considerations would
be involved in making the decision. The AEC believes that whatever
the relative economic considerations are the risks associated with the
reprocessing of nuclear reactor fuel are adequately centrollable and
the fuel reprocessin.g plants will be built only when there is a
clearly evident need for them.

d. On page 17 EP.a indicates the thyroid dose control can be augmented
by " active concrol of exposures to milk". We believe that such
active control of iodine exposures is appropriate in emergency
situations but that such a method should not be depended upon and

.

encouraged for the regulation of routine releases frca nuclear; .:
facilities. .

.
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Dr. William A. Mills
Criteria and Standards Divisien
Office of Radiation Programs
U. S. Enviren:mntal Protection Agency .

P.ccm 635
Waterside Pall East
401 M Street, S. W.

Washington, D. C. 20460 ;

Cear Dr. Mills:

We have reviewed the revised version of the prepesad EPA rule
on environmental radiation standards for the uranium fuel

,

cycle transmitted by ycur letter of Octcber 1,1973, to
Mr. Munt:ing. Our conclusion is that only very mince changes
have been made and the rajor pr blems that were identified in
Comnissioner Doub's lettar and attached detailed technical
cc=::ents of September 5,1973, have not been addressed and

' fesolved by EPA. ,.

,

Pending a resciutic:: cf these majcr issues, we do net feel
the proposed EPA rule shculd go fer.fard. He will be glad
to work with EPA to reach an understanding en the prepcsed
generally applicable EPA envircnmental radiatien standards
for the nuclear fuel cycle, and their relationship to AEC . ,

effluent standards, that is ccmpatible and censistant with
cur respective responsibilities.|

l
Sincerely,

'9 :.i

1- 'W|
--

%d.!Av Y'
: T. ester Rece.,rs
!

| Directer of i).egulatory Standards
|

|

.
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ATTACHMENT "C"' *
*

Status of AEC Raouire= ants for Centrol ,

..
of Radioactive Materials in Pcwer-

Reactor Ef fl,uents

AEC regulations, in addition to prescribing li=its on radiation ex-

posure since 1959, have by i=p11 cation required that exposures to the
;

*

public be kept as low as practicable. The term "as low as practicable"

=eans "as low as is practicably achievabic taking into account the
3

state of technology and the eccnomics of i=provement in relation to
;

4

|
the utili:ation o'f sta=ic energy in the public interest."

Current reviews of reactor licensing applications include reviews of

provisions to li=it and control radioactive effluents from nuclear

plants. Experienca has shewn that licensees have generally kept
;

exposures to radiatica and release of radioactivity in effluants to

levels well below the AEC li=its. As a result of advances in reactor

technology within the last few years, the AEC feels that further re-

duction of these releases ceuld be achieved. This is attributable,
'

in part, to steps to assure the integrity of the nuclear fuel, to
- -

i= prove =ents in design of waste treatment systa=s to control and

j eentain radioactivity and to procedures and =ethods to li=it releasesi

e

of radioactive material in effluent water and air.

In January 1971, the AEC adopted certain a=end=ents to its regulations
,

j
to state = ore explicitly the "as low as practicable" practice. These*

. amendments require that reasonable efforts be made by all Co= mission,_

licensees to continue to keep exposures to radiation and releases of
.

}
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radioactivity in effluents as far below the EC li=its as practicable.

The a=end:ents also require that the design and operating require =ents

to minimita the quantities of radioactivity released from nuclear

power plants be specified. One of these a=endmants reouires a

descriptien of the equipment and proceduru for the control of

effluents. It also requires a description of the maintenance and

use of equip =ent installed in radioactive vaste treat::unt syste=s.

The amend:ent further requires that the licensee submit a semiannual

report to the EC. This report must specify the quantity of each

of the principal radionuclides released to unrestricted areas in

liquid .and airborne affluents. It must also give other infor=ation

sufficient to estimate annual potentini radiatica doses to the

public resulting from effluent releasas. These amend =ents will

further help to centrol radioactive releases and to assure that such

releases from nuclear power reactors will generally not exceed sesll

percentages of the annual maximus limits specified in Part 20.
*

. ,

|
In June 1971, the EC published a proposed addit.icnal a=end=ent

| which uould add a new Lppendix I to Part 50. This appendix would

provide nu=arical guidance to keep radioactivity in effluents from

water-cooled power renetors as low as practicable.
|

|
,

A public hearing that began in January 1972 en proposed nu=erical'

guidance for "as low as practicable" levels of radioactivity in

effluents from light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors adjourned ~
|

s

.
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in May 1972 pending the cc=pletion of an Enviren= ental State =ent-

under NEPA. A Final Enviren= ental State =ent on the proposed

Appendix 1 was issued in July of this year. The hearing will

reccavene in November 1973 to deal with the Final Environmental

Statement and final positions of the participants. The record

will then be forwarded to the Cocsission for their consideration.

|

The expected result of this proposed numerical guidance is that

(a) total body doses to individuals living near the site boundary

' of ndc~1 ear power stations due to radioactive material in effluents

from those f acilities will generally be' less than about 5 nillirems

per year (about 5 percent of doses from natural background radiatica'

,

which are typically 100-125 nillirens per year); (b) annual average

doses to the U. S. population from radioactive material released in
,

.

effluents from all nuclear pcwer reactors on all sites in the United

States through the year 2000 will be less than about 0.2 millires

per year (about 0.2 percent of doses from natural background radiatica);

and (c) there will be no demonstrable biological effects to aquatic

or terrestrial organisms from exposures to the radioactive material

in the effluents fres light . water-cooled nuclear power reactors.

As a practical =atter AEC has used the proposed Appendix 1 since

its publication as guidance in reviewing new applications for

construction permits. .

4
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Title 10 AT0!NC EEGY
Chopter I-Atomic Energy

Commission
PART 20--STANDA2D5 F02

PROTECTION AGAINST RADIATION
PART S0--LICENSING OF PRODUC-

T!ON AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES
Control of 2eleases of Radioactivity to

the Environment
3 t a t e m e n t of conssde=ations. On

April 1,1970. the Atom!c Ener:7 Com.
m2ssion published is the Pzcz Ar. Rza.
tstra (35 P.R. 5414 8 propows nmend-
ments to 10 CFTL Parts 20 and 50 of 1:4

,

NoveAL ascesTre, vot 33, M.134--rMutsnAY, otetMase 3,1970
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#*1066 RULE AND REGULATIONS

regnistierJ which would: (a) I= prove including expected occational occur- tion and V*eure=ents (NCRPt and the
the frs=ewort tn Psrt 23 fer sasuring ecces, the rewrt sha:1 ccver t*us specif- Internacccal Cc==isnon on Radio:ec.
that ressetubie efens are made by all testy. has been =odinad to eudstitute ca Protecton CC.'.P). O.e ?"tC ree:=.
Cc==d: sics Ikecseas to ec=tinue to keep te *vords *significantly above decr2 ot>- rnesdations !=clude a rad:at:0 pictec.
expcsures to rsdracon. and relesses of jectius' for " unusual for nor=al reactor tion guide for the genetic expcsure cf the
radioactivity in e*.!uents as low as prac- ope-stocs". A nu=ber of ecernents sus- ent re populaton at a level not quite
ticable, and (b) specify La Part 53 design rested that this subpsrarrach be more snee the average natural bsesgr:und
a:d cperating requirements to minirnize spect*.c with respect to the 1 formacon radiation level and for a whcie bcdy ex.
quantittes cf radionctivity released in that will be required try the Commissten pesure of individuals in the popu:st en at
g1Laecus and liquid efu-nts ficm !!aht. to enable it to estimate ex;osures to the a level about "ve times the aversge nat.
water-cooled nuclest power reactort In. public resulting from eNuent relesses. ural background rad:Ation. he g'Lde*
tensted perscna we'e int *.ted to submit The Commteston has devedeped and w111 are set well below the level at sh:en de.

a- de+ tectable biolegtral egeets from txper.trew-ttten c 3mments and suggestions fer publish In the near future sman i

ecnaidemtion within 60 days after pub. talls as to the informat:on that =ust be to radiation are ex;ected to occur. The
Itcation of the notice of T mpoaed rule included in the 6-mcuth reports, required FRC states in Repert No. I dated May : .
making in the Frstua Rzetsten. After by the tech.tical spec:*. cat: ens m power 1940, that the guides g:ve apprcpriate
considerntien cf the e m=ents and cther reacter ucenses, tselud.:ng the fer=st for considerat!cn to the re:uirements oi.
facters Involved, the Commission has reportiss the informauen. 31s inf or=a- health protection &sd the be .t".4:al uses
adepted the raciv: sed at=enoments with tien. Including esta=1:es of expa:ures to of radiat:on and sto=:c energy,
certain mod:*csJons discurred below. the pubile result 1.ng frots resesses of Guids .ce on :::s radic:1:3 dcses. D.e

D.e 3:o;4 cf the a=endments to Part radioactive =atenais in e".uents from FRC added to the n=.er::al g dance
53 has been ex~, nded to t=c!:de an nu. nuclear powerplants, wul be published en =ax:r .u=2 II:tts the fur:ter g-m va
clear power reacters rsther than !!ght. by the Coa"" mon co a systes=aue ba.sts that "every eScrt should be made to e -
water.cco!ed power reactors cnly. Ce so that it r111 be r*-d!!y availab'e to all courage t3e maintenance of radianca.

Com=!ssica is giving further censidera. Intensted perzocs. . dws cg $dlilar statements are also tn*
:ar belcw th:s guide as ;;2c.

tien to appropriate 12*e d=ents to its A suWts Osl nu=ber of CS*N*ita Ucable''.
regat100s to specify des:33 a04 Cpe-at- Were rDCelved rega.*d.;"2 the 1Dter7Teta- Cluded 13 NCP2 and ICP2 rec 0f=me .d.1*
1 g ;*qu!r;=:e=ts to mini =iDe tsdiatten Cc3 of varicus tem used in the tic =s.
e.Zposure.s frcC3 radicact1Vity released D1 ofCDOEId SOCUUOf"*IA 82Ch 8A "fYeTI De Coctmissicc has always subsc ded
e".ue=ts fr0m Cther ty;e5 cf product!Cn reasonable e0Crt' and "S3 low as prac* to the general Or:nc1 le tt.au within Ts4t*
and utui:stics f ae:iities such as fuel re. ticable'* a:d suggesting that the Com* auon protaetton guides. rad!st::c e :o.
;roctss :: plants. ntissten deveien more definitive criterta sures to the =ubite sh:uid be te:t a.s aw

Several ca- ests noted that at the for keeping re! cases of radiesettvity in as practic'1Ne. -*.is genera: nnti::e has
ta=e the a:pucat.'.cn for a pc. vat to con. nuc! car power reaeter ecuents as low as been a centr:.1 ene in the f. eld cf rad;&-
sta.:ca a nuclest power reacter is sub. pmeccable. M:!uen of factors that tios protection fcr etany years. Cur--=t

win be taaen inm account is deter =in* reviews of reacter ucecs=.; a;;Leaus..sr=itted d:s:gn has net prc* :st.ed *.o the
1:4 that rad:oacuv y in ecuents is "a3 i=clude renews cf prevu:::s to 2.=1t a:dpcl.2t wher: r-w". equip =ent to be in.

staHed for cc trol of gasecc.s and ;iquid low as practicacle" has been added to the centrol ra/;cac ve e"Aut ts frc=t the
cruc=ts can be re.ted in detail. Ac. a=end=ents. D.s &~'-* n neog- ;Iants.

tu:es the desirshuty of dm.ccitt =cre g=;e;;g3ce 323 gge ,n g33; ge,=,3ee3cordicsly prcposed ! 53.*A.a (a) and (b)
have been =:d!"ed to requ:re cnly a de, da*.=1*M gWe in cen=aca:s with gay, gene;2;;y gg;; gyy,,3;;e3 .o rad.:.a-.

scripto of the pra"- '-=ry des: : Cf tscro a=mc.d=es*J. and is 1 matsg dis- gg, ,. 3 g gye3 ..n e ,.w.7 := e;.gan gne ;, teases og 734: ,,:.;r;;

equi:=est to be 1:staued. cussions with the nuclear power industry o3
ar.d W.er compe.ent .ws 2 acm ;;=;.s. 2;ee!*.raOy c2per".ence T*.th U-Some commen:3 suggestad that " curie cal.

.

quantities of rsd::nucades* requ:. red to ce sed ::. dear p:ver res.:t::s !c '_ste

# # 8###h R8W" Cf shows that radi.4ctn*y is waar sad a:rra[.#acm matedals in Lue=ts by Com-be est:=ated in the ac;2 cati:n for a
ecuest has ta= kept at ur McM:-ec=struct *t per=: in proposed i 53.34a

=1.:s:en U:enseas are ntulated t= der the the = cst part s=au perce:*asts cf :.he(b) c) could be censu.:ed :o =ean either
the total quantity ~cf each potest!22 '.1=its spe:M M 13 G M M. Re-** 8-

#* '8** E#"U 8 SU 8P'* su1*.act c pesures to the pu:li: T. :: isradionuclide er the tot.al nu=tter of cial nucles mate s!'Utensed by the
curies of all adi~uclides corrhined the i=rnediate vici:lty rJ c; erat: su

Tr.is provision bas 5en medi*ed5o re. Ce==Ws. gese 3,J.oe an based pcTer rescter,s have ususUy bets 3:13cn rsdisti,.s ., rote.. ... guides rec m- .e,~~
:,3;e3c.t'9.,c 7:e.'..%..gc~N

3.u., -~ .-

quire that an estimate cf the quantity me*4d by the Federal Radiation Cou:cil *
s"it.- e,. eve 3 3.13 - - t ....e.

aal adi-ucSdes
of each c$' ''["raE2s'e*E andualk to un. [ P *'f.E.I. {M$'3*1- of tr.d;osctivity in e".uest ft = tte au-

.a*a

expected * e
8 0 * * * ' clear power react:rs 0:e in c;er1:enrtst:1Ctad areas be included in e.sCh sp* su"its.%., and w13 c..,. ue to cc:sdt,

*

have..been .wita.ls ts ges that =27 te- -

-tica~~ *'cr a Ie"e~a't to cons".34atc)
c** a Tith the Nat!ccal Cou .:0 cs Rad!atios*

#."~'*~'a *," .nc33:e'- ** -..nuclear power nset r. Secdcn 50 " " "

Pr d * fe a-*- ts d "'

g3.[,,j$en.[."Cs$n-
"

.. [['.
" #hsa been changed to requ:re a descrip- c cn lo sult of advances is reac. r . .wtion of the equiptrent and procedures for egp, ,

further reduc *1:n cf *h !e (10s.5is cas :ethe centrol of ecuests and for the =ain- Si .ce 1359" o%. .ial guidance for c.. rol
**

.
ach.ieved.'*"*~e res"'ts to date r." a"- *"-. .m

-tenance and uso of equip =ent s*aned of expesures to rad _.....s has been .ro- * 31,* . . to ~ a -

~ par 7, e...stens,to eas"%cn[J.3
*

| in rad.oactive was:e treat =ent syste=s. need to Federal a.Te:cies thr: ugh rec. ,. i,3* ** ,1 to-
##' ..",ng d ~, s 'e. Y.-sad revised estimates of the releases and cra.===dstic=s cf the FRC, approved by *g g

* "*
t

exposures wh! h would be expected if the Pnsident. The FRC was established ade n .. .*activttJ.,a-d. *;o -Ntsigniacantly diferent f:1"::t those given in 1959 by Executive order 1:d by an
N 'ye$ y*[nal *A u"r$*$.:e

ggs w , , , .

in the a;pucation for a construction amendment to the Ata=1c Energy Act of 'ed s**ss
per=.t. Ifr54 (4 U.S.C. 20:lt h)). The FRC

*** M" 's. ^.tal
. .'* "'[3 .""d..".'" Y h h~ 5* ..

I" '~' # * * * 'Section 50.3!sta)(2) haa been revised *"''

is to advise the President
-. . directed *to aUow 63 days, rather than the pro- *

' with respect to rsdtatics matters. C.
posed 20 days, after January 1 and July 1 directly or indtract!y afecting health. !n- $ ,ds sr

* g;{' , g',,
s

7, .--.

**e,

g ~h,gggh *[ h . .g3.~.~,]. ..sl~~'Y.3
,

' ' . . .Q.of each year f r fi!!ng reports by power c!uding guidance for all Federst agencies .: .

renc'Ar Itcensees en reletsca of rad!o* in the formulat!on of radisticn standards .."" ~ 'ac*. ve =ste:dalg in e.*:uents. The pn:vt . and in the estab1:shment and executien ~~

=8 =~ *sion of the proposed Acups;3(raph that, of programs of CoCper%tio2 With States.''
if quantites of radicacuve matertais -e- The baste reco==endacons of the F'RC Contret of c:posures frort re cre! d:/-
leased dur:=g the re;orting period are are generany cons' stent with those of the ferent sources. The Cem:tssion e*:pae .s
unusual for normal reactor operations. National Counca on Radistten Protee- that n! eases of radicactive =ste :a1 in

protrAt etcitrie. vcL 35, No. 224.--twus5 DAY. OtC!usta 3.1970
.
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cc:nects 5 tun nuclearpowerresctors un. ' scan percentages of exposures frc= =am.als rad!ation exposures, and re-
dee the preerst systern C.f reg %iaOcn w13 nat rnj hartrroa=d rr.diaucn. leases of radioactive mater.ais tn c=u-
ecctinue to be bv. At the sa=e tt=e. the Need for f.e=2;cty of operat.tes. It la ents to unrestncted aree.a. as far below
c- * recctn:zes that there ta.11 be neeee ary that nuclear pcwer reactars the 11=ats speed.ed in t.Ms part as prac-
a marked in- ense in the nu=2ber and de=gned !ct generacon of electr. city tacable. ne ter=s as far below the l =ats
r.:e of nuch power reactcrs in cpera- have a very tict2 decce of reliabluty. Op- epecited in k*us part as ;iseticable*

eraung fie. itility is necessary to tale t=es=s as low as is pracccahiy e.chievbt:on in the future. and that other ac'JT1- t
tes that contribute ratJat:en exposure into t-et sc=e vartaucn in the enna3 ble tak.:rg into recount the st.Ee of tech-
to the pub 12 can be expec*.ed to i=cresae. quantitles of radioactivuy: as a rtsuit of IMogy. and the ercDo=uca of improve-

Derics cbiectfres for uclear gewer expected opersuocal occurrences. which = ets in relatica to to: cats to the
rece!crs. ne a=e=d=ents to Part 50 set may te=poranly result in levels of radio- pusuc hesith and safety and in relation
out below are intended to g:ve appro- acuve e :aests in eveu of the low levels to the utili:stion of alcz=c energy in the
priate regulatory efect, with r-spect to normally releeced, but still within the pubik interest.

~ndicactivity in ecuen*s frt=2 nuclear limits speciacc in 100.104 of Pstt 20 and 2. A new 1 Wu is adced to 10 M
power reactors. to the guih cf the the operst=g Ucense* Part 50 to read as Ici:ces:FRC that radiacon deses should be kept Mo interne. De Cum'* v111 cco-
as far below the radisuon proteccon tinue to evaluate exposures to the pub- $ $d.Me D=m Otmo M Wr*-
guides as prscticabic. A4 in the past, an Mc fro = releases of rseiloactivity in ecu- maa to en trol Mmes of Mwsn e
appucauon for a per=it to cc struct a ents Izu=2 nuclear power reactoes. Re- = tem! * d e o'IN I""'"

nuclear power reac*.cr 7d1 be required actor Heenaces are presently reqbrtd to " * " * ' * *
to include a descr:ption cf the pre 3=1- carry out tsonitoring prograzns desit ad ta) An appbcatico for a permit to
nary de5!gn of equ:p=eOt to be 1: stalled nCS only to <!r*.cr=iDe I vels of radoac* CEI:.struct's nuclear prrver rtscict shall
to maintam control over radlonctive =a- t2Vity in ediuents relan:ed fro = the plant include a descrtpuen cf the,preH-* y
terials in eCiuenta durt g norr.a1 reactor but also to detect UKniacant increases in des.gn of equ:pment to t.i 1--Md to
cpeTntiocs, includ:rg expecial opers- levels of rndioacurity 'n the enttron- Insistain con:rcl over r:41cecure ma-
uccal occ:.trences. In addition, in the me=t. ne ucensee is required to retnr*. tertnis in gs. nous and iW:td et. men'.s pro-

ca.se of an applicatica fued on or afte.r these data to the C-"*nn on a pe- duced dunnt ncr=2.1 met cperacons.
the efective date of the a=end=ests, r: odic ba.us. In add!=on, the Cc-**" including expected ope.rsuonal occar-
the appucation will be requir-d to iden- the US. Public Health Serv.ce c.nd sev- rences.In the case of an r;plicatien f!!ed
t:fy the design ob)eccves, and the = cans eral States carry out enytecc= ental sur- on or af ter January 2.1571. the anches-
to be eunraoytd. for dieeping Icetis of ve111acce prosre.s:3. These programs are can st.au al.so identify the des.gn objec-

- ' radioacOve c.atenal released in ecuents de:tg=e4 to detect and evaluate increases uves, and the m-ans to be mMoyed for
as Icw as practicable. As in cu.rrent prac- in enetrc==ectallevels that may be sig- keeping 1-ve.is cf racoactive z=su=s! in .

tice the Co:==1:sion wc rette :r the pro- :tficant to hu=an exposure. De Atc=1c c ussts to unrestrated prec.s as how as
posed dedgn of the reactor !=cludi:tg the Energy Com-*on in cocperstien with practict.hle. The term "as lo:r as prac-
wasto treatment equip =ent t.nd the de- other partic.ipsung agent:es as sppro . 11 cab!c" as teed in tr.ts p .rt --" 1 as how
sc:tstica cf procedures far the I=siste- priate wul sys-a- *" "y pubi'ah these as is pr= cc:u:!y ac.tierr20e t:r.ng i=to
nasce e.cd use of the equip =ent, to de- dra.a ao that they wt!! t>e e.vai!:=ic to su accoast the at:tc of tech::c cry. and the
termine whtder the requ:. red desig= ob- !sterested peraces. - -+ of t= pro'==ents tn reistics to
jectives are met. Pursuant to the A*.c=le E:er:7 Act of h*Mts to the p:bMe he=1:Ensd :.afe'J
Each licc se authert:i:- operation of 1954, as a=2e:ded. and secuocs fR a.c4 and in relacon to the utili:.atics of

a nuclear power rescter wC1 ::ch:de 553 of tatie 5 of the United States Coce. stc=le energy in the puhuc Intcrst.
tech = cal spectitatices which require the following a=ect.=ests to T.Ce 10 (b) Esch appiestan fer a permit to

i

ad.herc=ce to coersunz precedures fer Chapter I. Code of Federal Regwatcas. cccstract a nuclesr power reactar shaII'

cc trol cf ef:uents esd the : aistena.: tee Part.s *3 and 53, are put:1shed e. a doc- inc:ude:
a:d use of equ ;=ent 1:ststed in the ument subject to cod:ficadon. to te e ce- (D A description of the preli=lns.ry

waste trest =ent syste=, and the sub- tive thirty (30) days after punitcatics in des 22n of equ2pt=ct to be iset:OM ptr.
=!tsica of s -%-anal repor*J contain- the Pz EaAI. RZe:s*ER. De Com.=iscion Sua3C to parrJraph (S) of Mtis secO.cn:
ing 1:!ct= sten en quanuues of radio- invites an in'.erested persc=s who desire (*7 An est:.=ste of:
active ma*.crial relessed. !! quantities re- to sub=It vertt'en ec= meets or sucres- (1) De quantity of cach cf the pr:n.
leased during the reperting perted are ticcs in ccceectien with the s=end=e=ts cioni radio-nuclides expceted to be re-
sig=1ficantly above demrn cbiectives, the to se=d thc= to the Secretary of the leased annus17 to u restncted arts.s in

l I!ce .see wtil.be required to cover this Co==1ssion. U.S. Atomte Energy C0=- liquad e*.uent.s prcduced dur.ng nor=21
! specificaMy in its repert. The e uent re- r:assion. Washington, D C. *:0545. Atten- reactor operations; a d

lesse data sub:-Jtted by licensees will te tion: Chief. Put!!c Proceedings Branch. (11) De quantity of esch cf the pt:n-

ccmpiled by the Cor-* en and made within 60 days after publicauen of this cipal radia-nuclides of the catm. halides,
avauable to t.he public. The Ccr==ission scuce in the Fx: ERA!. RIc:Erra. Consid- and particulates e%;tetcd to be reic15ed
will rettew in its 1:spte*.ics and enforce- erstion w111 he given such sut. istcn annually to unrestr:cted area.s in g:seo ;s

ment preg s=t the efectiveness of the with the view to possible further amend- e uests produced dunns cer=s! reactcr
maintenance and cperating proced res ments. Copies of co= cents received =ay operatens.
used by licensees in meeting the objective be examined at the Cc=unission's Public (3) A ger.eral desc totion of the pro-
of =inimi:: c. to the extent practicab;e. Docu=ent Room at 1*17 H Street NW, visions for pachagtng. storate. and snto-

| the quantities of radioscuvity released Was.adngton, DC. ment o0 site of solid waste conta.:stng

( in air and water ecuents. 1. A new paragraph (c) !s added to radioacuve materials resulting from
( Cn the basis of existing technology and I *0.1 of 10 CFR Part *0 to reso as trestment of gaseous and liquid ecuenis
| pe.st operating experience the Commts- follows: and fro = other sources.

sten expects that nuc| ear power reactor (c) Esch application for a 1"e //
5 "0.1 Purpo e.

waste trestment systems des!gned and operate a nuclear power rear- o
* * * * * include (1) a desenpuon of ne 'cperated in accordance with the require- -

t ments set forth in the fo!!owing amend- (c) In accordance with reco:Imends- meet and procedures for ti.. c t. ; J
l ments to Part 50 will help to assure that tiens of the Federal Radiation Counct1, gaseous and H;uid ecuents aA h. . 3
I releases frc= nuclear power reacters will approved by the Precident. persons en- =aintenance c:d use of equipment m-

generally not exceed small percentages saged in activities under !! censes issued sta"ed in radicactive waste r es:4=:. pur-
of the annual m2ximu= !i. uts specified by the Atc=!c Energy Cc==irsicn pur- suant to paragraph (a) of this :ect;cn:
in Part 20 and in !! cense et'nditions, and scant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, and (2) a revir,ed est:.=p.te of the infor-
that radiatica expcsures to the public as amended, should. in additten to ecm. mation required in parstrsph ibt 2) of

( resulting fren2 the normal cperations of plytag with the requirementa set forth in this sect:cn if the expected rt! esses and
nuclear power reactors will not exceed this part. make every reasonable enort to exposures difer s!gnt!!cantly frorn the

,

|
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'
est!=ates submitted in the application siderallons: Experience with the design '
for a construc'.!an per=21. construction and operation of nuclear

pown reac'. ors inicates that compaance
3. A new I 50.36a is added to 10 C7R Wh the technical actacauons de *

Part 50 to read as foCows: setsbed in this sec'. ion will keep average
f 50.36a Technical spaciGrasions on ef. annual releases of radioactive matertal -

Auents frwa nucieer pe=ce reactors. In ecuent.s at small percentages of the
!!m:ts spectf.ed in 120.106 of this chapter(a) In order to keep relear.es of radio.
and in the oMrating Ucense. At the same

acute materials to un.restt:cted areas time, the hence is pertrutted the f. ext-
during normal reactor operations. in, bility of coeration. compatible with con-cluding expected operational occur. siderations of health and safety, to as-
rences, as low as practicab;e. each 11 sure that the public ts provided a depend-
cense author::ing operation of a nuclear able source of power even under unusual
power reactor wc1 include technicaa operating cond!ttons which may tempo-
specif.cauorJ that. L:t addition to requit, rar*.ly result in releases higher than s'ach
ing compilance with applicable prov1 small percentages, but still within the
sions of 100.1Cd of this chapter. require: limits spect"ed in 1 20.106 of this chap-

(1) *H..at operating procedures devel- ter and the operating Ucem. It is
oped pursuant to I $0.34ates for the con . expected that in using this operational
trol of ecuents be established and fol- f.M y undu unusual operaung con-
toned and that equipment installed in ditions, the licensee will exert his best
the red!oantive iraste syste.m. pursuant e to WD lenu of radioacun ma-
to i50J4a(s) be maintained and used. e e en 3 as 1 * as prscucay.e.

(2) ' Die submisaton of a report to the
(8*c.1st. as stat. 948: 42 U1c. 22o1)r'~mion within 60 days after July 1

of 1971, and within 60 days after Jan- Dated at Wr.shington.V.C., this |Ytth
uary 1 ar d July 1 of each year thereafter, day of November 1070. .

specifying the quantity of ca.ch of the For the Ato:g.fc Energy CommWMn.*.principal rsdionuc!! des released to us.
restrteted areas in liquid and in gaseous W. B. f.fccoon, k -
eSuents during the previour. 6 months Secretary of the Commisttos 9
of operntion, and suca cther information . Mc. 2. Ina.s may be required by the Com:nission p h . hts 2 3j.

g
to estt:nste maximum potential annual
radiation dcass to the puthe resulting .

from e'. cent releases. If cur.nt:::es of .

radioactive materials released dunng the
rapor"n2 pe.:*.od are stan10cantly above
design objre::ves, the report sha3 cover
this speci::ctily. On the basis of such re-

! ports and any additlocallnictmation the
C W may ootain from the U-
censee or others, the Co*** rnay
frem time to ti:ne req' aire the heent.ee

| to' take such action as the Commission
|

deems appropriate.

l
(b) In establishing and i=plementing '

. ,

|
the operating procedures desertbed in

I parursch (a) trf this section, the ucen-
see ahmit be guided by the fg;2cwing con.

m

.

.
*

. e
_.

s
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(HCDQV fAlli,llMlfiU 20. Sp**ntly, experience with !! censed tien which may, on a temporary basis.
AT01@3vW ha hu I v uhsidlwlW61 nght-water-cooled nuclear power reac- result in exposures higher thar the few

toes to date shows that raetoactivity in percent of natural baerground racation,
I10 m P e 501 water and air eccents has been kept at but weil within radiation ptv.ection

LICEN51NG OF PRODUCTION AND low levels-fer the most pa:". sma:1 per. gTdes. Recognition of the need for this'

UTluZATICN FAC!UTIES centages of the Pstt 20 heits. Resultant operaung Sextbthty is currently stated in
exposures to the pub:!c living in the 150.36 stb).

Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power immediate victmty of operating power The Com=ission beneves that the pro-
Reactors react 1rs have been rmall percentages of posed guides for design objectives and*

Federal radiation protection guides. limiting cond!!!ons for operation for
; 'Ihe Atomic Energy Commission has ne Commission also noted that. in light-water cooled nuclear power resce

under consideration amendments to its genersl. the release of radioactivity in tors set out below provide a rea.sonablea

regulation.10 CFR Part 50. censing eSuents from nucicar power reactors basis at the present ume for implement-
of Produc*. ion and Uti.!:stion Tscil ties.. now in operation have been within ranges ing the pnnciple that radioactive mate-
which wou!d supplement the regulacon that may be considered "ss low as prac. Ital in eduents released to unrestncted
with a netr Appendix I to that part to ticable." and thst. as a result of adesnces areas should be kept "as low as practi.
provide numencal guides for design ob- in reactor technology. funher reduction cab;e." As noted in the amendments to,

jectives and technscal spect".catica re- of those releases can be achieved. he Part 50 published on Decereber 3.19*0.t

quirements for li=uting conditions for amendments to Part 50 pubushed on De- "The term 'as low as practicable' as used
operation for light-water-cooled nuclear cember 3.1970, were intended to give in this part mes=s as low as is practicsbly
power reactors to keep radioactivity in appropriate regulatory e!!ect, with re- schievable taking into account the state
efuents as low as practic2ble. spect to radioactivity in e2uents from of technology, and the economics of im.

On December 3.1970. the Atomic nucleu power reactors, to the gus11tative provements in relation to benents to the
Energy Commission published in the guidance cf the Feder21 Radiation Coun- public health and safety sad in relation
Fsossat. Rc=stsa (35 F.R. 18385) cil that radiation doses should be kept to the utili:ation of atomic energy in
amendments to 10 CFR Part 50 that "as low as practicable *, The proposed the public interest." The Ccmmt:ston will
spectaed design and operating require- guides set out below are intended to pro- continue to esaluate the appropnateness;

Ir.ents for nuclear power reactors to keep vide quantitative guidance to that end of these guides forI!:ht-water-cooled nu.
levels of rad!osctivity in eSuents to un- for light-water-cooled nuclear power c!est power reactors in light of further -
restricted areas as low as practicable.

nactors. operating experience.

The proposed numerical guides are ' Under the President's Reorganizationa eb no n enesien or
deter nining when design objecuves and based on present light water-cooled nu- Plan No. 3 of 1270 the Dinton= ental

.

operations meet the rertuitements for clear power reactor operating expenence Protec!!cn Agenc7 (EPA) is recponnbleandstate of technology (inclutng recent for establishing generally app 31 cable en-keeping levels of rsdioactivity in e22ents improvements). In developing the guides Wronments! radiation standards for theas low as practicable * the Com ission has taken into account protection of the general environment
ne Commission noted in the State- comments and suggesnons by represent- frem radiosctive matensis. The AEC is

ment of Considerations pub!!shed with stives of power reactor suppliers. elec- responsible for the implementation and
the amendments the desirability of de- tncal utilities, arc.'utect engmeenng enforce =ent of EPA's generally ap. *
veloping z=cre deanitive guidance in c:n* arms, envtrenmental and conservation plicable enviren= ental standards.
noction with the amendments and that groups and States in which nuclear EPA has under conside-stion eeneral!T
it was 1:1tiating discusslors with the power reactors are located cn the general applicable enMronmenta2 standstds for
nue: car powcr induct:7 and Gther C0m- suWect of def.te.ive cmlance for nuclear these types of power reactors. AEC has
petant grcups to sch! eve that goal. power reactors. Meeungs were held by the consulted E?A in the deve:op=ent of the '

The Commission censiders that the Cc=missics wt*.h these groups in Janu* Eu! des on design objectives and limiting
preposed nume-ical guides for des:gn a.y and February 1971.The participants conditions for cperation set forth below
objectives and techmcal spec:acation in these meetin;s were prended an op- to control rsacactitty in eSuent re.
requirements for li:niting conditiors for portumty to express their news on the leases. If the desien objectives and op-

'

operstien for Mght-water-cooled nuclear need for mere deanitive g ! dance for erstin; H=its established herein should
power reacters set out below 'rould meet design objectives for light 4ater-cooled prove to be incompatible wtth si.y gen-
the criterion "as low as practicable" for nuclear power reactors to keep raco- eraHy a;p!! cable environmental stand-

( radio 2ctive matenalin e!!uents released activity in e*fuen'.s as low as pruc. t.rd heres!ter estabushed by EPA, the
j to unrestricted areas. ~he guidance ticst ei whether *.he guidance should AEC will modify these objectives sad

would be spectnesUy applicable only to be e:pressedin terms of waste treatment limits as necestary,
; light. water cooled nucitar poter reac- equipment requirements and perform * The proposed guides for design cbjec -

tors and would not necessarily be appro- ance speciacations or numerical enteria tives and umiting conditions for opera-
priate for other types of nuclear power on quantities and concentrations released tien for light-water-moted nuclear ;ower
reactors and other k:nds of nuclear to the environmenti and to suggest what reacters are consistent with the basic'

facilities, equipment or numeric %1 crtterta wou!d radistica protection standards and
As noted in the Statement of Consid- be appropriate at this time. guides recommended by the International

erations acecmpanying the amendments Generally, the participants favored Commicsion on Radioloeical Protection
to Part 50 published in the Fzorr.AL Rzo- numerical criteria. Views were expressed tICRP) . the National Council on Ra.
tstra on December 3.1970, the Com- that the criteria should be derived from diation Protection and 2. fen.surements
mission has always subscribed to the potential doses to people or in the form (NCRP), and the Fede*21 R.2diation
general pnneiple that, within established of quantities and concentrations of radio * Council (FRC). (The functions of the
radiat4on protection guides, radiation active material emitted to the enviren* FRC were tr:nsferred to the Entron.
exposures to the public should be kept ment. Some opinions were erpressed that rnental Protection Agency pursuant to
as low as practicable. 21s reneral prin- present technology (including recent im* Reorganication P!2n No. 3 of 1970.)
ciple has been a central or e in the Seid provements) is such thas Ught-water- These standards form the basis for the
of rad:stion protection for many years. cooled nuclear power resctors can be Commission's rer.dation.10 CFIt Part
Operating lice'tses indude provistons to designed to keep exposures to the public 23. " Standards for Protection Against
limit and control radioactive eSuents in tne o ! site'ennro : ment within a few Radiation *, In this regard, the NCRP
from the plants. Expertence has shown percent of exposures imm natural back- announced on .|anuary :$.1371, the re-, that Mcensecs have generally kept ex- ground radistion. lease of NCEP Resort No. 39, 3asicposures to radiation and re! esses of ne participants also stressed the im-
radioactivity in ecuents to levels we!! portance of operating texibility to take Padiation Protection Criterta . -e
below the limits spectaed in 10 CFR Part into account unususi cenditions of opera. NCRP noted that a 10-year study by the

|
'
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Council has cen.*.rmed the va:!d;ty of- areas as low as prachcable mil be speci- come into contact air tratel, and from
most of the baa;c racation protecuen fled for cther types of nue ear power many acttnues c:mmonly engaged in by
cnteria presently used by gover". mental reactors en a case by-case basis. the pubtle,
agenc:es to regulate the expcsure of the Neither would the gu: des necessarily .;ect!!c **orisro*ts of guides for des!;*s
popu!stien and of radiation werkers. The be appr0;r: ate for centrolline levels of obfectives. The preposed ; tides for rada.
dose hmits !ct indandual =* embers of rad.cacunty in eCuente from other k.;nds osctive mater;a:s in 1:qu d efhtents
the public nma:n at 0.5 rem per year of nue; ear facdines f ach as fuel reprec. modd spee:ty hinatatiens on annual
and the yearly dese um:t of 0.17 rem per essing plants. f uel f abncanon plants. or total quanuties of radioacuve matertal
persen aversted over the pc;ulatz:n is radictsotope processing pants where the except tnt:um, and annual average cenI
unchanged. These limits are cot =; stable design characteristics of the plant and centrattons of radienctive mateMal 'in
with the limats and guides recommended nature of operations involve diferent e".:uent. Onor to dilution in a natural
by the ICRP and the FRG and apply considerations. The Commiss:ca is g:ving body of water, released by each hght.
to exposures from all scurees other further ccnstderation to a:propriate water. coo;ed nuc; ear power reacter at a
than meccal procedures and natural amendments to its regulations to specify site. The release of the c:neentrations
background. design objectives and luntting conitions and total quant:ty of raioactive ma:e.

The NCRP.!CRP.FRC reco:nmended for operation to m:n:nuse levels of radio. -tal from a site at these levels :s not ukely
limits and guides swe accro:nate c:n. actinty released in the operation of to result in ex osures to the whcie bcdy
s:deratica to the overa:1 tequ:rements of other types of :: censed fact!! ties such as or any organ of an individual in the of.
health protetucn and the benefic 211 use reactor fuel reprocessing plants. site enttronment in excess of 5 mdhrems
of radiation and atomic energy. Any hpected conseque* tees of gs: des ter in denving the su: des on design objec2
biological eCect.s that may eccur at the destrn objectives. The proposed guides tive quant:t;es and concentrat:ons, con.
Iow levels cf the hmats and guides occur for design objectives for it;ht-water. servatte assumptions have been made
so infrequently that they cannot be de. cocled nuc! ear powe* react 0rs have been on dilution factors, physical. and bicicg!.
tected with exist:ng techn: Ques. The selected pnmanly en the basis that ex. cal concentrat;on factcrs in the food
standard.s setting g. cups have added to istmg te:hno!cgy makes it feasible to chain. dietary intakes and other 'aer.
the numencal guidance the general design and cperate hght-water-coc!ed tinent factors to relate quantitics re.
adrnomtion that 2:1 rad stien expcsure nuclear poter reacten within the guides. leased to expcsures c0 site.
ahiuld be held tolowest pracucable level. %ed"Gn bjeetres are expressed in The proposed studes for design objee.'"

* ?.is admontt:en takes into account that e tins br raccamn matenals in gas.
general:7 applicable standards or rules f quantst:es and forlim;ung ceneentra. ecus eNuents would htmt the total quan.
estati:3hed to cove. =~any s"uations
must necessanly be s'et at a hig5er level " .a a W.h uty cf racoacun matenal nicased from

It is expected that cenicr~.ance mth the a site to the cfsite ennranment so that
than may be justified in any given indi. s3 o "s WC 2 e annual amage exposure rates du toy-4,,al situatten the f ng res d ts: noble gases at any locat;on en the bound.Nk'.e acceptabbity of a given level of

1. Pronde reasonable assurance that ary of the site or in the oEsite ennten.exposure for a parucular activ:ty can be
deter =2ned only by giving due regard annual expcsures to individuals hving ment would nct be hkcly to exceed 10
to the reasons for ;errn!tting the ex. near the boundary of a site where one or m:lhrems. Annual average ecncentra.
posure. Th:s means that, witlun the basic more !!ght-water-cooled nuclear power tiens at any location en the boundary of
standards of TRC. NCRP. and ICRP. dit, reacters are located from radicactinty a s;te or in the oEstte ennromnent fr:m
ferent 11mitat!cns on exposure levels are released in either liquid or gaseous e!"u. radioactive Icdines cr radiesctive mata.
apprognate for va..ous ty;es of activtues ents from a!! such reactors, M11 gen. nalin particulate form would be hnun
depending upon the c: cumstances. A ers!!y be less than about 5 percent cf to c;cc:".e3 values.
level that is pracucab:e for cne type of aurage ex;csuns fr,cm natural back. Se proposed guides for de^ sign cbjec.
acurity may not ce prr.cucaole for a cif. Eru nti inda.at.on.' L1= lens of exposure ttve concentrations spec:ned for radio.
ferent type of actanty, is abcut 1 percent cf Fede*21 radiation active icd:nes or radioactive matenal in

The propcsed guides for design objec. protection gu: des for Ind:vidual members particulate form would include a reduc.
tives and hmstations on operaticus set cf the public. tion facter of 100.000 for Part 30 cen.
forth below would be 5:ee!!!cally appli. 2. Provide reasonable assurance that centrat:on values in str that 'vcu!d a!!cw
cable to !!ght. water-cocied nuc! ear ;ower annual exposures to s::emble populatien for pcssible ex;osures from certain radi.
reacters. !Jght-water-cco ed nuclear groups frcm radicactinty released in oactive materials that may be ,c ncen.
power reactors are the only type of powe; either hquad or gaseous eOuents from a!! trated in the fcod chain. Res:dtant
reactors that are be:ng installed in rela. !!ght-water-ccoled nuclear power reac. expcsures to incinduals odnte vott!d not
tively large numbers and on wh:ch there ters on all s:tes in the United States for be er;ected to exceed 5 milhrems per
is substantfal cperating eager:ence in the the foreseeable future wdl generally be year. The reduction f act:r would include
United States. The guides wou!c not lets than about 1 percent of exposures a 1.000 facter by wht:h the rnax:=um
necessanly be apprognate for control. from natural background rad:ation. This permissible concentration of radicactive
ing levels of radicactinty :n ecuents ficm level of exposure is also less than 1 per. tedine in air shotdd be reduced to ag:T
other ty;es of nuclear power reactors. cent of Federal radiation prctecticn for the =Ck exposure pathway. . . . .s
On the basis of preeent information en guides ter the average populaticn doce, f actor of 1.000 has been denved for Tr.dio-
the technology of these other types of These levels of ex;cture would be in. active icd ne. taking into account the
reacters. It is expected that releases of distinguishable from ex;csures due to milk pathway. However, it has teen ar.
radicactivity in ecuents can generahy be variation in natural bactground radia. bitranly applied to radienuclices o.
kept within the proposed at:1 des for tion, would not be measurab!e with exist. iodine and to all radienuchdes in par:1c-
!!ght-water-cocled nuclear power reac. ing techniques. and would be est: mated ulate form Mth a half-life greater than
tors. The Commissica plans to develop from ecuent data from nuclear power 8 days. Se f actor is not approprtate for
numeneal guides cn levels of radicac. plants by calculational techniques. These !cdine where milk is not a pathr:y of
tivity in ecuents that may be considered levels of exposure are obnously very low exposure or for other radicnuchdes un.
as low as practicable for other types of in companson with the much higher ex. der any actual conditicas of exposure.
nuclear pos er reactors such as cas cooled pesures incurred by the public from The factor is highly conservattre ,for
and fast breeder reactors as adequate de. natural background duc to cosmic radia. radionuchdes other than iodine anw is
sign and operaunst expenence is ac. tion. natural radicactanty in the body applied only because it appy!casible
cuired. In the meanume. design objec. and in all materials wtth which pecple to meet these ve.y lov levels. e $;ect.

ned annual avnare expoIWe *2tes d Mtives and technical specificat: ens for lim.
iting conditions for operation to carry i Atersge esposures due to naturs1 nack.

* #** #

out the purposes of keeping levels of ground rar. nation ta trte t*ntted states are ccncentrations of radiofodines ,an,. par.
radioactivity in ef".uents to unrestncted in the range or 100-125 mt:ttrems per y ar. ticulates at any location on the boundary
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cf the site or in the ofsite enviren=ent erage exposures to large popuistics of this nouce in the Frasw. Rte:sm.
provide reasonable assurance that actual groups would be less than 1 mulires per Comments and suggtsucns received af ter
annual exposures to the whole body ct year. that pened wd1 be centidered if it is ;rac.

.
t cable to do so, but a.ssuran:e of con-any organ of an individual me=ber of Mes on fechtect spectMesNns E-t* sider 2 tics cannot be given except as tothe pubuc wel not exceed 5 mulire=s.

ne proposed gt; des for design oo - ihn; conditions for c;eration. The pro * corr ents *'ed Tithin the pe~Ed n ay
d

fiebopieslf ec==ents receNposed guidance would include pronsions
Uves woul provide that an au.* for develeping technical spectfications ex2ntned in the Commis:1cn's Putue
for a permi,. .o construct a Ught-rater- with respect to liminst condit: ens for Document Room at 1717 H Street NW'
cooled nuclear power reactor at a par- operation to centrol radioacunty in ef* Washington, D.C*
ticu:ar site could prepose design oD;ec-
tive quanuties and concentrations in fiuents frcm 11ght .a ater cooled nu. clear 1. Section 53.34a of 10 CTR Part 50 is

g
ecuents higher than those specided in [ ' .. ** amended by adCng the foUowing sen...

~'

tec ical s; at. * b
#' * # #" * "'*the guides. The Ccm=iss:on would ap- c!uded as conditions in opera *ing 11

prove the design cdjectives if the appli* censes. These provisions are designed to 9 30.34a Design objectives for equip.
cant provided reasonable assurance that, assure that reasonatic ercrts are made ment to control relea.es of radio.
taking into accou=t the envircnmental to keep actual releases of radioactivity in active m.serist in etlluents.--nuclear
character 1 sues of the site, the concentra- eSuents dunng operation to leveis that Power resetors.
tiens and total quantity of radicactive are within the guides on design objecOve (2) * The guides set out in AD-**

matenal released by all !!ght-water * quanutes and concentrations. It is ex- pendix I prcrtde ntt=erical guidance on
cooled nuclear power reactors at the site ;ected that actuallevels of radic2ctif.ty design objectives for light-water coc!ed
in either hqu;d or gaseous c2uents would in e.".uents will norms"y be nthin the nuclest power reacters to meet the re-
not result in actual exposures to the design objective |evels. It is necessary. q;nrement that rad.oactive matenal in
whole body or any organ of anindindual however, that nuclear power reactors de- ecuents releasad to unrestrict;d ares.s be
in the c site ennronment in excess of 5 s:;ned for generst=g electncity have a kept "as low as pracucable."
milure=s per year. htrh degre* of reliattuty. Operst=g flex- . . . . .

The proposed guides for design objec* ibinty is needed to take into account * Sectica 50. 6a of 10 CTR Part 50 istives (expressed as quantities and con * some vartstion in the small quantities of . mended by am the P.hm sen-centrations in ed!uents) for light-water- radioacuvity that lesJc from fuel ele- .

I'U#' " ' '"# " # *" U'Ncooled nuclear power reactors are ments sluch may, on a transient buis.
su"iciently conservnave to prende res* result an levels of radioactivity in ecu- 3 30.36. Technical speciscatione on er.
sonable assur m t. that, for most ents in excess cf the design oojecuve fluente from auclear powee reactors.
locations hanns cy:ronmental char * quantities and cencentrations. . * * e e
actenstics likely to be censadered ac. The preposed guidance wott!d provide

pendix I proV.de numdcal guib" An-(b) * De guides set ou***

C C"2 y 2n 2 SW ca
w *eacto .sgj g # eg o sasure a pon* ave system of centrol, by a li,c.,,; ting conditiccs for opmuca for

s1 a a.
y

U g at the stE d ry d$e - 2 ed seale of act n 7 the licensee, to nget. water-coo;ed nucicAT power re-
to rr..,c Hcactive ,.,.,,ateriag { c.,c,. e1 quid or reduce releases of radioactantyif rates of actors to meet the requirement that

. . . . . release actuany ex;enenced. sversted radio 2ctive matenals in e :::nts releated
~ my cae.m um an se e.at to unrestncted areas be kept "2s low as

wtr oo ed uc. er acto t the quan*Jties or ccccen*r2t! cts in eSu- aracticabla "
the site, w:11 gener2Hy be |ess than 5 ents would be like!y to enceed twtce the 3. A nee [ Appendix Iis added to read

#

minirems ;er year and avera;e exposures

d:2 d.m. **=N'ad AE P'** dix * *~""*"'*
e -*-*n***i--*nd=--.- u hh'.

to a::eatle populaucs groups will gen- * * " * * APPrwo:x I--Namcas atm mm Ossrcx*

* ~ s "neraEy be less than 1 cunirent per year
* **E

Neve*+1eless* '**"*e guides provide that tN E u owmrz asa 1.mme Cowns na
Com:ra"ssics =sy specify, as design ob. Sypicpriate action to 21:Ure that release Crruttow To stcre Txx Car rstow A.s !.cw

jectives, quantities and concen* rations rat s a.;re reduced if ratrs of release of a.a P .wncaar.z ren E.asto err.n t."f arn:aaz3j ,3,gg gg,,gg.gggg3 3,gg,gg3 c, g,. m . m . coo m yg: na Powv.a
,

of radioactive materialabove 52ctground
actusily expenenced, averaged over any REActes Ern. cms

in either Uquid or gaaecus eOuents to be
Wendu car *4 Mdicate th:t rJ.u11 km L Wmh Mn bhreleased to unrestncted aress a'; are
rates cf relesse are Ukely to enceed a provides tast an app..arten for a pe-=:t to

lower than the s,pecified quannuc and range of 4-8 times the design objective c:cstruct a surJear power resetcr ana:2 ts.
concentraticns . ,. appears that zor, a quantities and concentrations. Release ctude a descr:;tton or the p eit--* 7 des:rs.

particular site the spec:f.ed quanti.;es
rates wit.*Jn this range would te espacted # *ID*'r"r'se*:*cacu' ve""m'atena:.: 12 gueous

D 1 U 'd ** ***! * * "

and concentra*Jons are likely to result in costrut ove
' *=Ug3g $3D08W8 f1I8 %2 and nquis enuents procaces cun=e =crmatt* 'D *

annual exposures to an indindual that .,3 & 7130' -4" 22 3 - reacter operacoca. tac;u*.: g espected ep-wou:d exceed 5 *"~"ns. mrems per ye2r during the quarterly erational oe:urre::es. In the cua of sa sp.
Conformance with the proposed guides period.In th* preposed gcidance en techa pacatt6n ::e4 os or c.:ter Ja uary t.1971. tse

for design objective quantities and con * nical specif. cations, provtcort would be appucat:on mun also ide:nty sne du rs
centraticns in eSucnts would prende made for an apprognate period cf time CDjectives, and the mes:.s to be c=piored.
reascnable assurance that the resultant for all licensees of light-water-cooled for keeptr.g ;evels et r 4tcae*.tre ::ste :st
whole body dose to the total population nuclear power .etc*. ors to i=ple=ent the 12 'C 'n"a*** u untutneted anas ss tow aspraeuca .

** "'''"' E '#'""' "''l * *#
exposed would be less thin about 400 guidance with -espect to facdity

*" 8'

man-rems * per year per 1.000 megawatts oDeracon. to assure that rolesses c: rs42oscartty . om
electrical inst 2Eed nucles.r generating Pwsuant to the Atomic Energy Act of nue: ear power resctors to unrntnctes stess'
capacity at a site from ::toactive mate- 1954. a.s amended and section 553 of tice auns: normat reactor operatons, tse:2:::

:11 in liquid and gaseous eSuen'.s. Av. 5 of the UrJted StMes Code, notice is expectes ope suonat,, occurrences, are kept
hereby given that adoption of the foUow. as tow as prseccable .
ing amendment to 10 CFF. Part 501s con- ms appesetz pmtdes amnest p a.

8 A useful msasure of the totat exposure ante on design ce:ecutes a 4 u=iung c n 1.
of a tarse nu.moer cf persons is the =as-rem. templated. All intere.sted persons who tions for operst:on to assas appucasts for.
The erposure et any group or persons mess. wish to sub=1t co==ents or suggescons and holders of. Itce ses for 1:gns.wa:er.
ured ts man. rems is the ;roduct of the num- in connec'Jert with the proposed amend- coo:ec suctear power reacto s :n meer T the
ber of persons in the group umes the average ment should send them to the Secretary requirement taab rse:oacuve inner:a1 in
orposure in tems ct the :nesbers of the of the CcW"icn. US. Atomic Energy enuerr.s reeene trem tame facunes to us.
, group. Thus, tr eec.1 member of a popu:a-
non c-oup of 1 m:.uton people we re erposed Commissten. Washin ten. D.C .C145, restnet.ed.pu,na de rept "as loware as prsr.

e,y., g.=g,ce, t, ,,7m.:no o-Jr.

to o 001 rem t t =tu:re=u. the totat as-rem Attention: C:tet. Pubuc Proce-di.gs r:r uant. water.coows nuctest poser remers
orposure wouts be 1.o00 mas.re-a. Eranch, within 60 days after public2tica and not *or other types et r.uc. ear f ac: .t:ss.

ffcEeAt 18C35r12, VOL. 36, NO.111-WEON!!oAY, JUNE 9,1971
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SEC. II. Guides om desffi oDyerffres for h'gher than 123<ee SpecL*.ed in those part. efuents to usfestrtgted arena gg ;g, gg
lig 4 8.weJ encoosed suc! car powe. resetors grapna mr.f be deemed to meet ce require. practicable.
Licessed ander JO CFA Ps.t SJ. De guldee ment for keeping levels of radAonctive ma* Sectaon 54 36alb) provides *.hst licensees *

for casign t>Ofectives (etpressed as quanut:ee ter A in eOuents to untee*r'cted arena as low aba.1 be guided by ceFA.s cou.de st.or.s :.3
and concentratioca of rs41oacute teaterina as pracucable if ese app 16 cant pror:4.e res. estabilah:t.g a4 !=ptemen _g operatt:g
in ecuental for ugnt. aster. cooled nuclear sonable assurasse star.: praedures i. hat take into accog:t .ne coe.s
power reactors spect*.e4 in paragraphs A and 1. For radioact4Te ma'e*tal above back. for operaung fes;h;.|!ty wh;;e at tag aa=e
B of this secuon are suSetent;y conservative g-ound in uqu.4 e*!uents to be reNed to titte anaute that the 1;cese, v41 esert 3:.s
to provide res.sonanie assurance that, for unrestrteted arena by all 11gst. water.cocied best erors to keep : eve:s of rad:coc :ve :ta.
toast locations havttg envircrimental char. nue:ent power reactors at a arte, the pro. terial in eSuenta as low as prac- rsb!e. ne
actanatics 11kely to be cor sidered accep*atie pcmed h!yher quant 4ues or concentranons gu dance set fort.h below procces more spe.
Dy the Commiaston for a nuclear power re. vt:1 not resWt in annual exposures to t2e c2Sc gWdaree to 1:cansees in 13.s rerpact.
actor alte, resultant increases La rad:stion whose tmdy or any organ of an indir14ual in in ustng *he gn: des set forth in sectics,

arposures to indavidual tremoers of the pub. excess of S t:Mntem.s: * and IV.1% !s expected that It er:ould gecers:te
lic 1:vtag at t.Le site bountary, due to opera. '2. For radianctive noble gases and todicee be feastble to keep sverste at:ual re:eues
taon of light. water.cooied nuclear power re* sed racoactive materts! In par'iculate fccm of radlosctive matertal in eOuests froc2
setors at the site will genera;17 be less than ateve backgrou=d in ;s.seous eSuenta to be !!ght. aster. cooled nuc;est power reacto=s
5 percent of evposures due to n.atural back* relaued to unrestncted areas by ma ;tcht. within the teve;s set *c rth a.s numer: cal
grouOd rad!stion sad aversee exposures to ga;er. coo [ed nuCleat power reactors at a stte, guides for des: gat objectivee in seC%3n II
sizeable population g*oups w1'a generally be the propcsed higser quanuties and conces. above. At the same time.13e licensee is per.
lean than 1 percent of exposures due to nat. trat;ons will not rests in t.nntaal exposures mitted the "entb' 1ty of coe-ancs. :omsat;b;e4
ural becag-ound redtation. The guides on to the who;e body or any organ of an Inda. with consideration.s of besits a:a sa:ety. to
design oo}ectives for light-water. cooled vidusa in excess of 5 In.'. !: rems. masure that the pua11: ts prov:ded a dece=d.
nuclear power reactors set "orta in para * D. Notwtthet.a: ding ce g% dance in para. able source of power even u:dar us asea;
g schs A and 3 of this secucD rnay be used g,aphs A. 3. and C aDove, for a part:cCar site operat1CE cond;t:37 s wh;c3 =tsy te=pera t;y
by an applicant for a pe-rnst to cor.atruct the CocuTcasion may spectfy, as guidance on resultin re! esses higher taan suca sumer:ca
a light. water. cooled 'tuc:aar power reactor design oefecures, lower quastat.es and con. r21 des for design oefectres. D at s 13 vth:2

as gutdance in meeting the requirements of centratloca of rud oactave rnate E above levels that assure t. hat a:t;al evpceures to
I So.3aaial that applications Sled after Jan* baccound tn eSuesta to be released to un. the public are smEl frsettate cf naturt
uary 2.1971, ider.ufy the destg t c&ectives, restr:eted ares.s if it appears that the use of backgrourid radiat!ca. !! a.s es;*cted ttat :=
am.1 t*e means to be emp;oyed. or keeping the dos:gn oercuves cescrited ta those para. usatt this ope st:oza! Sex;b.uty u cer um.
levets of roulcactive matenal in ecueata to simpas is 11tely to result in releases of totaa usual opersttag condit:orJ. the ; cessee w:.1
unrest:5ed areas as low as practicable. qu.snut:ss of radioacute tr.ater:a1 from a.1 esert his best efsets to keep ;ete:s of adio.

A. For radioactive matertal soove back. gig 3g. aster. cooled nuclear poser reactors at active material 13 etuetts wat*ts the nu.
ground in liquid ecuents to be re: eased to the site that are enumated to cause an an. merical Cundes for des;gn objeentes.
unr%stricten areas by each Ught-water-cnoted nun erpesure in exces.s of 5 mall; terr.s to the 5tc.17. Guides for h=ti:t*ts coet:o9s re-nue. lear power reactor at a atte: whole body or any crran of an Indiv'idual tu ope-s: son for gef-ws:c* coe:cd %cles*

3. The esumstcd scnual to .a1 quantity of the o*stte enst.rontnent from rad.cacttre ma* peuer reserors. A. If rates cf re; esse of reato.
radioactive mate ts2. except tnuum. shoWd terial above backg-ound in either liquid or acMve materials in e:.;e:t a !-e m up.nt.
not erceed 3 euries: and . gaseous e=uents. water.cocied nuclest poser resc cas ae.ua;72. The estimated annual average concen* Ste. In. Guides on feeWecJ spemftcations es pertenced, arertged over a:7 cn.e=dartrarJos of radioacute matertal pr:or to clu. . fer games 3g co,iggriens for eye.arios for quarter, are sucs tnat t:e est1=a.e4 a::ua;
non 12 a :stural t;ody of water except trit * light.wsrer. cooled suc;c:e potter reserors qusstities or et=centrsuons Cf th*.emruve
lum, should nct exceed 0 00CO2 rnierocur;e facenJed unser 20 CT11 pset 50. The guades on material in efuents are hie.t to esce+4
(20 picocunes) per liter; and lisu*ang condanons for ope.-auon for hant. twtee tte design cbiect.re qda t.L ee and

3. De estimates ac.nual average coticen* water-cooled nucicar power reactors set forth cencentrat! cts set fcrc tr. scenen C above,
trat:on of tnuum pnar .o duuuon in a sa4* below may be used by an appucant foe a the licens*e noddt
utal body cf water stodd nct etceed 0.303 11cesse to operate a ngat-water. cooled nu* 1. make as tavest::arton to ident!!y the
=L%.e 45.000 picoeur;est per liter. clear power reactor as gasidance in develop- causes for suca re: ease stes: a:4

Lug technical spect* cations under 150.384(at 2 dea ie snd int'Mt* e amg ta. .* g t-4ri s ed e th t

total que.ntlues of radWetive matertaa .o be to keep levels of radlemettve rnatartals in to r= duce sues re; esse rates to tte des:rn
love.3: andfeie.ased to unras r*cted areca be a:1 light.

water-cooled suc; ear power reactors at a site 3. repcrt these actions to t.he Cors=1ss.on
naculd not result in; 'For purposes of the guides in Append'r I. on a timely basts.

1. An annual average expcaure rate due to erp sure of members of the pubuc should be B. If rates of n' esse of rad'f a.**:ve ma.
a60 mated frons 4.s-MbuJona Ltt the em-on* tertal in !! quid er gsseous eSae:ts set ia;ynoble gir,ee at any ;ocanon on tne boundary C 35 CI #*#C'*e.tve mater'. re% sed in eSu**
en'ts. Ter estimMs of merrfd erposun the expertenced, ave-Mged over a: 7 - ca;eadarof the site or in the ofsite enviro:Jnent in

quarter, are such that es t!=1t ed 1:nus,es a of 10 m1;1ref=s;8 aLd
tem may be cons Jered aquatsJent to the Tsd; etiantitles of

Aater.,si in ,=ues.a s e n,:co:centaticas cf.o ,tt,:
rai;4ctive

e . . . . and accourrt shou:d be tecen of the appro-
. 7 a

i

.

2. Annual average concestrato:.s at any prtste phys: cal pata=eters te9ergy of tsdia= range of 4-4 n=es the des.(s 0:4eure
locataora en the boundary of the site ce in 1:en, absorpt on coe?.cle *z. e.c.). Esumates qugg g;g,, ,gg gege,g_,ggeg, ,, ;,.7 3 gg
the ofatte enetron!=ent of radtoncute iod:ses, of Interna 4 dose co:rmatmen*, in tertr.s of

or rselonct:ve mate a2 in par.teWate form the common unit of dor.e equiva.ence f rem). secuca .II.e scuon *4
above 8 the Ccm=.:Jd;cs wi.; take

,, g p. . ass a.*e * * t - s ach rt.
with a hm;f.Itfe groster than g dses, in eI* aMou;d be geners;17 cons:.sient w121 the con.

lease rates are reducaf. 6.o ,uta 3: Maias3ea
| mus af the conce=trations in ear snectSed in . -~ ont or assuranco=.s for ?9;culationaJ g 3qug.,, g, g3g g=g g, a:=;

Appentax D. Table II. Column I. of 10 CTR purpmes most recently putushe by the In. npor*s to 13e Cc usa.ca w.*s n%'d M Ce
Part 20. d.:vided by 100.000. totional Com=uas:en on Ra4 occal N quantites of the pt:tts! -id stunicas
C. Notutthsmeg t.he gu;dacce in pn> Tecuen en:ch soply danctly te .ntarea of nmsed to unns.newd a.eas. It a;'a ;m-

graoh.s A and 3 above, certgn ob*ectives. radioactive rnatertal from a:.; an . s ste'. and e cat. on ne ms of s:ca e- J sci
| based on quanutica and concentragons of thee app:Jesbie to water may a app;.ed to any additional irfort.st:32 the Ca.:|.;astct
l "adioacute mstenM state back;*ound in intades from food. Dese coni w"f%s or as

elluents to be re!*saed to ur.restncted arena, sumptions showd be used fa sa cutsuors of inay obtain fror the !!cetaff and ciae*s.
. s y ,.. om ,_e t=edone equivalence except for exposures due to ce Cc=tmissto, ,, ,_

stronnum.83. strouuum.90. or radionuciades require the Itcensee to tnie s;t.h ac:ca as
a An esposure rate such that a hypothetical of lodine. For those rad:enuclides the bio 1Mi* the Co mission dee=s aJpre;r:ste 1

Indtvidual conunuously present in ce open cal and phrs: cal sasumptions of TRC Report C. Oe guides for limitag oc Cte:S fct
at any !ccation on the boundary of the f.ite No. 3 should be used. It 3 assumed that an.
or in the ocstte environment woWd mot in. nual average concentratic=a of radioacute operation descnted in parapapas A and 3
cur an annual er*Josure !n e:Cea3 of 3 tE111* tod!De in the erittronment, as Itried in Part of th;s section are app 2 cab!* t3 t ec._- ca.,
rems.*?tta necects the reducuon in me 20. App * dis B. Table II, would result in
exposures to a real indiridual that wou:d artsual d:.ses of 1.5 rems to the cyred and * Release rate's sittun th'.s rsd-^e wWd bebe afforded by the 4:. stance from tr.e st*.e the concentrauen of stronuurn.62 or stron. , g,, ,., . g .,.e raw
boundary at walch the tso:vidual is located, t:a:n.30 wou;d reset in annual doses of 0.5 , , g ,; p
sh:etding provMed by 117tr:g Indoors and rem to the bone. Esposure to t e whole body , P" ,< , g ,,".. , q . 3y ,.,*
per:ods of time the Individual 1.s not present snou:4 de assessed as exposun to m gouada
!n tue ans, or r==t bone marrow. P'

Ft:12AL ttGI: Tit, YCt. 36, NC.111-WEDNt50AY, JUNE 9,1971
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spectSeatter.s included in any !!ceese au. Scation.s sho2!d be developed to car =y out (Sec.1$1. 64 5 tat. 348; 42 U3.C. 2021)
* taortzing operation of a I:ths. water-cooled the purposes of toeping :evels of racometive

nuclear power resctor cor.structes pursuar.t matertal in e:|:uenta to unrestr:cted areas Dated at W2&h!.ng*43. D.C this 4th'

to a construct:en permit for wmen appiten. as low as practican:e. In any event, a;1 doleen day of Jt=e 1971.
tion wa.a 1:ed on er af ter January 2.1971. of 11cer.ses author:z: rig operation et a 11gnt* For t?.e Ats=ic Energy Cc=missica.
For light-water-coo;ed suclear power reacters water-coo;ed nuclear power reactor abould, * W E MCOLconstructed pursuant to a cocstruction per. after (35 =enths from efe:t:ve d.ste of this Sacrif.3Py of th'e C.?mm:.tsfM.mit for which a;p!! cation was f.;ed prior to guide), dete;op technical spec 2:st:en.e in
January 2.13?1. appropriate technical spect. conform ty with tae gutdes of this Section. [ fit Doc.71-8048 F=Jed 471;8:51 mmI
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t' m . D o.1 I Z Q Thanh yoit, :tr. Chairman.! Tahc 2

- .1 1 2 Is this microchonc irorhing.'-

3 Yhe Envircanental Protection Agency i, picaned to

'
4 have the opportunity to provide its vic is on t'io proposed 3r.C

5 guides for light .rator-cooled nuclear po.tcr ,rcactors as
. .

'

G published in the Podcral "oninter on .Tnno 9, 1971.
.

.

7 Unforo <liscunniner thn analvnin that m% ha . itn<hr-''

a tahon and the conclusions dra m frcn thin analysia, t to

0 observations should bc nado.

10 First, ve holinito that the N:C'n effort to orovide
t
t

|generalquantitativeinterpretationoftheclusiveconcept51

' '

sa t' tat radiation doses shculd be naintained 'an ic'.7 ca

*

;3 practicahic" is a step in the rig:st direction. It helm to
,

I.1 | reduce uncertainty in the mindn of the public, environnentnlist

is and 0.2 industry concerning t'ic 1cycin of onianions of radio-
-

. .

10 active catorials to which light-vater-reactors trill bc
|

17 linited.

13 It also provides a basis for discussion and dchate
,

| 13 now; in the future, when this miidance is nade final, it ,will

20 provido a basis for liniting e: :osure of individuals and
,

.

populaticns which, hopefully, can rocsive general concurrence! 2;
t

'l

.

22 and against tflich perfornance can he judged. -

;

23 Second, a brief connent en EPA'c role and authori.ti:

.M with respect to nuclear activitics is in order.i
i

. .
j

I I
> s

When the President created EPA in late 1970 through.E j
'

,

n
! s.

!
'

._-. _ - . . . - . . , -_ , ,- - -. .. .. .-_
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noorganizaticn Plan Ifo. 3, he consolidated in EPA the~

t

important standard setting authorities for environmental2

pollution control 1:hich ucre scattered throughout the Federal3

4 establislr::ent.

Thus, EPA has the legal authority to establish5
C

a broad range of environ =cntal standards on a systematic
'

s

hasis; t&,inc into account risks, costs and benefits accruing7

from man's activities in a way that will manimize totala

environmental protect:.cn consistent with the benefits accruing9

to society fron the production of the goods and services.to .

EPA has authority to set anbient air and water
. ::

standards to limit concentrations of radioactive materials in22

'

10 thene media.
i
iBut our authority is not limited to these specific

14
.

acorganization Plan :fo. 3 also transfcrred frem the
is pathways. - .

- ,

ACC to EPA the authority to est.iblish generally applicablais

envircnmental radiation standards under the Atomic Energy Act.17

This authority encompasses such alternatives as:a

establishnent of standards for doses to individuals and foris

doses to populations in general frca sou cas or classes ofto

21 sources.

Also tranaf erred wern the functions of the fc -'or
-

22.

I~federal Radiation Council, which advised the President with:

r._spect to radiation matters directly or indirectly affecting :
24

I
,

| 23 I health, including guidance for all federal agencies in tlw
,
.

| .

. .--__ _- - _ . . - - -- -. ... - .- . _ - _ - _- -
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dw 3 -t for=ulation of radia 6 n ctandards,.

f0 From the Department of IIcalth, Education, and 1
I

i0 tiTelf are, EPA assured responsibilities or surveillance and i

4 monitoring of levels and sources of radicactive mate. rials in
-

i
5 the environment. '

.

Therefore,EPAhastworesponsibilitieswithrespect'|s
|

7 to these proposed 120 guides -- first, to evaluate these

o L; . guides frca echnical, econcaic a".d risk viewpoints; and

0 second, to determine if it is necess g or beneficial for EPA !
-

10 to exercise its environmental standards authority at this
,

11 time. 8

|
f I12 Doth questions will iae addresssa in subsequent !

-

t
! I

,

| parts of this testimony.E
, |

| 1: There are many possible environmental impacts of *

.

I
13 nuclear electrical power prodtictica -- including routine and I,

!.
.13 accidental releases frca such diffe ent parts of tne fuel (

117 cycle as mining, fuel fabrication, power reactors, fua' -a- -

-

I# :s ' processing, and final waste disposal. 3

.i

n These proposed guides limit themselves to addressing'
|

20 i the problem of routein releases from light-water-ccoled
i

'

21 power reactors. .

i22 I The EPA has for scme time been actively cons ~idering i

23 j requirements for generally applicable anvironmental standards

04 for a number cf classes of activities. *

Ia4

25 1! The AEC in its June 9, 1971, notice of theim
*

I
il .

-

-, _

-. . - . . . - . - . _ . . . .- . _.. . ~ _-- .-
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-s '_'. tion of such.

du 4 1 proposed rule '.aking noted EPA's considc
t;cstandards for light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors.a

have used the information developed frcm this consideration3

to assess the guides proposed by the AEC for power reactor4

5 design and operation.

There are at least two different says to
5

articulate limits on luman exnosure to reactor effluents --7

by considering doses to the potentially most exposeds

indiridual, and by considering the aggregate dose'to theo

en'cire affected population. .

10

We will address each of those in turn uith a vicu
1:

to assessing uhether the proposed guides succeed in providing
22

adequate assurance of public health protection, and whether,' T3

in our view, additional action may be required.14

Defore a rational assessocnt can be nado of theis

degree of control appropriate for any pollutant, a relation-:s - .

ship between ennosure and potential deletciious eff ect nust17

be either established or assuned.la

En the case of radiation such a relationship nust
33

be assumed because the effects, if any, for the exposura
no

levels involved are too few to ,be obseried.
23

Ue have a great deal of evidence at much higher
22

,

cxposures that leads us to believe that our assumptions for t'23

dosas that result frca theco leu enposure levels are conserva24

23 tive in that, if anything, they overstate the risk.
(

.
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Specifically, EPA utili::es a it. tear dese-effect .

2-

relationship, a non-threshold theory, as an appropriate2

)assumption for assessing health eff ects resulting frca lou

level radiation e:cposures of large population.1

4 .
'

I
*

Various alternatives are possible for determining j8 . .
.

and specifying suission centrol.U

One alternative is to require sero cnission.

Another alternative is to adopt best availableU

proven technolcgy to control emission independent of theC
.

cost of such technolocar.

Still another alternative is to balance the health"

and environmental risk against the cost of reducing this risk..,
'-

EPA has ca- efully c::cmined these alternatives and' p"

believes that tisk-cost belancing is the proferred mathed9 .9
*~

.

for establishing these levels.
To adopt any others might lead to e:<cessive ,.:*~

investment of society's available resources to chtain an
:

e:ct emely small' benefit. .

i We must also recognize that here, as in the casei
d

of a2rost every other human activity, one must make an initial
s *

!
U

f
bread judgment as to whether the benefit flowing frca ani

1 at'
|
.

activity -- in this case the benefits fron the generation of

electricty - outweigh the risks and other costs inc
:ca in

.y'

s

producing the benefit.,.
'

The highly complex, lengthy analysis that voeldw. a
~"

.
-

- . ,
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i logically prov na the best basis for such _ judgment in this

2 case has not yet been done.

3 AEC has apparently made the judgment that the -

1
'

4 benefits justify the risks and other costs associated with

th'e careful operation of nuclear pcwer reactors; EPA does not5

disagree with this judgment. j=
g .:

!FRO *1 EPA's point of view, a very important reason-

7

for controlling radioactivo caissions frca nuclear generating3

a plants is to limit their collective impact on,the population

to at large. +

We will address population dose level later in'
y

this statsment but will first address guidos which are theg

ir: mediate subject of these hearings.13. - ,

1
-

The proposed design guides fer rcutine enissions jy L

i
8

appear to have been derived thcugh. balancing of nicks and cost i33

associated with various degrees of control, if we interpret23 ,

the AEC's statements of January 7,.1972, correctly.
17

We support use of this method and ccm::.and the ACC '

33

for endorsing this approach.i 9

The EPA has conducted a careful independent
| .o,

examination of various kinds of centrol technology currently
g

available for these reactors, of the levels of emission control'
3

, _ . .

attainable, and of the associated costs.~
~

$

Uohavealsom$deassessme.a.tsofriskstoindividualrj3
i

and to ponulations frem residual effluents at those varicus !
.~.

f

D ''iD PI Y~

pp]u li' MMn!pLi e:2 .
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dw 7 1 levels of control.
.

2 Using thesa, assessments, we have e:camined the*

3 costs for. risk reduction as a function of the remaining rick

4 at each level. -

'

3 As a result of this c:cardnation we have concluded

6 that the proposed design guides represent an application of

7 control technology cenpatible uith our assessnent of our

3 responsibilities for continuing protection of the public

D i health and the environment..
I

to | Application of additional enission control

11 equipment beyond that already indicated by these design guides-

,

would inply investments at a ' rate e:cceeding mill' ions o'f12

.

13 dollars per projected' health effcet averted, and we do not

14 feel that such costs are justified.
,

13 The second part of this proposed AEC guidance
.

15 addresses the issue of limits on operating levels of plants

17 constructed in confor=ance with these design guides.

ts EPA reccgni=es the need for sene fler.ibility for
.

.

to operation. The generation of electricity must be relichle,
.

no so operating margin is needed so that plants are not required
,

at to shut down for minor departures frca design values.
! -

02 The proposed operating guides provide t.ro kinds of
,

53 fle:cibility .

@t First, the tine frame for corrective actien, tahing

55 all acticns necessary to correct emission to design levels is
.
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not stated in the guides.~ '

t
du 8

Second, the level at uhich action should be 'I

2

initiated by the plant operator or the AEC varies from two to
3

cight times the design level for any effluent.
4

Thus, exposures of individuals and populations undero

5

this cperating guidance vill be a function of both respense
g

time for correction and the degree to which emissions exceed
7

design levels.g

We expect that industry and the AEC will normally
3

maintain plant operations c1'oso to or belcu design levels.
to

It is necessary to assume how the guides will be
-

11

implemented because of flexibility indicated above.
.12

As we interpret the AEC's statements and testimony.

13 |

regarding these guides, a most ennosed individual for a
g,;

typical reactor operating in accordance with the design
33 '

guidelines, might receive annual design doses of 5 millire'as;g

frca noble gases and particulates; perhaps 1 or 2 millirems
17

|
from liquids, excluding tritium; no more than 1 millirem

93

from tritium; and perhaps an additional 3 or 4 millirens frem
;g

other sources, cuch as direct germa radiation frca turbines
n

or wasta holdup systems on-site.
g

Design levels for these effluento are 10 millirem,
M

| 5 millirca and 5 millirem,for gases, liquids, and particulates.,
g

respectively,
| :,3

for

|
The AEC guides do not specify design 10 Vel:

g

!

- _ - . . --- . _ . . . . - . .
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du 9 direct gart.ta rad.ation. At these design dose levels, for ,

.- c:campic, if a plant operated at three times design levels fer"

i3 tuo quarters before correcting itself back to, say 1.5 times
4 design levels, such a most e:q:csed individual could receive ,

I
5 an annual dose of 20 millirens. |

I
'

Ue consider this sort of operation to be an e:::=ple !5

7 of reasonable operating fle:<ibility.

C Cn the other . hand, if a plant operated at 8 tines

O design levels for the sane period, and then retu ned to 1.5

10 times design levels, the same individual night receive an

Il annual dose of 50 millirens.
12 t7e do not consider such e:cposures to be necessary

.
- the techno1cgy required by these guidelines should be able13 '

I4 to maintain individual doses, even under unusuni operating ;
*

.

15 conditions, to values very close to design levols.
:
|'

.

13 The guidelines are not specific in the follcuing ;
i
t

."- respects: |
C

!
13 1. The time frame proposed fcr correction of *

13 deviations from the design guides, both in instances when

EU licensee and uhen Commission action is indicated, is unstated,
j

El as are thn facters uhich will dete=ine the time frame. |
!

,
,

22 2. The criteria to be used to detemine at tinat
|

|
point in the range 4 to 8 times design levels correctiveU

PA action vill be required by the Cccmission are unspecifisd. .

,

i,I

". 3. The conditions under which the Cc =ission ;

!

o
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uill actually specify lover numerical design guidance than

2
I that specified in this notice of proposed rulenching are

3
not set forth.

^
,

4. The proposed guide for gaseous effluents is

5 c:: pressed as annual exposure rate, uhile all other guides are
S expressed as limits on total annual quantity or average annual

.' t

7
concentration.

8
Gaseous effluent has not been similarly e:: pressed.

9 The language for gaseous emissions does not appear to require
, *

20
"as low as practicable" emissiers, particularly for

11
pressuri::ed uater reactors.

91

Decause of' all enese elements about uhich EPA has~

i 23 nade considered assunphions in its analysis, final judg=ent
24 on the e:: tent of public health protection provided by these

'|

15 quides is not possible in the absence of e:cerience with
is

their enforcement.

17 If prcapt corrective action is taken, and
1 departyres are limited to less than the upper limit prcpesed,

any numerical standard for ma:timum doses to individuals that
*~3 EPA has had under consideration would not increase protection

i

21 of such individuals to a greater degree than e::pec'.,2c irca
-

.

such implementation of the proposed AEC guides.
23

EPA has, therefore, decided that it is not

24'

n: ace.3sary to premulgate a standard ncv for maxinun individual
2S

deses from light-vater-ccoled nuclear power plants.
.
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! IIouever, if actual practice under these guides
,

2 should result in ma:cinum individual doses over uhat can be

e:cpected under careful cperation with the technology implied

.c by the guidelines, EPA vill ree:ccmine this decision. ;

!
.

EPA trill continue to maintain a naticnal surveillanc.5
j..

and inspection progrca for monitoring radiation levels in. |G
i

7 the environment, and we anticipate that timely reports anc ;

c cooperation will be available from the AEC concerning the

| ; perfcrmance of its licensees. . .

I
I

Individual facilities need not e::ceed the guides; j;;

i
indeed, in most cases they will prcbably cperate at levels {Si

considerably belcw the guides. |33 !
l

EPA will continue to review the environmental |
'

13
4

:.: inpact of individual #'-4 " *-4 ~- t '4 " "~ -onsideraticn: in j

= . = . mind. .
.

.

The best inde:: of total rish resu'lting frem'icu I
is 1

*

i
levels of radioactive emissions to the environment is |37

| ultimately their cumulative inpac's on large populations.g3
i

I .

The measurement- useful for assessing this impact !
.

33
I

is the sum of all of the individual doses in the population 1
go

-- conventionally c:: pressed in units of " man-roms" .3 I

Conservativeestimatesofprojectedhealth.effectsfn

are relatable to (for large populations at low doses) the jg3
1

number of man-rens received by the populaticn.p

I The International Cc.cission en P.2diclogical h.t .Ti

.

E.

,. . - _ . _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ .
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1 Protection has made such estimates for a variety of health t
i

a effects which EPA used in making its preliminary assessment

3 of health risk.

.: These risks include cancer, najor genetic or other

5 long-term health effects, such as life shortening or

.!
g inhibition of growth or development. .

In this connectien, it should be noted that the'

7
,

e scientific bases for evaluating radiaten effects on human ;

; health are currently being examined in depth for EPA by

to the Commit.cee on Biological 2ffects of Ioni=ing Radiation of

g the National Acade ty of Sciences.

tg The findings of that Ccmmittee vill be carefully

*

13 reviewed.
s

f, EPA has ccmbined its current estimates of risk, I
e
I

;,=, population dose andalternative icvels of centrol technology i

~'

| g. and cost for major uaste streans to provirie a cost-risk f
i

i
;7 assessment of cont elling pcpulaticn doses to levels louar

'

$g than are expected to cbtain for plants meeting the proposed |
1

'

AEC design and operating guides.33
|
'

g3 On the basis of that analysis EPA has concluded |

that the costs of risk reduction to levels lower than a feu
|21

-

i
i

13 hundred man-rens per 1000 magauntts of elect-icity produced are :
,

;
< .

12 not varranged.1 .
l .

i

1

r, It thould be noted that EPA limited its detailed
r
?

23 'cnamination of cost / risk relations to currently availchic
, .

t

, _ . - __
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1
-

. lj gasecus eniccion control technology and did net address'

l -

i

. t,

; relttions for.fessil fueled plcats cenpa cd te nuclear, nori
#

*

1

:f.
-,

h bread siting citernatives, in rccching theso,conclu ionc.
e.

i.

f i
a .s- il

n It should also be strenced the.t populction dcucc
':

e t

"E arc, like individual deres, dependant upon the wcy in which
:
,.-

S, AEC inclenents its propcsed. guidelinea both in terns of
"

'
a

7 ii design vcriatiens and tine for ccrrecting cperctional '.t4

>i :,
- s : !p departv.res fron design levels.

..

O. *
4

i ! Plant siting with respect to populcticn is, of- >

i .

. . - -

3' ' .
I ccurse, also highly significcnt to pcpulation dose. Ta a

I;

" hg consequence, reactors operating within t.hc linitaticas of
.i

i

n >
!!! e

! '' li the preposed guidance can be expected to deliver videly -

3w :
j j vary:.ng pope ct:..on ecses. .

. .

:.
,-

, .
. .
-. .. *Is et

? t'PA has concluded.that it vill not prcpese c
l

. .

'#
population dose limitction at this tine.

> .

..7
~ [ The e.ctuc1 anticipated dose under N:C quidos,

. :i,
''

i 'i based en EPA estinctes is e: .sected to be at such c levcir.

!!p' 'a
that additional ennenF.itn es fer tighter cent cis than -

..

! f
:,

| il required to ceet the guides wculd not he warrcnged.''

Igi

I , . , . ," ;; Wo will, hewever, continue to obscr.c pcpulction
u

' " .:j . , ,

I

deses frc1 operation under tha proposed.T.C quidener. tc see

| ..
"

whether the results. are censistent wich cur escin..tes c: e./4-..

I.I
| .

' -
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IEPA has taken action in other energy crecs by'

f-
,42

h. tSc t.ublic health rick or the: d h .

i . setting standar s w ere .

3
,

. ?

envirennental impact has been evidently adverse,),'
.
.

,. . '

h
~

The high degree of centrol enercised in the:
9
! ;-

nuclear industrv. in the n.ast, and future ex<ectations,!
*

_
,

s., ,are such that EPA does not find it necessary to set a sts. dcrd
.

1.: *s.

a. . .
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ATTACF14ENT "E"
.

SUtdARY OF AEC POSITION ON RELATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES OF
EPA AtiD AEC Ofl STANDARDS TO C0i! TROL RADI0 ACTIVITY IN

.

EFFLUENT 5 FOR t:0RMAL OPERATIONS
~~

. . ,

epa generally applicable standards for the protection of the general

environment should be ambient standards that establish acceptable uceer
~

,.

limit environmental risks due "to man-made. radiation from all sources of
'

exposure or from broad classes of sources of exposure. Such generally _

applicable standards would normally be in the form of radiation dose .-

and dose co:nitment. limits to individuals and populations. Such limit.s
'

would be based on an acceptab1e level of risk taking into account the
~

benefits derived from the nuclear power industry as ccmpared with risks .

from alternative means of generating electrical power. The limits might
..

-. .. . . . -

.

also take into account a broad general c,onsideration of the feasibility

of meeting the st'andards based on the availability and cost of technology,

! uncertainties in the capability of performance of the technology and
'

| the need for operating flexibility. This latter consideration would be
I

a generally applicable determination and would not represent a fine
...

tuned cost-effective analysis of the "as low as practicable" level of.
|

radioactive materials in effluents from specific types of facilities

based on design and operating parameters. Annex 1 is a draft model of

a generally applicable standard for the fuel cycle.

The AEC under its authority to implement and enforce generally

applicable environmental standards should maintain the authority to

assure that general'ly applicable standards are met and to further achieve

the lowest practicable releases of radicactive materials through a
~

|
|

'

.

~

I . . ..._ ... .
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combination of appropriate siting factors, design requirements for .

ffacilities and equipment, and operating procedures to assure operation
|

-

in the public interest and to protect public health and safety. The i
,

'

implementation of the "as icw as practicable" concept involves all ,

'

of ,the same considerations of evaluation of specific designs of facilities
,

to limit releases of radioactivity that are inherent in the licensing -

- process. In the licensing process the AEC must, in addition to assuring

that all plants operate within the generally applicable standards in the
.

~

Comission's regulation, Part 20, establish "as low as practicable"

effluent release limits on-new types of facilities on a case-by-case

basis. These limits are ' determined by examining in detail the design
'

'of the plant and operating procedures to achieve the objectives of

"as low as practicable". This is the procedure that is presently followed

for fuel reprocessing plants, fuel fabrication plants and other plants
.

in the fuel cycle. As adequate experience is developed on a case-by-case
~

basis numerical guides such as the AEC proposed Appendix I on design-

,

objectives and limiting conditions of operation for light-water-coole' 'd

power reactors are developed and issued on a generic basis. The AEC

has underway a detailed study being conducted with the assistance of

Oak Ridge flational Laboratory to develop information on operating

experience, the state of technology, cost of technology, and other
i

information that will provide a solid basis for developing guides en

"as low as practicable" levels of radioactivity in effluents for,

| fu?.1 cycle plants other than nuclear power reactors that are new
-

,

covered by the proposed Appendix.I.
9

i -
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Annex 1 to Attachment "E"

.

AEC PROPOSED COMPROMISE EPA
GENERALLY APPLICABLE STANDARD

FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE GENERAL ENVIRONMENT-

-
FOR THE URANIUM FUEL CYCLE '

,
,

r.
The annual dese or dose commitment to a member of the'public fromA.

~

radiation or radioactive materials released to the environment

frcm the entire light-water-cooled nuclear power reactor fuel cycle
-

.should not exceed X, millirems per year to the whole body, X, millirems
.

.per year to the whole body, X, millirems per year to the thyroid,
(This

. X, millirems to the skin, and X millirems to any other organ.

would represent a dose limit not a design objective.)
. . ..

,

.

The total annual population dose or dose commitmen't fran radiationB.

or radioactive materials released to the environment from the entire

light-water-cooled nuclear pcwer reactor fuel cycle should not
.

exceed X person rems per year to the whole body. (The purpose of-

the person rem limit would be to deal with EPA's concern for
.

,

population dose from both short-and long-lived radionuclides.)

-

The numerical values finally decided upon in the standards in (a) and

(b) would be based on two considerations:

An acceptable ievel of risk taking into account thea.

benefits derived from the nuclear power industry and

in comparison with risk from alternative means of
-

generating electrical power; and
,

.

.
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A general conr.ideration of the feasibility of meeting theb.
~ numbers based on the technology and cost of technology

-
- ,

available. ,

-

,

This latter considt.ation would be a broad determination and would not
represent a fine tune cost-effectiveness analysis of what is "as low

-

This would be
as practicable" for individual types of facilities.'

reserved to AEC in implementing the generally applicable environmental
EPA standards would not include requirements on individualstandards.

sites or facilities or any implementing requirements.
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7, UNITED S FES ENVIRONT.: ENTAL PROTEC ON AGENCYa g w e.
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October 19, 1973 ,P f4
:s /\

.h;
. . . . . .

ME::0RANDilM FOR: THE PRESIDENT [?' *'

:.:t ./,)- , ,./
...

~ ~

'. A. v v .~., ,

{$
Russell E. Train'f f),p"e i / ' {! '. ' .

JJS FROM: 0" 0'' 0' * *''tj .l. M' ~s
c, [@TJP.$,%yy '4e

) SUBJECT: AEC Opposition to EPA Radiation Standards M ',),,h.D"

. ISSUE: EPA has proposed standards for environmental relcases of y-p from the nuclear power industry, based upon the authority transferred'froo z.Cp. ' to EPA by Reorganization Plan #3. (TAB A) These standards are based on a
M balancing of health risks against the capabilitics and costs of control tech-
.') nology, and therefore are related to classes of activity (e.g., reactors and
yg

-

fuel reprocessing). AEC objects to EPA's exercising its jurisdiction by
.-M issuing such standards and coctends that EPA should set ambient standards

that apply to the entire nuclear fuel cycle,
a

.Q AUTHORITY: Reorganization Plan #3 of 1970 transferred to EPA the functions of
& the AEC to "... establish gancr:lly applicable environmental standard: for :he
yQ protection of the general environ =ent from radioactive c=terial." The Plan
-;g defined these standards to mean ". . . li :ics on radi= tion c posures or lev 2ls,
% or concentrations or quantities of radioactive materi=l, in the ganeral cnvi-
il vonment outside the *:oundarics of loc:tions under the control of persons
. .( possessing or using radicactive material." Your message on the Plan established
. ,i the EPA-AEC division of responsibilities as follous: ". . .The Atccic Energy& C:micsion's authority to set stand:ris for the protcetion of the generai.
-) er::ironment fr:m radio:ctive materi:2 :.:ould be transferred to tie En;ircrmental
E

&q Protection Agsnoy. . . AEC t:ould retain responsibility for the i: pie =ent.ation and
enforce =ent of radiation standards t wough its licensing authority. "!$

$ There are no criteria for or constraints on "gencr:Ily applic':ble en- froce:cntal
F s cndards" set forth in Reorganization Plan #3 or in its legislative history.

.

E! THE PROPOSED STANDARDS: EPA's goal in developing standards for the nuclear
% power industry has been to imple=ent your dircetive to develop our energy re-
Q. sources as rapidly as possible commansurate uith a clean environment. EPA has
% balanced the shore and long-torm effects of planned releases on health against
$ the costs of control and through these standards can assure, for these releases,

'

M that nuclear pouar is an environmentally acceptable means for achieving national
hj energy goals. The EPA standards are proposed for public radiation cnposures,

C and quantitics of long-lived radioactive catcrials in the environment outside
j AEC-licensed facilities. These kinds of limits are explicitly providad for by
:8 the above authority. The standards vero determined to be reasonable by con-
f sidering both the cost and technical feasibility of control technology. EPA

j .d cannot and should not set standards uithout such consideration for t to reasons:
| g 1) both agancies agree that it is prudent to assume that chare is no throuhold

level for radiation effects in setting standards, that is, risk is pro;wrtionaly to dose all the uay down to zero doce. Since there is no safe level of radintic.n,
there is no logical way to set radiation standatds other than to balance risks'-

a

$
1 n '
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against costs of con 1; and 2) * !.e n u. .' e.i t i ...f on e r .: too inportant to the
.lE nation's future power supply to ignore cost and technology considerat' ions.,

m *
.c ,

.

.*$ Since effluents, controls, and their costs differ for different classes of
Ys activity, EPA's proposed standards necessarily vary for different classes in
e2 the fuel cycle. However, the standards do not require the use of specific,

ss control =echanis=s, types'of equip = cat or siting c'enditions as is argued by
pf AEC. EPA agrees that these are properly functions associated with i=ple=cata-
#2 tion of standards. The icplementation and enforcement of these standards at

4[%
particular facilitle; (e.g. , design, operating and monitoring requirc=ents) are
the responsibility of AIC. Therefore, EPA does not believe that these standards

fj] conflict in any wry with AEC's responsibilitics, and dual regulation of the
;;$ industry is avoided. ' ' ~

.: n
h%
hj Nevertheless, AEC argues that the establish =ent of standards for different
zg classes of activity constitutes an "i.giccentaticn cnd enforect cnt" function
pg that only AIC,can perform. Houeve'r, if the AIC establishes standards of the
c type proposed by EPA, instead of EPA, it is not clear just what the AIC would.c

ZU be " implementing and enforcing. " Apparently, to avoid this objection and the
552 proble=s that would be associated with EPA not exercising the authority trans-
Er.j ferred in Reorganization Plan #3, the AEC recc== ends that EPA should set a=bient
$EE standcrds applicable to the entire uranius fuel cycle. It is, therefore, AEC
6d rather than E?A which is suggesting dual standards for the nuclear power indus-
5[$ try. The AEC, not EPA, is suggesting that the nuclear fuel cycle sheuld have
<$ to =eet both source and a=bient. standards established by two different agencies.ga
.a

rij PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF PROCEED!NG AS PROPOSED: Both agencies apparently
g?j agree that standards or guides should be set for each class of activity. This
.LEP single EPA rule =aking would bring six =ajor operations in the nuclear power f ael
ik) cycle, including reactors, to cost-effective levels of control co= parable to
'y those for reactors. AEC could then avoid its lengthy rulemaking procedures andi
gj needless duplication of work already done by EPA for the balance of the' fuel cycle.
L5 ,

}]] The AEC argues that EFA should not set these standards since AEC is developing
gyg guides for light-water reactors. EPA's standards are co=patible with =ost of
is these guides. The conflict between I?A standards and AEC guides concerns thewe

Eq degree of operating flexibility available to AEC. EPA has already provided a
*ig variance above the standard to assure delivery of power during peak de=and
hd periods. AEC should provide infor=ation to justify the need for additional
'.] operating flexibility for older plants and to provide n =argin in the absence
16 of operating experience for large new plants. It should be noted that Appendix'

$$ I was proposed by' AEC af ter Reorgani:stion Plan #3 and contrary to the advice
."g of EPA. At the ti=e Reorganization Plan #3 was signed, AIC had no standards
c; for specific classes of activity.-

<= *

gj Other i= plica: ions of proceeding as proposed are: 1) control costs to industry
f3 are negligible but the benefit of having and =eeting EPA standards, in ter=s of -.j public acceptability, coul'd be large, 2) EPA would carry out its charge under5 .

ph Reorgani:stion Plan #3 for radiation as it does' for other pollutants and in so,

qQ doing, 3) EPA's standards would satisfy the directives of your recent cncrgy,

21 =essages to expedite the supply of energy while preserving a clean environ = cat.
-
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'2 PRACTICAL I:GLICAT(0::S OF I:0T PROCEE:I!:G AS PROPOSED: if the standards are-

j not i*ssued as proposed: 1) the nuclear industry would be subjected to the

h] ' uncertainty of not knowing when or what standards EPA mir;ht subsequently impose
2 and t.ould also have to wait for co=pletion of the Icagthy AEC processes for

C issuing five separate new regulatory guides for the balance of the fuel cycle;

l 2) EPA can anticipate increased pressure to establish similar standards under
-; ) other less satisfactory authorities. EPA has already been challenged in court
M cn its failure to control radioactive ef fluents under the 1972 Water Act; and*

.[ 3) AEC's proposal to set a=bient standards only is unworkable and would jeop-

!.d ardize EPA's environmental credibility. (TA3 B)
$
%l ALTER:!ATIVES FOR RESOLUTIO:! 0F JURISDICTIO:IAL C0!!FLICT:
6
& A. Issue the s'~'~'s as proposed, follouing nor::ci interagency re:olution
af of tcchnic:L issues.w .

;;.y .

g This would resolve the issue in fa'vor'of EPA. Imple=entation at individual -

.d facilitics or sites; : pecifico . ion of operating praedures, conitoring and-

.j $ reporting require =ent::; and enforcement of these standards would be vested
h in AEC.
O .

-

y
ry E. Modify the standards to specify varicnces to be e=ercised at the discre-

tion of 2C in order to facilitate i.~;plementation 'for special recator.

9 operating situations, following norm L resolution of technical issues.
G

' '

.{ This would give the AEC greater flexibility.in establishing and enforcing limits

M at particular facilities. It will alsa per=it AEC to introduce sufficient ficx- *
@ ibility in applying EPA's standards to reactors when, in AEC's judg=ent, this
G is required to assure that the AEC's concerns about operational flexibility and
.4 alleged conflicts with Appendix I be satisfied. This alternative does, however,

y =ake the EPA standards less fir =, although EPA would issue upper licits.

J
Q RECO:NENDATION: Alternative A. EPA believes that its proposed standards can

- ;$ be =et without the need for additional operating flexibility beyond the v.ar,iances"

.

;] for power e=ergencies presently provided in EPA's standards. The preposed
;g standards are entirely within EPA's authority, were developed using'the =ost
.;3 rational approach available, can be =et by industry cost-effectively, and
[ vould be beneficial to the rapid develop ent of nuclear pcwer.
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9ME!DRA'iDUM FOR ADMINISTRATOR TRAIN g.
CHAIRMAJL RAY y pAy

SUSECTj. Responsibility for setting radiation protection standards
t

FROM : Roy L. Ash
.

Thank you for providing position papers which outline the back-
ground and the current difference of views between your two
agencies as to which should have the responsibility for issu-
ing standards to define permissible limics on radioactivity
that may be emitted from facilities'in the nuclear power in- i
dustry. '

-
.

It is clear, as your paper indicates, that a decision is needed
on this matter so that the nuclear power industry and the general
public will know where the responsibility lies for developing
(including public participation in development) , promulgating
and enforcing radiation protection. standards for various types
of facilities in the nuclear power industry. We must, in the
national interest, avoid confusion in this arca, particularly
since nuclear power is expected to supply a growing share of
the Nation's energy requirements; and it must be clear that
we are assuring continued full protection of the public health ,'
and the environment from radiation hazards. -

,.

.

It is also clear from the information which you provided that:
s .

f=

the area of responsibility now in controversy is intimately
~

, .

' related to the direct regulatory responsibilities and capabili-
ties of the Atcmic Energy Cormission, responsibilities,about
which there is no dispute. ,

,

EPA'has construed too broadly its responsibilities, a's set.

forth in Reorganization Plan No 3 of 1970, to set " generally
applicable environmental standards for the protection of the
general environment frcm radioactive material."

On behalf of the President, this memorandum is to advice you
-

that the decision is that AEC should proceed with its pla'ns
for issuing uranium fuel cycle standards, taking into account
the comments roccived frcm all sources, including EPA; that
EPA should discontinue its preparations for issuing, now or -

!
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in the future, any standards for types of facilities; and
,

that EPA should continue, under its current authority,
to haire responsibility for setting standards for the total
cr. aunt of radiation in the general environment from all .

'

facilities ccmbined in the uranium fuel. cycle, i.e., an
ambient standard which would have to reflect AEC's findings
r. to the practicability of emission controls.

EPA can continue to have a major impact upon standards for
facilities set by AEC through EPA's review of proposed ,

standards, during which EPA can bring to bear its knowledge ]
and perspective derived from it.s responsibility for set- '

ting ambient radiation standards.

The President expects that AEC and EPA continue to work '

8together to carry out the responsibilities as outlined ,

above. '
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) SUBJECT: Environmental Radiatien Standards for L .~ y <
'

the Uranium Fuel Cycle - ACTION !EMORANOUM \; ~ %.

I'
'

FROM: Roger Strelcw g
Assistant Administrator <, .
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| -| The proposed rulemaking is ready for transmittal to interagency
| ] review, including review under NEPA. We have prepared a Draft

Enviren= ental Statement which provides for the public an explanatica! ;:
.; of the preposed standards and their environ = ental impact.

$ We have reached substantial agreement with the AEC on most' issues ,

~ after extensive consultatien and there are no jurisdictional issues

| d remaining, but two important technical issues are still not resolved:
!

I a) The canner in which EPA sets forth a requirement that

| envirennental releases of the long-lived radionuclides krypten-85
- and iodine-129 be curtailed, and

|

b) How the standard should treat radiation doses r tived by the' n

e loactivegeneral public as the result of transportation of''

caterials between fuel cycle operations.
-

Y The proposed standards satisfy, we believe, the constraints of the
memorandum frem Mr. Ash of December 7, 1973, and at the same time

I provide the required protection of public health and the envircnment.,
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Attached are a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for the Federal Recister.
(Tab A), a Draft Environmental Statement (Tab B), and the responses
received to our Advance Motice of Preposed Rulemaking together with
our ce==cnts on thesa (Tab C) .

BACKGROUND -
.

In August of last year you approved a proposed standard for the
uranium fuel cycle for transmission to interagency review. The AEC
objected to the propesal on jurisdictional (and other) grounds, and
following a meeting between you and Chairman Ray both agencies
submitted memoranda to the President. This resulted in a me=orandum
from Mr. Ash (Tab D) which supplied a new interpretation of
Reorganization Plan No. 3 with respect to generally applicable

;

j environmental otandards. The remorandum concluded that EPA should not
set standards for separate types of fuel cycle activities, asi
proposed, but should instead address standards to the uranium fuel-

- cycle taken as a whole, and, in addition, " reflect" AEC's findings as
; to the practicability of effluent controls. The me=crandum concluded

with an exhortation for mutual cooperation between the two agencies.
<

Following meetings in January and February between Mr. Muntzing, AEC
Director of Regulation, and Dr. Rowe, at which basic agreement was
reached on the need for EPA standards and their relatien to AEC
develcpment of design and operating guidance for specific types of:
fuel cycle facilities, EPA and AEC si=ultaneously published in the

] Federal Recister notices of intent to pursue standards for the entire
fuel cycle and design and operating guidance for facilities other than,

1

reactors, respectively. EPA and AZC~ staff have consulted frequently4

during the subsequent development of the preposed standards.4

The proposed fuel cycle standards are described in detail at Tabs A1

| J " *

| ; and B. They are of two types. The first consists of limits on
|

maximum deses to individuals. These are intended to limit the
potential health impact of short-lived radioactive effluents to levels
achievable using effluent controls that are presently in commercial

e

|
use and are judged to be reasonable on the basis of the cost-
effectiveness of the health risk reduction achieved through their use.

j The second type censists of limits on the permissible incremental
enviren= ental burdens of certain long-lived radioactive effluents per1

5

unit of electrical power produced by the uranium fuel cycle.
; Standards are proposed in this form so as to permit growth of the!
j industry and at the same time restrict irreversible contamination of

the envirentent to levels achievable through the use cf < nsu-effective
i ;

s effluent centrols. In the case of two out of the thres standards of
this type, the required effluent centrols, although in advanced stagesf

| of development, are not now in commercial use. The proposed effective _
.

| date of those standards is 1983.
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The standards proposed fer maximum individual dose are somewhat higher
than th'ose we had previously anticipated proposing (25 mrem /yr instead:.

9 of 5-15 mrem /yr) in order to permit the AEC greater flexibility for
S implementation.* The AEC feels strengly that at least this =argin of
j flexibility is necessary, and in informal staff level discussions
] initially suggested a significantly high* value. The proposed
9 standards would require installatien of the same types and levels of
j effluent control as in our anticipated previous preposal and will
4 result, we are convinced, in the sc=e level of public health
{ protection after implementation by AEC regulations. They are thus not
a a slackening of control requirements, but do provide a pargin in case
-t.8 controls do not perfom as well as estimated.

-

- The proposed standards apply to planned enviren= ental releases and
2 exposures only, and therefore the standard provides a variancey provision to the AEC for teaporary and unusual situations in which

continued operation of fuel cycle facilities at higher levels than~

p permitted by the standards is required in order to insure orderly
- 'j

. delivery of electrical power. This provisien obviates the need for-

y the higher limits which AEC belicens wculd be required (and we agree)
y if the standard required suspensicn of operations under such
f: circumstances. Such a shutdown standard would be, in effect, a safety
$ criterien rather than an environmental protection standard.
y
b

$p
The AEC has informally concurred in the form of both types of-

standards. Their acceptance of the second type of ste.ndard is of
$ considerable significance, since it provides an i=pertant precedent
y which will provide EPA a viable means for limiting environmental,

' p burdens of long-lived radienuclides.'
| .n
i 'E

h REMAINING TECETICAL ISSUES BE",iEEN EPA AND AEC
, 3, .

-.n .,

$ A. Krveton-85 and Iodine-129 Centrol: The standard requires
E imposition of controls for krypton-85 and improved levels of control

| M of iodine-129 by 1983. A variety of cptiens for both of these control

| j requirements are now in advanced stages of development. In the case
| w of krypten-85, ene manufacturer has submitted a bid for a system of
I ] guaranteed perfor=ance exceeding the preposed standard and another has

tj indicated the ability to do so. The AEC informally indicates that the

Q required systems for both of these long-lived radienuclides can be
? made available for cer =ercial use by 1983. However, they prefer that
i EPA indicate in its notice of proposed rulemaking the need for control
Z of these materials and consider setting standards only after the AEC
y has demonstrated the ce=ercial feasibility of the required centrols.
g They also point out that setting standards would have the effect of
g establishing an international precedent. _.

$
.

.e-
$

k ' Note that the currently applicable standard, set by the former
%. Federal Radiation Council, is 500 mrem /yr.
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We believe that standards are required now because:

/ 1) EPA's ability to insure necessary environ = ental protection
would be severely circumscribed if we accept the premise that EPA
must wait until AEC sees fit to develop controls and certify.

their practicability prior to proposal of any EPA standard.'

b 2) The develcpment of these systems has been part of AEC's LMFBR
i program (not their light-water-cooled reactor program), and given

] anticipated delays of that program and the reorganization of AEC

( into URC and EREA, a standard is required now to insure that

j these controls will be developed in a timely fashion.

>
; 3) The control of krypton-85 is an international, as well as a

| national, problem because of its global dispersion. An EPA
q standard now would establish an important precedent encouraging

Q -control by other nuclear powers in a timely fashion. West
Germany and Japan are currently censidering such control..

-c
t .

The expressed AEC concern that they =ay be faced with a standard they
y cannot meet, due to some unforeseen difficulty (we consider this
' extremelv unlikely), is addressed by EPA's explicit ce==itment in the

Federal Recister notice to review the standards for these materials at-

f least 3 years prior to the effective date with respect to feasibility

Q
and cost. Although it is too early to make such a commitment, an

y additional means of resolving this issue is to provide the NRC a
1 spsrific clause providing that they can ask for delcy in
y i=plementation in the same manner as automotive producers have been
i able to ask for delays under the Clean Air Act.
m
4
i The alternative of omitting control of these materials frem the
3 standard would delete most of its beneficial health i= pact,- and leave

~

! [ enly the procedural improvement of issuing an EPA standard which has
'

! jj the effect of legally requiring the levels of contrcl in AEC's

y proposed Appendix I, which is still not issued, and is not, in any
9 case, a standard.
W
**

k B. Exposures due to transcortation: The proposed standard for-

'4 maximum whole body dose to individuals (25 mre=/yr) includes doses*

I received as a result of transportation of materials associated with
,

I y fuel cycle operations. The AEC objects, claiming that such a
]

requirement is too difficult to implement.

6 The difficulty of implementation arises because the AIC treats public
h exposure to transported materials in a fundamentally different way
j than exposure to radiation from facilities. The latter is treated by
_j restricting access to high exposure areas and controlling effluents to-
- uncontrolled areas. The for=er is treated only by providing shielding

I of shipping containers, not through limiting access. Economic

.
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. limitations on the feasible a=ount of shielding result in sc=e
7 relatively high dose rates near shipping containers, and the
j lb=itatien of doses is therefere dependent upon assurptiens concerning
A the movement cf me=bers of the public.. .:
E
4 Due to the relatively high exposure rates associated with spent fuel

. .f ship =ents and high-level radioactive vaste ship =er.ts (10 mR/ hour at 6;

h feet frc= the container), we believe the AEC should institute more
-Q positive centrol of potential exposures of the public. This source ofy exposure which is intimately associated with fuel cycle operations

_gp should not be artificially excluded, and we believe that the AEC, if
-y required to address this potential source of public exposure, will not

. I find it difficult to design procedures for spent fuel and high-level
- 22 waste shipments to assure ec=pliance with the proposed standard.x

-d

'$ Che alternatives to inclusion of this =cde of exposure in the standard
"{ as prcposed are to limit our acticn to an exhortation in the Federal
j% Recister notice that such exposures should be minimiced or to provide
32

. [[
. a delay clause similar to the alternative available for krypten-85 and

iodine-129. -

:2~
A ..

-ir

4 MATTERS OF tGICH YOU SHCCI.D BE AWARE~

&
gg A. Carben-14: As a result of EPA's examination of the environ = ental
@ dose cc==itment due to 1cng-lived radienuclides, we have fcund that
ri previcusly neglected nor=al releases of carbon-14 fzc= reacters and
h fuel reprecessing facilities appear to constitute the major potential

13 public health i= pact, relative t'o all other normal releases, of the
J uranium fuel cycle. The standards do not address carbon-14 because
?f centrol =etheds have not yet been investigated due to the very recentj{ discovery of its L:portance.
;:e

-
, ,

if Investigation of centrol methods for carbon-14 has been initiated with
d the objective of develeping a preposed standard as seen as possible.
3 We do not believe it would be wise to hold up these standards for the
.) results of this study. In any case, pretulgation of the proposed
ej standards will establish the precedent required for a. future standard
4 for carbon-14.
'A
UG B. Creation of the NRC: Former AEC Cc==issioner Anders has beenm

''

nc=inated to head the Nuclear Regulatory Cc==issien; it is anticipated
._.i that most of the AEC staff with whc= we havc dealt in the past will
1 remain in similar positions of responsibility in NRC. Preposed

~ .] Appendix I defining best practicable centrols for reactors was
jg forwarded to the Cc==ission for action early last su==er and

5! reportedly returned to staff without being acted upon this fall. It--
j? is not known what action the new NRC Cercission will take.
Id Cornissicner Anders, however, was not supportive during the final
ri
a
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public. hearing on the matter before the entire Cc= mission late last

.. spring.
A
$ Proposed Appendix I would provide a necessary, effective, and
if appropriate implementation by NRC of the proposed EPA standards with
9f respect to reactors. If the new NRC Cc mission should substantially
E alter proposed Appendix I before EPA's standards are publicly proposed
g this could make it more difficult for EPA to propose these standards.

% Although it is not possible to predict what the stance of the new NRC
6 Cc= mission will be, it would therefore appear to be wise to proceed
y without any unnecessary delay. - - - -

4

[M
C. Recional effects vis a vis the proposed standards: The AEC may
contend that the proposed limits for maximum individual dose are too

,2 low because of the potential additive impact of large numbers of

$ reactors in a region. We have examined this contention carefully,
through analysis of all existing and proposed sites in closeZ -

y proximity, as well as through consideratien of the possibility of
s large numbers of facilities in a given geographical area, such as a

major river basin, and have concluded that the increase in dose frem
|{,4 overlap is insignificant and therefore that the proposed standard is
j not too low.

U*

Y

{. MATTERS PREVIOUSLY ADDRESSED

9
h The following matters are addressed only in outline form, since they
y were addressed in the previously proposed and approved standards, and
d are not changed by the present proposal.

I
g A. Need for the standard: The contributory factors include 1) signi-

]
ficant reduction in public health i= pact of the industry; 2) positive . .

N impact on public acceptance of nuclear power; 3) fulfillment of the
f mandate of Reorganization Plan No. 3; and 4) clarificatien of

,

envircnmental requirements so as to expedite licensing of needed powerj; facilities.
-,
s
j B. Econcmic Impact of the Standard: The major cost is already

z required by existing informal implementation of Appendix I by the AEC.
2 This cost is less than it of the cost to the public of nuclear

5 electrical pcwer. The EPA-imposed additional cost is a small fraction
of this a=ount. A posiwive economic i= pact may result fr:m reduction:

j of costly delay due to interventions.
a

f C. Public Particication: This is provided for in the Notice of

/ Proposed Rulemaking through a request for ccc=ents followed by a
~~

i public hearing. Cem=ents received in response to our Advance Notice
1 of Proposed Rulemaking are attached. No major issues were raised,
3 although there is scme indication that some segments of industry may
i
J

)
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oppose the standards as unnecessary. In view of the ccepatibility of)
J the standards with Appendix I this reaction to the standard proposed
-J is considered unlikely.

;

. .

i RECC!O'E!!OATION
'

1
'? I recc:=endJha*$you approve the proposed rulemaking for transmittal-

[ *

to interagen::y r view as proposed.
/

< V( I.b[shpproved
sy .

f. i. '.-[']
- ..

[h Approved * l'
.q

'i, [JAN 10'1975
i

7 IMPLEME!!?ATICN
.d .

.

The proposed standards will be transmitted to AEC for review, followedN

/j
fy '

within about a week by submission to other affected Agencies for their
review.

~.c
,

i,a
t
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@] Enclosures
~7

Q TAB A. Proposed Federal Register and Rule
q TAB B. Draft Environmental Statement
y?j TAB C. Response to Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and EPA
G Co w.ents .

M TAS D. Memorandum frem Mr. Ash, December 7, 1973
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f'*4 UNITED STAf ps* - t g i: / * NUCLEAR REGULATORY commission
/PE,6[ 4j WASHINGTON. D. C. N555

'

AW$?YiAO4p October 1, 1976
[ g% ..." /TEI%

'

, + %/

'h=
'''s

3 n., , .

~ s-

% ,. dD 5.'
.

c .

. 4"Mr. Alvin A. Alm
'3[f?

-
-

'' '%Assistant Administrator for Planning /
' "

and Management -

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 47( 6 ~

Washington, D.C. 20460
.

Dear Mr. Alm:
~ I

This is in response to your letter of September 10, 1976, requesting
identification, by October 1,1976, of additional major policy
questions related to the EPA environmen .al radiation standards fore ,

the uranium fuel cycle. In addition, ' ; plan to s.upply further com-'
.

ments concerning implementation of the standard by October 18.

Ongoing discussions between members of the NRC staff and representatives
of EPA's Office of Radiation Programs have been beneficial in clarifying *

r

the standard and possible alternative methods for its implementation. .

'

* ;

thereby increasing cur efficiency in developing implementaticn proca-
dures and applying them in our licensing actions. These continuing
discussions are concentrating upon the detailed wording of the stsndard
and~ should help to clarify'its intent in application and to improve the

; enforceability of its provisions. (,

At'this stage in our review of implementation, we have identified three i
major policy issues beyond those contained in our March 8, 1976 . !- -

testimony and in our corr::ents of September 15, 1975. The issues pre- [
viously raised by the NRC staff have been considered by EPA in the course j

1
of its rulemaking procedures, including the public hearing of March 1976 [

'and the Final Environmental Impact Statement and the responses to comments-

contained in the interagency review package transmitted by your letter of f

August 17. He have no further information to offer concerning those j
| issues. Our continuing review of the standard is directed to questions [

associated with its implementation, with the exception of the following >
l

i
! issues:

.

I

, , .

.
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Mr. Alvin A. Alm -2-
_

;[ (1) The feasibility of enforcing the individual dose limitations of
.J' Section 190.10(a) witn tne inclusion of trannorta-ion activitics. Our

analyses of tne dose contricution from road transportation in tne recent
draft environmental statement on transportation of radioactive material by
air and other modes (MUREG-0034) and in the transportation studies of
WASH-1238 indicate that the population dose to the general public frem
routine transport of new and spent fuel and wastes associated with the
uranium fuel cycle is small, being about 3 man-rem per year for one light-
water reactor. This population dose is only a small fraction of the total.

~ pcpulation dose which results from uranium fuel cycle activities. The
i effect of including transportation activities within the scope of the

standard is correspondingly small; but the complications which would arisej .

~ from its inclusion are substantial. The measures suggested by EPA for
enforcing the individual dose limitations would require restrictioris upon 2comon carriers which are not subject to NRC licensing requirements. The
division of regulatory authority which would result between NRC and the
Department of Transportation for enforcement of the standard would make

,

"

- the determination of compliance difficult, particularly in view of the need
for considering potentially additive contributions from transportation

~

) activities and fixed facilities. The control measures suggested by EPA,
which include "non-stop" transport or controlled access parking, may not be
cost-effective for the shipper and are likely to be costly and impractical;
for the regulatory agency to enforce. Finally, we note that EPA has made

,

no broad consideration of exposures arising frcm the transport of othero
radioactive materials. For these reasons we encourage EPA to eliminate
trensportation activities from the scope of 40 CFR Part 190 and give consid-
eration instead to the development of guidance to Federal agencies,

i pursuant to its FRC authority, concerning radiation exposure arising frcm
the transportation of all types of radioactive materials. In this regard,

' the Final Environmental Statement prepared by NRC on "The Transportation
of Radioactive Material By Air and Other Modes" should be useful. -

(2) Effective date for dose restrictions of 5190.10(a) for uranium
millino coerations. We nave stressec previousty tne neeo for cetter
information to demonstrate the practicability of control measures for

- attaining compliance for uranium mill operations and their associated
l tailings with the dose limits of 40 CFR Part 190. At the present time,

we are unable to assess the practicability, effectiveness, and cost of .

measures which could be taken to accomplish ccmpliance with the standard
with respect to wind-borne particulates and the external dose frcm direct
radiation arising from mill tailings. Although methods have been suggested
by EPA, no data base actually exists on how effective these methods would
be over a long tenn at operating mills or whether, in reality, these methods
could actually be employed.

A number of programs and ctudies are now in progress or are planEed
to be implemented in the near future which will provide data and informa-
tion on the environmental impacts of uranium milling and on alternative 3

strategies for mitigating these impacts, particularly with respect to
.

;
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- Mr. Alvin L. Alm -3-

..- .

I! mill tat' lings. Such information will allow us to better evaluate the '

problems and impacts of implementation of the EPA standard. These
programs include the follcwing:

/ (a) Preparation of a Generic Environmental Impact Statement I

'

on Uranium Milling which is scheduled to be complete in ?

draft form by the Fall of 1978. flotice of this action !
'was published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on June 3, 1976

(41 FR 22430). -

(b) Research studies in support of the Generic Environmental
. Impact Statement, including -

.,

field studies at operating uraniQm mills, '

.

evaluations of alternative mill tailing.

management strategies.
. .

'

(c) Phase II of the joint ERDA-EPA study at inactive mill sites.
;

I
(d) Preparation of individual environmental impact statements '

for new uranium mills and also license renewals.

(e) Implementation of'new effluent monitoring and reporting ' '

requirements as published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on ,,

flavember 17,1975 (40 FR 53230). j -t
. . m

The information from these studies will not be available for several years.
We suggest that it would be appropriate that implementation of the standard
for uranium mills be defercad for scme period of. time or that these facili-
ties be exempted until an adequate data base is available for confimation
of the practicality of control measures and for the development of a pr'ogram
for assuring ccepliance with the standard. .

'

(3) Oooortunity for Public Com.ent on Imolementation Procedures. From our
, experience with ceveloping Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50, we are aware that

the approaches to implementation are as important as the wording of the
standard in determining its impact. This is reinforced by public and
industry coments to EPA on 40 CFR Part 190. For this reason, we urge
further consideration of the need for additional opportunity for public
comment on specific approaches that flRC may use in the implementation of

- 40 CFR Part 190 prior to EPA's issuance of the standard in effective form.
4Such public coment at an early stage of the development of implementation

- and regulatory procedures would be desirable to assure that the best approach
to satisfying flEPA is attained. Although the development.of detailed imple-
mentation procedures and their effective incorporation into ilRC's -

regulations and regulatory guidance may take several years, we believe that
the basic approaches to be used by flRC to evaluate compliance for specific
fuel cycle facilities could be described by the end of this calendar year.

;.

,
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Mr. Alvin A. Alm -4-'

_

We believe that the public comment period on the preposed implementation
approaches could begin at about that time, thus leading to final issuance,

i

of 40 CFR Part 190 early in 1977. Particularly, we need to coordinate the
implementation of this standard with the ongoing assessment and review of'

our as-1cw-as-is-reasonably achievable effluent guidelines for operating
reactors (Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50). This review, as it is now
scheduled and staffed, will extend past the two-year effective date'

presently given in 40 CFR Part 190.
~

$ We would be pleased to meet at your convenience for further discussion or
i . elaboration of these policy questions. Hopefully they can be resolved in

- parallel with our continued work with the ORP staff on specific language,.

for the standard to facilitate its implementation. With the exception ofe

possible problems in the wording of the variance section or other problems
which may be brought to light in the implementation review, these are the

.
-

only additional basic policy questions we have identified at this time.
'

Sincerely, >

,

.i .

j N c .~C.~<

Rcbert B. Minogue, Director
- Office of. Standards Development -

! cc: J. Tozzi, OMB

~
;

,

.
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OFFICE OF T{E ECRETAin;.
'

Honorable Russell E. Train ;, ._

Adstnistrator ,

'
.b.- '-- (

~ ' '

U. S. Environ =ent.tl Protection Agency
't?

-

Washington, D.C. 20460 , , / /g 4'

,

Dear' lir. Train: . . .

*

'''
.

'

.c~,.

This is in reply to the letter of Decenber 27, 1974, from the EPA Deputy
. ' Ti.'.

dr. -

Assistant Ad=inistrator for Radiation Prog:a=s to the AEC Director of ~? *'

Regulation requesting coc=ents on EPA's proposed generally applicable '

standards for the uranium fuel cycle..
-

- ,

-
.

,

.

We note that EPA's Federal Radiation Council' ycdiation protection guidancewill re=ain unchanged. All of the activities li:.ensed by the Nuclear
Regulatory Co==ission are now and will continue to be carried cut well -within that guidance. . .,.,

3., .I
. .-..

,

We reco==end that before the proposed standards are issued, time be allowed
- -..

for a decision in the proceeding now pending before the Nuclear Regulatory
--

Co==ission regarding the staff Proposed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 to ,

define design objectives for effluent control in light water reactors. ,

The
Atocic Energy Consission initiated. this rule =aking, and an exhaustive pro-
ceeding was conducted, including lengthy hearings with significant
participation by the public, industry, and govern =ent agencies. The NRC

.

-

will base its deci: ion on the record of.the proceeding. The facts that the h' f~ .j
URC began operation on January 20, 1975, and that the record of the

J ''
'

proceeding is technically co= plex and volu=inous reouire that
.

further ti=e
be allowed for the final decision. We are advised that the Cc==ission has
the catter unde active consideration with high priority for an expeditious

. . . ,
-

decision. .'.'

.-

We are pleased to have the opportunity to co==ent on the draft standard and i -
g

explain the importance of the NRC decision. We understand that the| ,...
'

principal basis for the nu=erical limits in the EPA draft standards is.the {.
cost effectiveness of effluent controls, rather than the acceptability of a .

. ' .given level of enposure. An orderly conclusion of the NRC rulemaking ', [

s

decision prior to publishing the EPA standards would allow the star.dards
the NRC's, findings as to the practicability of emission controls. ' ' ' , 'to reflect

~

..
..y ,

The AEC niso stated its inten: ion to issue nu erical guidance on ALAP design
.

.

objectives for other fuel cycle f acilities cnd other types of reactors in the
-

h ,.:'

future as operating experience is gained. As of now some types of facilities- p* t-in the uranius fuel cycle have little or no operating experience on the,

Cl.'^ *
l connercial scale. In these cases, any determination of the practicability
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of operating limits is imprecise. Thus, it is inappropriate to establish'
;-[g ,:. -#,'.-generally applicable standards near the esti=ated opernting capabilities ,

.

of the technology and solely on the basis of projected cost effectiveness , p3 ' -
'

* - of emission controls. We also note that the NRC decision on Proposed

Appt.ndix I will give definition to the as low as practicable concept and .
3

thus' influence the further application'of the concept to fuel cycle .
,,

*

facilities. - -

.- . -.

. . , .. .

. . . s.."

The staff has identified several specific areas where in its opinion the
proposed EPA standard has been established too near or beyond the projected I f!;G. .
capabilities of the uranius fuel cycle technology. These are: a) for 5. ht',

light water reactors, the adding of the dose contribution from direct
scattered gs==a radiation to the exposures from gaseous end liquid

'and , c
,.

,

!

ef fluents; b) the inclusion of the blowing of tailings piles near operating !- .

uranius mills, and c) the proposed thyroid standard in the case of the i

milk exposure pathway frem fuel reprocessirg plants. In all of these areas
'

the incre= ental increases in the proposed sect.dard, which would be required
.. .co provide for uncertainties in the pract'.cability of emissica controls for . . - -

'.' (f ;c'^
a developing technology, would be well within existing FRC Radiction ..

Protection Guides. The staff also believes that standards for the capture . , , ,

of Krypton-55 are pre =sture at this ti=e because the cost benefit
,

justification requires the integration of very small individual doses over !

the entire world population without fully resolving the question of inter-
- ' national cooperation in Kr-85 capture. - -

, . , ,

'
.

'Sincerely,
, , , , , ,,,

. . C.;.,. , .-
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Si.ee V. Gossick - x .

.

Acting Executive Dirnetor ' ,
.

,f ... . t
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, . . , . .

for Operations . ; ' ' ' r. '
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ce; Ja=es T. Lynn, Director
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NOTICES 1GC !

requirements of Apdendix B cf 10 CTR s. 7. and s. and teetton ist of the Act with tsecurer. processor.or produ er of any equip. !
I

rewect to byproouct matertais, source mm. ment, devtce. commodity. or otner produes
Turt 50, at a time when any needed im. tensts. and sputal nuclear materta:e in contatutoc : uree. erproduct. or spe: tat nu.
provements util hsve maxtmum eCect. ""**" " " *** ' # ***** ** I" " * "" "**' "''' ****"** # 1 "** ''*"8f'' P "'S"**

,aEElicants* quaitty ascurance programs mass; sud or controt at suca prcouct except pursuant
an betn; sucjected to rettutstory sts!! wtICtEAs. ne Governor of the state of to a ucense or an exemoton trem acenseg
review for confctmance with Appendix B New stextco ts authortzed unoer chapter OS4. tssued by the comm:sstoo. i

at the time the construction permit ap. section 22-3-11. I.swa of 1971 to enter into ^ ^ " "
plication is f!!ed. If the program is deter- thLs Arreement with the commisatont and
:=ined not to rnett the requirements of WHEn::AS. ne Governor of the state of Thts Agreement shalt not afect the au.

New stetico certtaed on Julr 2.197 . that thortty of the com=ussion under sunnec.
A, ppendix B 45 that time, the appilcation the state of New itexico thereinstter re. tion 1913. or 1. or the Act to tszue rules.
J returned. terred to as the states has a progrsm for resuistions, or orcers to protect the com.

In view of the forescing, the Commis. the control of rad:ation hsmares adequate to mon defense and security. to protect re.
sion has concluded that the initiation protect the punite heatta and sarety =tta re. stricted data or to guard a;stast the tone
of the rulemskm: proceeding requested spect to the materials within the state or diversion at special nue sar matertal.
by the petitleners is unnecessary and coeered by this Ageement, and that the Stata ,

unwarranted. Accordincly, the petition destres to assume regutatory responstbtuty,

for rulemaking *. led by LT.tpleten Inter. for such materialst and no Commission win use its best ecorts
mtatEAs. ne commission found on to cooperste with the state and otter ag ee.

venors is demed. 5tsrch 28.1074. that the procram of the state ment states in tse formuistton of stand.
A co97 of the petition of rule:nsking for the regulatton of tue matertats coured ards and terratory programs of tse state

is availsb;e for public inspection at the by this Apeement is comestible with the and the Commission for protectics against
Commissten's P.u:12c Document Room at commtsston s program for the regulation at hazards et radtatten and to sasure tant
1717 H Street NW., Washington. D.C. such matertals and ts adequate to protect the state and commission prouvams for prot.c.* * * * * * * * * *" " '8***** ****'d'

" "."De s tate will use#'"7 ""Dated at Washington, D.C* this **-d P"D I* h'*3*h *"" s" tate an".1 the Commissionordinated and compattbte- WIIIREAs. ne
dayof April 1974. . recognee the destrsbutty sad tmportance of its test ecorts to cooperate wtta the com.

For the At " Energy Ccmmission. coopersuon betmn the commission and mission and etter speement states in the
the state in the termuistion of standards for formuration of standards and regultu,ry

Pact. C. Beroes, proteetton assinst hazards of radiation and programs of the stata and the commisston
Secrefnry of the Commissiom in assuring that state and cometon pro. for protection against hazards or radiauon

grams for protection a;ainst hazards of and to assure that the state's pregram will
[F3 Doc.74-0548 F'!ed &25 74;8:43am] radtation will be coordinated and compauhlet continue to be compstatie with the pro.

and gram of the Commission for the retutatAon
WEE! TEAS. De Commisston and the state of Uke Estertals. De state and the Cons.

m ECO recogntze the des:rsbutty of ree procsi recog. misston wt:1 use steir best e: orts to keep
Discontinuance of Certain Commissiert nation et steenses and exemptions from esch other informed of proposed changes inlicensing of these materials sunject to this their nspective rules and reratations andRegulatory Authority and Responsability Atnemenu and ucensing. inspecuan and enforu=ent pot.

WitNn the State WHE! teas. nis Agreement is entered into teles and enteria, and to obtats the com.
Notice is hereby given that William O. pursuant to the provtstons or the Atomic ments and the assistance of the other parts.

Doub. Commit-icner of the Atomic Enerry Act or 19s4. as amended: thereon. ,

No% TEE 2tEFORE. It ts benby samd ,,,,,,, ,,Energy Com- " ion. and the Ecnorable h***"a the Commissten and the courne .

Bruce E:ing. Gove nor of the State of " * * * 8 ** *** ** * 8 ** D'**# # "* 8 ** *** D* * *** *D' 8'*** "' " *h**
Nm Mexico, have signed the .tgreement as tonows: 18 ta destraale to provide for rectarocal rec.
3;t forth below for discontiz:4ance by aat:c:.a ognition of ucenses for the materials Listed

In Article I Ucensed by the other partythe Ccmmission and assumptien by the su t m me exce a provided '.n Arti.
** DT **7 *8 * "'** 8'**'* ****'81#817* -'

State of certain Ccmmi" ton rett.iatory etes II. III. and IV. the Commissten shall the Co=%n and the Staa agm m use
(uthority. The a greement is publishtd in dtseonttene, as of the eeective date of this their bus ecorta a denlop appropriate
acecrdn=ce trith the requirementa of Arnement, the regulatory authority of the min, ngulations. and pmcedms my watch
Public Law 86-373 (sectico 274 of the Commisaron in the state under Chapters e. 7. '"*h "*1P"*187 *13 D* ****d-Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended). and s. and section tot et the Act with re.
The exemptions from the Comission's spect to the rottowine materints: AntTc:.a vtr ,

l!c*M g authority have been pubiished A. Byproduct materials: ,

in the FEDEaA2. RzctsTrn and codified as B 8Tg $'[d Nafter reasonnele nottee and opportunity for
e, 3 erws in gusnum

h*artne to the state. or upon request orPart 150 of the Commission's regula. not sument to tonn a entient maan.
tions in Title 10 of the Code of Federal the covernor of tue state.may terminate or

As s.s II suspend this Agreement and reassers theRegulations.
nts Agreement does not provide for dis. 11 censing and regulatory autmoesty vested in! Dated at Get ~-antown. Maryland, this continuance of any authertty and the Com. tt under the Act it the Co-imon ends

| 19thdayof Apn11374. mission shau retain authortt? and respon.
that such terminauon or suspenston la re.

;

I For the Atomic Energy Commhtfon. statitty with rupecs to regulation ot: quired to protect the puttio health and

A. ne construction and operatton of any 884887- *

ART!m.E vn2
|

PAtrt. C. BE rDtt. Production or uttt!2stion faculty:

|
Secretary o/ the Commf;ston. B. ne eTport from or import into the This Agreement shall become e ecttTo on

Un ed States of. byproduct. soures. or spe* Sfay 1.13T4. and shalt ressin in efect us.
Amrmun? BrTwTrw Tus UwTrro StaTra ets ue est matenal, or of any produccon less and untti such ttme s.s It is terstnated
. ATonac Drract Coassassazon awn Tus Stars run tatt n tsetuty* pursuant to Articte vII.
or Nzw Mzzico rom DiscowTtweasts or e a e esan w na by* Ne at Santa Fe. State at New Slextoo. InCratarw Couu:sstow Raout.aros? Attrues. ' t p e. this Trd day of Apra.1.1974.

Ed in t or totrT awa Rrseonstatt.rrT Wrrnne Tau STATE te as
Pt-metrawT To Src-tow 2"4 or Tag AToasse the Commission: For the United States Atomic Energy Com.

ACT w . As Asaswnse D. "Ihe disposal of stich other byproduct, misalon.
waERu3. na United St.ates Atomic source. or special nucast material as the [saal.] Tn.2.Zast O. DoCo. ,,Energy Commission (heretnatter referred to Commissten from time deterT mes by regu. g,,,g,,,,,,,

as the Commisalon) ts authortzed under Sec. lation or order snould, because of the ham.
ards or potenust hazarts themf. not be ao h the State ot New Mezien,

t*.an 2T4 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. o wu at a Heense Mtn the Cogn.
as amended thentaatter referred to se the g,g3g,g g,,gg g,,,g .

Cowmor.
Act). to enter into agreements with the a ggg

* * ' *Covernor or say State proetetag for diacon. Notwithstanding this Agreement. the Com. en Wh.tlauance et the regulatory methority of the misaton may from t:me to time by rule,
C=' " within the state under Chaptere regulation, or order, require that tas manu. IFR Doc.76 4847 F". led & 5 74;3:44 am!

-

MDgaAt 38C13712. VCt. 39. MO. 82 #et0Ay, APtft 24, 1974
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